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Figure 1: Di�erence in elevation between 2009 and 2017 in the Moricambe Bay salt
marshes. Dark colours show erosion, bright colours show accretion. Pixel size 1m.
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I watched you

Swim backstrokes

Through all the consequences

Of your growth,

Until now you

And I

Tread water,

Delicate in our balance.

There is a push

And a pull to things.

You see that

When you grow with the tides.

Exerpt from The Salt Marsh Speaks to the Scientist, by Doug Garry
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Abstract

Salt marshes are grassy platforms that develop on sheltered coasts with high

sediment supply. They may be found on sub-tropical shores where they often

coexist with mangrove swamps, or in temperate climates where they might front

brackish and fresh wetlands. These landscapes �lter pollutants, protect coastlines

against storm surges, and sequester carbon at high rates, making salt marshes

some of the most valuable ecosystems on Earth. However, their survival is jeop-

ardised by imbalance between formative and destructive processes: salt marshes

rely heavily on external sources of sediment, and the poor sediment supply may

prevent them from recovering from wave-driven erosion or from matching accel-

erating sea level rise. The sustained existence of a salt marsh ecosystem depends

strongly on its topographic evolution. Hence, quantifying marsh platform to-

pography is vital to improve coastal management, and the current development

of high-resolution topographic data acquisition techniques presents geomorphol-

ogists with important opportunities to achieve this objective.

This thesis addresses the need for topographic analysis tools speci�c to the

morphology of salt marshes and explores a selection of potential uses for these

tools. First, I propose a novel, unsupervised method to reproducibly isolate salt

marsh scarps and platforms from a Digital Terrain Model (DTM). This method

takes the form of a multiple routing algorithms grouped under a single programme

referred to as the Topographic Identi�cation of Platforms (TIP). Field observa-

tions and numerical models show that salt marshes mature into subhorizontal

platforms delineated by subvertical scarps. Based on this premise, the programme

identi�es scarps as lines of local maxima on a slope raster, then �lls the DEM

from the scarps upward, thus isolating mature marsh platform objects. I then

test the TIP method using lidar-derived DTMs from six salt marshes in England

with varying tidal ranges and geometries, for which topographic platforms were

manually isolated from tidal �ats. Agreement between manual and unsupervised

classi�cation exceeds 90 % for resolutions up to 3m. I also �nd that our method
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allows for the accurate detection of local block failures as small as 3 times the

DTM resolution. Ultimately, I show that unsupervised classi�cation of marsh

platforms from high-resolution topography is possible and su�cient to monitor

and analyse topographic evolution over time. The relevance of such monitoring is

however dependant on the frequency and time-span of data acquisition, a point

which I discuss further in the conclusive chapter.

Second, I use the TIP method to extract the distribution of elevations of mul-

tiple marsh platforms in the United Kingdom and the United States. I compare

marsh elevations relative to current sea level and run simple 0-dimensional settling

simulations in order to explore constraints on suspended sediment concentration

and particle size. These experiments set a basis for comparison with observed

accretion rates from �eld sources, as lidar-derived accretion rates are found to be

inaccurate. I �nd that the marsh platforms examined occupy a narrow range of

elevations in the upper tidal frame, situated between Mean High Tide and the

Observed Highest High Tide. At these elevations, accretion models using sinu-

soidal tidal forcing do not allow these platforms to be inundated nor experience

deposition. However, when forced with year-long tidal records, I �nd not incon-

siderable deposition rates that follow hyperbolic contour lines when expressed as

a function of sediment concentration and median grain size. I �nd that the de-

position of coarse, concentrated sediment is necessary for platforms in the upper

tidal frame to immediately match sea level rise, suggesting a strong dependance

on infrequent high-deposition events for short-term accretion. This is particu-

larly true for marshes that are very high in the tidal frame, making accretion

increasingly storm-driven as marsh platforms gain elevation. Finally, I re�ect

on the capacity of marshes to regenerate after erosion events within a context

of changing sediment supply conditions and how this may a�ect the long-term,

dynamic equilibrium of marsh platforms.

Finally, I add a module to the TIP method to determine the topographic

signature of retreat and progradation on the edges of salt marsh platforms in

mega-tidal Moricambe Bay (UK) in 2009, 2013 and 2017. I �rst describe the TIP

method, and from the outlines it determines I generate transverse topographic
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pro�les of the marsh edge 10m long and 20m apart. Pro�les are grouped into

categories depending on whether they experienced erosion or accretion in the

2009-2013 or 2013-2017 periods respectively, and I �nd that pro�les belonging

to the same retreat or progradation event have distinctly similar morphologies,

regardless of the event magnitude. Progradation pro�les have a shallow scarp and

low relief that decreases with event magnitude, facilitating more progradation.

Conversely, steep-scarped, high-relief retreat pro�les that dip away from levees as

retreat reveals older platforms. Furthermore, vertical accretion of the marsh edge

is found to be primarily controlled by elevation in the study site, suggesting an

even distribution of deposition that would allow bay in�lling were it not limited

by the migration of creeks. The scope of this research within future research on

marsh margins is further discussed in the conclusive chapter.
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Lay summary

Salt marshes are grassy platforms found on sheltered coasts with high sediment

supply. They may be found coexisting with mangrove swamps on sub-tropical

shores, or bordering brackish and fresh wetlands in temperate climates. These

landscapes �lter pollutants, protect coastlines against storms and waves, and store

carbon from the atmosphere, making salt marshes some of the most valuable

environments on Earth. However, their survival is endangered by the lack of

sediment: without this important building material, marshes are more vulnerable

to accelerating sea level rise and erosion due to waves. While marshes normally

retreat inland, in many cases they are trapped between the sea and arti�cial

structures like levees and roads. For salt marshes to survive, they need to stay

high enough above mean sea level for plants to grow. Therefore, measuring marsh

elevation is vital to improve their management. The recent explosion of high-

resolution elevation data allows us to create accurate 3-dimensional models of

salt marshes, opening exciting prospects for salt marsh science.

In this thesis, I design numerical tools to analyse the elevation of salt marshes

and demonstrate their use for scienti�c research.

First, I propose a new method to isolate salt marshes from a map of eleva-

tion, which resulted in an suite of algorithms called the Topographic Identi�cation

of Platforms (TIP). Field studies and numerical models show that salt marshes

mature into low-lying plateaux above the mud�ats. Using this information, the

programme identi�es the edges of these plateaux, then numerically �lls the �at

areas of the elevation map from the edge inward, isolating mature marsh plat-

forms. I then test the TIP method using high-quality elevation maps from six

salt marshes on various coasts of England, by comparing the results of the TIP

method to marsh outlines I had digitised manually. I �nd that agreement be-

tween manual digitisation and the TIP method exceeds 90 %. I also �nd that

our method allows us to see blocs of marsh that had fallen on the mud�at if they

were larger than 3 times the elevation map resolution. Ultimately, I show that
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the TIP method used on high-quality elevation maps is possible and su�cient to

monitor salt marshes in the future.

Second, I use the TIP method to analyse the variations in elevation in di�er-

ent marsh platforms in the United Kingdom and the United States. I compare

marsh elevations relative to sea level and rates of elevation change to a simple

numerical model of sediment deposition. This allows me to explore the in�uence

of sediment size and concentration in the sea over marsh elevation change. I

�nd that the marsh platforms I examined occupy a narrow range of elevations,

situated between Mean High Tide and the Highest High Tide. Under sinusoidal

tides, common in numerical models, marshes at these elevations are never �ooded.

However, when using real tidal records, deposition still occurs at these heights

and is in�uenced by the properties of sediment in the sea. I �nd that the depo-

sition of coarse, concentrated sediment is necessary for high platform elevation

to match its contemporary rate of sea level rise, suggesting a strong in�uence of

storms and river �oods.

Finally, I add a module to the TIP method to determine the signature ele-

vation patterns of retreat and advance of the edges of salt marshes. I do this in

Moricambe Bay (UK) for high-resolution elevation data collected in 2009, 2013

and 2017. I generate elevation pro�les of the marsh edge perpendicular to the

marsh outline, 10m long and 20m apart. The behaviour of the marsh outline at

its intersection with pro�les produces noticeably di�erent pro�le geometries. Pro-

�les drawn on advancing outlines have a shallow edge that decreases with the size

of the advance, facilitating more progression. Conversely, steep pro�les drawn on

retreating outlines have marsh platforms that dip away from edge levees as retreat

reveals older marshes. Furthermore, vertical elevation gain of the marsh edge is

controlled by elevation rather than lateral motion, suggesting evenly distributed

sediment deposition that would allow the bay to �ll were it not limited by the

migration of creeks.
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istration
RTK-GNSS Real-Time Kinematic GNSS
SET Surface Elevation Table
TIP Topographic Identi�cation of Platforms
TLS Terrestrial Laser Scanner
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
UK United Kingdom
USD United States Dollar
WoO Window of Opportunity

Table 1.1: Abbreviations used in this chapter
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List of Notations4

Notation Meaning
B Width of control surface [L]
h water depth [L]
∆V Volume passing through in control surface [L3]
∆t a short duration of time [T]
uc Current velocity [L.T−1]
τcur Current shear stress [M.L−1.T−2]
ρw Volumetric mass of water [M.L−3]
ρs Volumetric mass of sediment [M.L−3]
g gravity constant [L.T−2]
Ch Chézy constant [∅]
D50 Median grain diameter [L]
T Wave period [T−1]
λ Wavelength [L]
um Orbital wave motion [L.T−1]
Hs Signi�cant wave height [L]
Re Reynolds Number [∅]
U Wind speed [L.T−1]
fr Rough bed friction coe�cient [∅]
fs Smooth bed friction coe�cient [∅]
ν Kinematic visosity of water [L2.T−1]
τwav Wave shear stress [M.L−1.T−2]
τ Total bed shear stress [M.L−1.T−2]
τc Critical shear stress [M.L−1.T−2]
e Erosion rate factor [∅]
µ Dynamic viscosity of water [M.T.L−1]
ws Terminal Stokes settling velocity [L.T−1]

Table 1.2: Notations used in this chapter
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1.1 General de�nition of a salt marsh5

Salt marshes are grassy wetlands that are regularly �ooded by the tide (Allen,6

2000) (Figure 1.1). They are typically located in sub-arctic to sub-tropical cli-7

mates (Figure 1.2), although in the latter they increasingly �nd themselves sup-8

planted by mangrove forests (Saintilan et al., 2014). On their seaward side salt9

marshes are bordered by tidal �ats, and on the landward side they merge into10

brackish marshes, coastal forests or sand dunes when infrastructure does not11

interrupt this natural succession (Fagherazzi et al., 2019).12

The formation of a salt marsh platform is initiated by the establishment of13

pioneer halophytic plants on high tidal �ats (Balke et al., 2014; Hu et al., 2015).14

Clusters of plants, provided they are not dislodged or buried, modify hydrody-15

namic conditions around and above themselves (Bouma et al., 2007; Finnigan16

et al., 2009), enhancing the settling of sediment ranging in size from mud to17

�ne sands (Allen, 2000; Wentworth, 1922) within the vegetated area (Mudd et18

al., 2010). Such patches develop relief (Balke et al., 2012), expand and connect19

(Temmerman et al., 2007), all the time gaining elevation relative to the tidal20

�ats surrounding tidal �ats (Marani et al., 2013) while the dissecting creeks in-21

cise (D'Alpaos et al., 2005). Through this process, marshes acquire a distinctive22

platform-like morphology: as seen in Figure 1.1a.-c., they form sub-horizontal23

meadows that are most often separated from the neighbouring tidal �at by a24

scarp of variable height. Scarps are mostly visible in mature or actively accreting25

marshes, as newly formed or slow-evolving landscapes such as the one seen in26

Figure 1.1d. barely present any relief above their sandy substrate.27

Salt marsh vegetation is speci�c to these environments, consisting of halo-28

phytic and almost exclusively herbaceous plants. Although communities vary29

regionally, commonly found genera are Spartina, Salicornia, Juncus, Puccinellia.30

This typical vegetation contributes to giving marshes their meadow-like appear-31

ance, an impression occasionally reinforced by the sight of grazing sheep or cattle32

on high marshes (Figure 1.1a.). Their unique morphology and vegetation are33

responsible for the many bene�ts provided by salt marshes to society, detailed in34
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Figure 1.1: Examples of salt marshes; a. grazed salt marsh platform near Drumburgh,
Cumbria, United Kingdom (UK); b. Salt marsh platform and retreat scarps in Skinbur-
ness, Cumbria, UK; c. Salt marsh with plant debris and scarp near Campalto, Venice,
Italy; d. Salt marsh with high vegetation bordering a coastal forest on Wakulla Beach,
Florida, United States. Images: G.C.H. Goodwin.

Figure 1.2: Map of salt marshes in the world. Data: Mcowen et al. (2017)
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Section 1.2.1.35

Classi�ed as "soft" coasts, salt marshes are more mobile than "hard" coasts36

such as rocky platforms or cli�s, and have comparatively fast responses to external37

forcings such as variations in sea level, wave action and tidal �ooding patterns.38

Consequently, they only develop on sheltered coasts, where they form in the39

intertidal zone (i.e. land that is higher than the lowest low tides and lower than40

the highest high tides). Figure 1.3 depicts an early classi�cation of the types41

of coasts where salt marshes are found. Despite being typically located along42

protected coastlines, salt marshes exhibit dynamic responses at various time-43

scales depending on external in�uences: Section 1.2.2 outlines the threats they44

face and how this may impact their existence in the near future.45

Figure 1.3: Types of salt marshes based on the coastal setting in which they develop.
Source: Allen (2000)
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1.2 Rationale46

1.2.1 Ecosystem services provided by salt marshes47

Historically, many salt marshes were drained and converted to agricultural land48

(Gedan et al., 2009), as they were perceived as insalubrious. Indeed, their local49

denomination of "paluds" in Southern France gave birth to the term "palud-50

ism", designating the disease found in populations bordering marshlands. This51

disease was originally thought to be contracted from exposure to the "bad air"52

or "malaria" of the marshes, and only later was the connection made between53

malaria and the mosquitoes breeding in stagnant water (Dobson, 1989; Packard,54

2016).55

Today, land conversion on marshlands is in decline because the ecosystem56

services they provide are better understood and valued. For this we must thank57

Costanza et al. (1997) amongst others; Costanza et al. (1997) initially valued the58

ecosystem services provided by salt marshes and mangrove forests at 9, 990 USD ·59

ha−1·y−1, making them the 4th most valuable ecosystems after estuaries (22, 832 USD·60

ha−1 · y−1), swamps and �uvial continental wetlands (19, 580 USD · ha−1 · y−1)61

and seagrass meadows (19, 004 USD · ha−1 · y−1).62

Many contributions followed to further de�ne the ecosystem services provided63

by salt marshes, highlighting their breadth (Barbier et al., 2011; Spivak et al.,64

2019) and high economic importance (Beaumont et al., 2008): these rich and65

sheltered environments are ideal nursing grounds for marine species, including66

species of high economic value such as the brown shrimp Farfantepenaeus aztecus67

(Haas et al., 2004; La�eur et al., 2002). Marshes are instrumental in the nitrogen68

cycle (Nelson and Zavaleta, 2012) and sequester metallic pollutants such as mer-69

cury (Marques et al., 2011), but are better-known for their carbon sequestration70

capacity due to high biomass production and degradation in salt marsh soils. Ac-71

cumulation rates in salt marshes average 210 g ·m−2 · y−1, an order of magnitude72

more than in peatlands (Chmura et al., 2003a) and approximately twice as much73

as in the declining Amazonian rainforest (Brienen et al., 2015).74

Location exerts an important control over ecosystem services provided by salt75
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marshes: latitude, tidal range and elevation combine to control carbon accumu-76

lation rates (Ouyang and Lee, 2014), but strong variations exist between regions77

and within a single marsh (Roner et al., 2016). Likewise, the e�ciency of salt78

marshes as natural barriers against waves and storm surges (Möller et al., 2014;79

Shepard et al., 2011) is conditioned by environments that allow them to develop80

(Van der Nat et al., 2016). Instrinsic properties also in�uence the impact of81

marshes on wave propagation: attenuation rates depend on scarp morphology82

and elevation (Möller and Spencer, 2002; Stark et al., 2016) as well as vegetation83

(Möller, 2006; Ysebaert et al., 2011).84

Because of the many socio-economic bene�ts provided by salt marshes, the85

prospect of their degradation has become a cause of considerable concern, as loss86

of salt marsh systems is expected to cause signi�cant losses in ecosystem services87

(Zedler and Kercher, 2005). Of course, losses as well as gains in surface area are88

to be expected over various time scales and in di�erent environments as marshes89

tend toward dynamic equilibrium states (Zhou et al., 2017). Nevertheless, despite90

the cyclicity observed in some regions (Bouma et al., 2016), long-term net loss91

is already observed in multiple sites(see Section 1.2.2). Such long-term die-o� is92

likely to impact the carbon cycle as carbon sequestration potential is lost (Chmura93

et al., 2003b) and large amounts of carbon are released from the marsh soil into94

the ocean (Coverdale et al., 2014; Kirwan and Mudd, 2012; Pendleton et al.,95

2012), reducing its capacity for carbon dioxide absorption.96

1.2.2 Pressures on salt marsh survival97

Being located at the interface between terrestrial and marine environments, salt98

marshes are exposed to destructive and constructive forces at both their landward99

and seaward boundaries. If during a given period of time when these forces are in100

net imbalance, loss or gain of salt marsh environment occurs. While I discuss the101

processes driving marsh accretion, progradation and erosion further in Section102

1.3, here I give a preliminary account of the most commonly described threats to103

marsh survival.104

Salt marshes are a�ected by variations in sea level at various time scales:105
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tidal amplitude and hydroperiod limit their vertical range, thus constricting their106

expansion both seaward (Balke et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2015) and inland (Mor-107

ris et al., 2002). This vertical range is de�ned in relation to mean sea level108

(see Section 1.3.1), and marsh platform elevation lags behind its long-term vari-109

ations (D'Alpaos et al., 2011; Kirwan and Murray, 2008). Hence, accelerating110

sea level rise observed around the world (Ipcc, 2014) is one of the better docu-111

mented threats to salt marsh survival. Salt marshes have historically kept pace112

with sea level variations through feedback loops between �ooding patterns and113

sediment settling and production (Kirwan and Temmerman, 2009) (see Section114

1.3.2). However, there is concern that, in the near future, sediment supply will be115

insu�cient to compensate for the combined e�ects of accelerated mean sea level116

variations (D'Alpaos et al., 2011) and subsidence (Day et al., 2011), further de-117

scribed in Section 1.3.1. In such cases, marshes would be more reliant on organic118

belowground production (see Section 1.3.2). This is particularly true of deltaic119

regions, where decreased sediment supply due to anthropogenic activities is set120

to accentuate these pressures (Syvitski et al., 2009).121

The e�ects of relative sea level rise (RSLR, de�ned as the rise of sea level122

compared to a mobile salt marsh platform elevation) may cause salt marsh plants123

to die from hypersalinity or hypoxia (Morris et al., 2013; Morris et al., 2002; Mor-124

ris, 2007), thus converting vegetated land into bare tidal �ats (Voss et al., 2013),125

which eventually sink into open water (see Section 1.3.2). Changing sea levels,126

lack of sediment supply and subsidence at di�erent depths are being felt across127

the world (Kirwan and Guntenspergen, 2010; Kirwan and Megonigal, 2013) and128

have cost coastal Louisiana ≈ 90 km2 of wetlands per year since 1932 (Day et al.,129

2000; Jankowski et al., 2017), and it has been suggested that this degradation and130

the resulting reduction of storm surge attenuation contributed to the disastrous131

damage caused by hurricanes Katrina and Rita (Day Jr. et al., 2007; Jonkman132

et al., 2009). In Section 1.3.2, I discuss how the dependance of salt marshes on133

external sources of sediment may a�ect their response to sea level changes.134

Human activites often are an aggravating factor of marsh die-o�. Ecological135

ratchet models predict that the upland salt marsh boundary retreats inland un-136
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der rising sea levels (Fagherazzi et al., 2019), converting brackish marshes and137

coastal forests to salt marsh. However, built environments can prevent landward138

migration (Feagin et al., 2010), creating barriers that contribute to "squeezing"139

coastal marshes between a rising sea and hard infrastructure (see Borchert et140

al. (2018) in the Gulf Coast of the United States). Similarly, over�shing on he141

USA Atlantic Coast has been observed to cause excessive herbivory from crab142

populations, damaging salt marsh vegetation (Bertness et al., 2014).143

In addition to vertical pressure from RSLR, salt marshes are impacted at144

their seaward margin by erosive waves and currents. Indeed, waves were found145

to remove considerable volumes of sediment from the marsh edge (Marani et al.,146

2011; McLoughlin et al., 2015; Priestas et al., 2015). Statistical analyses over147

marshes in the USA, Australia and Italy show that storms cause marshes to148

retreat proportionally to incident wave power (which in this case is calculated149

without consideration for local margin geometry) (Leonardi et al., 2016a). Sim-150

ple cell models show that the energy released by breaking waves relative to soil151

strength de�nes the rate of erosion and the horizontal aspect of retreat outlines152

(Leonardi and Fagherazzi, 2014), and a link between erosion rate and outline153

geometry was con�rmed on the �eld by Leonardi et al., 2016b.154

Erosive waves are the product either of wind friction (Padilla-Hernández and155

Monbaliu, 2001), storm-generated swell (Alves, 2006; Hasselmann et al., 1973) or156

boat wakes (Bauer et al., 2002; Silinski et al., 2015) (See Figure 1.4). Increasing157

Figure 1.4: Waves breaking on salt marsh edges; a. wave induced by boat wake
impacts along the marsh edge in the Venice Lagoon; b. wind waves impact a salt marsh
in Essex. Images: G.C.H. Goodwin.(a.), James Tempest (b.)
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sea levels are not always matched by rising bed elevations: in regions with poor158

sediment availability, the average depth in intertidal landscapes risks increasing,159

with risk of increasing the statistical prevalence of erosive waves (D'Alpaos et160

al., 2013), thus enhancing lateral retreat. This is observed in the dramatic re-161

treat of the Venice Lagoon marshes (Carniello et al., 2009; De�na et al., 2007),162

accentuated by the deepening of the lagoon (Molinaroli et al., 2009).163

The complexity of the settings in which marshes develop (see Figure 1.3)164

means that not all marshes experience RSLR in the same manner, even if the rate165

of RSLR is the same (Cowell and Thom, 1994): In closed bays, marsh retreat166

modi�es hydroperiod and further reduces sediment delivery to the remaining167

marshes (Donatelli et al., 2018). Conversely, areas with strong sediment supply168

and little wave impact show little sign of generalised retreat (Goodwin and Mudd,169

2020). Other e�ects of modern climate variations such as modi�ed storminess170

initially caused concern, but have been shown to enhance the resilience of salt171

marshes to sea level rise (Hopkinson et al., 2018a; Schuerch et al., 2013). Much172

remains to learn on erosive processes: while marsh retreat is demonstrably linked173

to nearby channel deepening in a macro-tidal setting (Cox et al., 2003), the174

stochasticity of tidal e�ects on the erosive power of tidal currents is not well175

known; in the case on wind-waves, the di�culty in quantifying the combined176

impact of waves and tides is illustrated by (D'Alpaos et al., 2013); sightings of177

marsh surface being stripped of vegetation by waves or currents are also not178

unheard of, although the mechanics of this process are not yet well known.179

The previous sections highlight the importance and precarity of salt marsh180

landscapes and environments, although the extent of their vulnerability is regu-181

larly debated and depends very much on local batyhmetry, tidal range, sediment182

supply and wave exposure (Ganju et al., 2017; Kirwan et al., 2016a; Saco et183

al., 2017; Schuerch et al., 2018). First, Section 1.2.1 showed that salt marshes184

provide a wide range of ecosystem services. These services only exist through185

the combined action of biological and geomorphological processes that make salt186

marshes co-evolve as landscapes and ecosystems. Second, Section 1.2.2 detailed187

the threats to continued salt marsh existence throughout and after the 21st cen-188
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tury. Speci�cally, salt marshes are vulnerable to vertical drowning through an189

increase in sea level relative to the marsh surface and horizontal retreat through190

exposure to waves and currents.191

This thesis aims to provide and demonstrate objective topographic tools for192

researchers and eventually land managers to monitor and understand the evo-193

lution of salt marshes worldwide under changing environmental constraints. To194

understand the scienti�c background and challenges that lead to the development195

of these tools, the following section will (1) detail the processes through which196

salt marshes establish, develop and disappear and (2) draw a state of the art of197

observation methods and their use in marsh evolution predictions.198

1.3 Background199

In this section, I cover the major scienti�c notions necessary to follow the narrative200

of this thesis. First, I summarily explain the mechanisms by which salt marshes201

acquire or lose their characteristic topography and vegetation. Second, I detail202

methods of topographic data collection used to study salt marshes.203

1.3.1 Intertidal hydrodynamics204

Tides: Tides are long-period waves that circumnavigate the Earth's oceans and205

seas as the gravitational pull of the Moon and the Sun lifts the free surface of206

water bodies (Kvale, 2006). As the Moon circles the Earth, it draws masses of207

water underneath it, creating high tides, and creates a smaller high tide at the208

antipode of its position. Meanwhile, water is drawn from other parts of the Earth,209

creating low tides (Figure 1.5 A). The cycles of high and low tides are half a lunar210

day, or 12 hours and 25 minutes. The position of the Moon relative to the Earth211

and Sun determines the succession of spring and neap tides (Figure 1.5 B). When212

the Earth, Moon and Sun are aligned in a phenomenon known as syzygy (which213

occurs at the new and full moon), high tides are at their maximum and low tides214

at their minimum: these tides are called spring tides. Conversely, at the �rst and215

third quarters of the moon, high tides are at their lowest and low tides at their216
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highest: these tides are called neap tides. Many more periodic cycles exist (Figure217

1.5 C,D), making the astronomical tide the result of many harmonic constituents,218

�rst predicted by Lord Kelvin's "tide machine". The succession of astronomical219

high tides can be seen in Figure 1.5 E. Nowadays, predictions of astronomical220

tides are mostly numerical and easily accessible (Pawlowicz et al., 2002).221

Locally, astronomical tides are not the only phenomena to in�uence the level222

of the sea. The propagation of tides is a�ected by bathymetry, such that some223

regions experience di�erent tidal regimes and amplitudes (Figure 1.6). Regions224

under a semi-diurnal regime will experience approximately two tides of similar225

amplitudes in a day, while diurnal regimes cause only one tide a day. Regions226

under a mixed semi-diurnal regime experience two tides of di�erent amplitudes227

in a day. The periodical succession of astronomical tides is further altered by228

meteorological events: for example, a drop in atmospheric pressure will cause an229

increase of the water level at the rate of 1cm for every millibar; low pressure fronts230

moving landward such as storms or hurricanes propagate a bulge of water called231

a storm surge, further increasing water levels (Lagomasino et al., 2013; Muller232

et al., 2014; Mulligan et al., 2014). Conversely, high pressures decrease tidal233

elevations. These meteorologically induced deviations from the astronomical tide234

predictions in any given location are called anomalies.235

As their name suggests, intertidal habitats such as tidal �ats and salt marshes236

are situated at elevations between most high tides and most low tides, making237

their evolution dominated by the ebb and �ow of the tide. Tide gauges installed238

around the world measure and record water levels at sea and on the coast and239

some of these gauges have been recording water levels since the 1830s. Many ser-240

vices distribute predicted and observed tidal data as well as real-time tidal levels241

for their own country, like the United Kingdom Tide Gauge Network (https://242

www.ntslf.org/data/uk-network-real-time) or the National Oceanographic243

and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA, https://tidesandcurrents.noaa.244

gov/), or globally, like the Global Extreme Sea Level Analysis (GESLA, https:245

//gesla.org/). These data are frequently used to determine the �ooding fre-246

quency and depth on tidal �ats and salt marshes (Reed and Cahoon, 1992),247

https://www.ntslf.org/data/uk-network-real-time
https://www.ntslf.org/data/uk-network-real-time
https://www.ntslf.org/data/uk-network-real-time
https://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/
https://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/
https://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/
https://gesla.org/
https://gesla.org/
https://gesla.org/
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although tidal propagation means that inundation properties on salt marshes248

on the salt marshes themselves often di�er from those measured at tide gauges,249

particularly for tidal extremes (Mossman et al., 2011).250

Figure 1.5: Idealized equilibrium tidal models that illustrate semidiurnal tides (A),
the synodic month (B), the tropical month (C), and the anomalistic month (D). (E)
depicts a segment of the 1991 predicted high tides from Kwajalein Atoll, Paci�c Ocean.
� Su�� Subordinate semidaily tide; �Do�� Dominant semidaily tide; �C�� Denotes
the tides that occurred when the Moon crossed the Earth's equator (crossover) and the
semidiurnal tides were equal in height; �No�� Moon at maximum northern declination;
�So�� Moon at maximum southern declination. Source and caption: Kvale (2006)
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As they rise and fall, tides generate currents which may be combined with251

nearby �uvial currents. As water passes through a control surface of width B252

and depth h, the volume ∆V passing through the control surface over a time ∆t253

determines the current velocity uc according to Equation 1.1 (Hu et al., 2015):254

uc =
∆V

∆t hB
(1.1)

Tidal currents are often separated into cross-shore (perpendicular to the coastline)255

and long-shore (parallel to the coastline).256

Wind-Waves: The waves referred to in Section 1.2.2 are part of the larger257

group of ocean waves (which themselves are gravity waves), which were �rst258

classi�ed according to their period by Munk (1950). Wave period is de�ned as259

the the time elapsed between two wave crests, measured in seconds. The waves260

most often observed on the shore are wind-and ocean-waves, which typically have261

a period of less than 12s (Figure 1.7). Waves of longer period such as tides and262

storm surges (Munk, 1950) in�uence the propagation of wind-waves by changing263

the depths of waters in which they propagate.264

Wind-waves are generated by pressure �uctuations caused by wind shearing on265

Figure 1.6: Tidal regimes of the world. Source: https://web.archive.org/web/
20180918123631/https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/education/kits/tides/media/
supp_tide07b.html

https://web.archive.org/web/20180918123631/https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/education/kits/tides/media/supp_tide07b.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20180918123631/https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/education/kits/tides/media/supp_tide07b.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20180918123631/https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/education/kits/tides/media/supp_tide07b.html
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a water surface. The resulting vibrations of the water surface are then ampli�ed266

(Young, 1999). The propagation of this disturbance causes groups of waves to267

form on the water surface, which in open water organise themselves into sea-waves268

or swell (Hasselmann et al., 1973). While salt marshes may also be a�ected by269

swell, they often develop on sheltered coasts (see Figure 1.3), where the distance270

over which wind a�ects the water surface is limited. Combined with the shallow271

depths characteristic of environments harbouring salt marshes, waves a�ecting272

salt marshes are more often than not fetch-limited (Mariotti and Fagherazzi,273

2013b), fetch being a function of distance and depth (Karimpour et al., 2017).274

Most of our knowledge on transformation of wind friction into waves in fetch-275

limited settings comes from empirical measurements on Lake George, New South276

Wales, Australia (Breugem and Holthuijsen, 2007; Young and Verhagen, 1996).277

Bottom shear stress: Bottom shear stress (BSS) is a force exerted parallel to278

the surface of the sediment, and is most often designated as τ . BSS is generated279

by the combined e�ects of currents and waves on the sea bed (Dalyander et al.,280

2013). The magnitude of the bottom shear stress τcur exerted by a tidal current281

−→u of velocity u is de�ned by Roberts et al. (2000) as:282

Figure 1.7: Tentative classi�cation of ocean waves according to wave period. The
forces responsible for various portions of the spectrum are shown. The relative ampli-
tude is indicated by the curve. Source and caption: https://www.wikiwand.com/en/
Infragravity_wave, adapted from Munk (1950)

https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Infragravity_wave
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Infragravity_wave
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τcur = ρw
g

Ch
u2 (1.2)

where ρw is the volumetric mass of water (ρw = 1000 kg · m−3) and g =283

9.81 m · s−2 is the gravitational constant. In Roberts et al. (2000), g
C

= 0.002,284

however this was updated in Hu et al. (2015) so that:285

Ch = 18 log10
12 h

2.5 D50

(1.3)

where h is the water depth and D50 is the median grain diameter on the bed.286

BSS generated by waves is aptly described in Carniello et al. (2005), where287

the orbital velocity um of a wave of signi�cant wave height Hs, wave period T288

and wave number k = 2π
λ

(where λ is the wavelength) propagating in water of289

depth h is de�ned thus:290

um =
π Hs

T sinh(k h)
(1.4)

Wave friction against the bed is then calculated for rough and smooth beds291

(cf. Nikuradse (1950)), according to the method of Soulsby and Clarke (2005):292

fr = 1.39 ∗ (
um T

2πD50

12

)−0.52 (1.5)

fs = 2 Re−0.5, Re < 5000 (1.6)

fs = 0.0521 Re−0.187, Re > 5000 (1.7)

, where the wave Reynolds number Re is de�ned as below, with ν = 1.0533 ·293

10−6m2 · s−1 the kinematic viscosity of water :294

Re =
u2
m T

2π ν
(1.8)

The BSS generated by waves τwav is then :295
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τwav = 0.5 ρw max(fr, fs) u
2
m (1.9)

The value of τwav is related to the determination of deep or shallow water296

conditions. If τwav = 0, then the wave orbitals are circular and do not reach the297

bottom: these are deep water conditions for wave stress. Conversely, in shallow298

water, wave orbitals are elliptical and τwav > 0. Figure 1.8 illustrates the regions299

in which wave shear stress does or does not occur, stressing the importance of300

the timing of tidal water level and wind conditions in the determination of BSS301

(D'Alpaos et al., 2013; Fagherazzi and Wiberg, 2009). If bottom shear stress302

is su�cient to cause sediment resuspension (see below), suspended material will303

move in the direction of the resultant of waves and tidal/�uvial currents.304

Erosion processes: While BSS determines the strength of hydraulic stresses305

on the bed, the resistance of the bed to these stresses will ultimately determine306

whether sediment will be put into suspension. This resistance is typically referred307

to as the critical shear stress τc. In numerical models used to predict erosion, it308

is customary to consider that erosion occurs if τ = τcur + τwav > τc. When309

erosion occurs, the rate of erosion is often considered proportional to the relative310

Figure 1.8: Diagram depicting the mechanism of wave-scouring. At a given location
and time t in the tide cycle, the water depth is d. Wind blowing at the speed U
generates waves of signi�cant height H. The size of wave orbitals decreases with depth,
and in deep water the orbital velocity at the bottom u m is null and no erosion occurs.
However, when d decreases or H increases, um is no longer null and generates a positive
bottom shear stress τ . Source: G.C.H. Goodwin
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di�erence between the shear stress and the critical shear stress, as shown below:311

e =
τ − τc
τc

(1.10)

However, determining an appropriate value of τc to use in numerical simu-312

lations of intertidal environments is complex, as it varies greatly with the size313

of the surface sediment (Houwing, 1999), its heterogeneity (Ahmad et al., 2011;314

Wiberg and Smith, 1987), organic content (Mehta et al., 2015), and local and sea-315

sonal sediment supply variations (Amos et al., 2004; Amos et al., 2010). Despite316

these variations, several authors consider the soil of salt marsh platforms to be317

su�ciently stabilised by vegetation and neglect erosion in morphodynamic mod-318

els (D'Alpaos et al., 2011; Morris et al., 2002), however occurrences of platform319

plants being stripped away are not unheard of. This assumption is concordant320

with the work of Julian and Torres (2006), who estimate that grassy vegetation321

multiplies by a factor of 2 the critical shear stress. In situations such as that322

described by Marani et al. (2010), applying this factor would put critical shear323

stress at 0.8Pa, which is only slightly smaller than the maximum value of shear324

stress obtained for a wind speed of 20m · s−1 or 72km ·h−1 under unlimited fetch.325

Deposition processes: When hydraulic conditions are calm, suspended sedi-326

ment can settle onto intertidal surfaces. The amount of sediment deposited has327

previously been modelled as depending on BSS (Fagherazzi et al., 2006), however328

this approach does not capture the complexity of sediment settling and capture.329

The settling of a particle in still water may be described by the balance of buoy-330

Figure 1.9: Velocity pro�les and turbulence scales for tidal �ats with increasing stem
density left to right. Source: Nepf (2012).
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ant forces and gravitational forces. Hence, the shape and density of particles331

play an important role on the velocity at which they fall in the water column. In332

simpli�ed cases, the falling velocity of a particle is determined by Equation 3.3:333

ws =
2

9
(
ρs − ρw

µ
) g (

D50

2
)2 (1.11)

where ws is the terminal settling velocity calculated using Stoke's law for a334

spherical particle of diameter D50 and volumetric mass ρs = 2650 kg m−3 in335

unagitated water of volumetric mass ρs = 1000 kg m−3 and dynamic viscosity336

µ = 0.0010518 kg s m−1.337

While this equation is often used in numerical models of settling on marsh338

platforms (see Chapter 3), real deposition on salt marsh platforms departs from339

this simpli�ed vision. Fine sediment such as muds tend to �occulate, forming340

agglomerates of varying stability (Eisma, 1986). These �ocs appear in sand-341

mud mixtures and their size greatly a�ects their settling velocity (Manning et342

al., 2010), with experiments showing that �ocs consistently settle slower that343

spherical particles of similar size (Strom and Keyvani, 2011) Furthermore, the344

behaviour of settling particles on vegetated surfaces is made yet more complex345

by the fact that tidal currents interact with vegetation to generate turbulence at346

various scales, as shown by Nepf (2012) in Figure 1.9.347

Compaction and subsidence: Once deposited on a marsh platform (or a tidal348

�at), sediment compacts through dewatering and under the weight of overlaying349

strata (Temmerman et al., 2003). This may cause a loss of volume of around350

50% (D'Alpaos et al., 2011). Compaction has been found to be at its highest351

during the �rst few centuries after deposition (Eugene Turner et al., 2006), in the352

upper layers of soil were organic matter is found in greater proportion (Bartholdy353

et al., 2014). Shallow compaction is accompanied by deeper compaction caused354

by water, gas and oil extraction (Dijkema, 1997; Kennish, 2001), with notable355

examples including the Holocene compaction of the Mississippi Delta (Törnqvist356

et al., 2008). Compaction plays such a large role in the long-term evolution of357

marsh topography that it is taken into account when reconstructing past sea358
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level from salt marsh cores (Brain et al., 2015) along with deeper subsidence and359

eustatic land movements (Shennan and Horton, 2002). The combined e�ects of360

compaction and subsidence are determinant in the calculation of relative sea level361

rise.362

1.3.2 Development of salt marsh platforms363

Tidal �at colonisation: Salt marsh platforms are initiated when pioneer plants364

establish a foothold on an unvegetated tidal �at. These species are often Spartina365

anglica, Spartina alterni�ora, or species of the genus Salicornia. Plants only es-366

tablish under favourable hydrodynamic conditions, named Windows of Oppor-367

tunity (WoO) after initial work on mangrove seedlings by Balke et al. (2011).368

WoO are an ubiquitous concept in disturbance-driven ecosystems like salt marshes369

(Balke et al., 2014). Hu et al. (2015) later detailed this notion for the establish-370

Figure 1.10: Diagram of plant establishment; WoO1 controls seedling establishment,
and is an inundation-free period with a critical minimum duration (bottom shear stress
(BSS) is zero); WoO2 is a period following WoO1, when the seedlings are experiencing
BSS disturbance (the blue line). If during WoO2 the external BSS stays lower than the
minimum BSS for vegetation uprooting τveg (red solid line), then WoO events occur for
seedling establishment. τsed represents the minimum BSS for bed erosion. τveg increases
with seedling age because of seedling roots development at the rate k. ke is the maximum
slope derived from the BSS time series, which incorporates both magnitude and timing
of the external forcing. Source: Hu et al. (2015).
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ment of salt marsh plants, as shown in Figure 1.10.371

Platform growth through eco-geomorphic feedbacks: Plants established372

on the tidal �at form patches in which current velocities and shear stress on373

the bed are reduced (Ma et al., 2014). This protects the patches from further374

erosion in a positive feedback loop where vegetation protects itself from being375

broken or dislodged from its substrate. Conversely, �ow velocity is higher on376

the side of vegetation patches (Bouma et al., 2013), prompting a development377

of salt marshes as platforms (former patches) dissected by channels and pools378

(Temmerman et al., 2007). When the plant canopy is completely submerged,379

velocities are higher above the canopy than in the vegetation patch (Neumeier380

and Ciavola, 2004), and turbulence is generated between stems and at the scale381

of the patch, as shown in Figure 1.9. These factors contribute to faster accretion382

rates on salt marsh platforms than on tidal �ats. While some sources mention383

suspended sediment capture or trapping by leaves and stems (Fagherazzi et al.,384

2012; Mudd et al., 2010) as an added factor to enhanced settling, there is little385

Figure 1.11: Photographs of salt marshes at di�erent stages of topographic develop-
ment. Left: pioneer plants (Suaeda maritima) established on the mud�at in the Mont-
Saint-Michel Bay, France; centre: emergent marsh platform, barely elevated above the
sandy substrate of Belhaven Bay, Scotland; Mature salt marsh platform, well above the
tidal �at and exhibiting erosion features (saltings) in Skinburness, UK. Images: G. C.
H. Goodwin.
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evidence that "captured" sediment truly settles; moreover, the individual e�ect386

of sediment trapping has not been quanti�ed.387

Plants also contribute to the vertical accretion of salt marsh platforms over388

tidal �ats: By modifying their root-to shoot-length ratios in response to elevation,389

plants also generate feedbacks between organic material build-up and sediment390

capture (Mudd et al., 2009). Furthermore, the species present and their produc-391

tivity is in�uenced by �ooding and salinity (Belliard et al., 2017; Pennings et al.,392

2003; Silvestri et al., 2005), with both of these factors being in�uenced by the393

elevation of the marsh platform relative to sea level. Hence, plant productivity394

has been expressed as following a bell curve with a minimum at high and low395

elevations, where a given species disappears, and an productivity maximum in396

between (Marani et al., 2013; Morris et al., 2002). This model presents an e�cient397

description of marsh die-o�: when all the species on the marsh platform reach a398

low-elevation productivity minimum, then the marsh is entirely drowned. While399

elevation relative to sea level (and by proxy �ooding patterns) is identi�ed as the400

primary control on vegetation prodictivity, other parameters such as interspeci�c401

competition also play a signi�cant role in macro-tidal marsh plant distribution402

(Pennings et al., 2005; Suchrow and Jensen, 2010).403

Through organic production, detritic deposition and self-protection against404

erosion, marsh platforms gain elevation relative to the surrounding tidal �ats.405

From an initial state of vegetated tidal �ats (Figure 1.11, left), emergent marsh406

platforms appear (Figure 1.11, centre) and mature into high marsh platforms407

(Figure 1.11, right). The relative proportion of organic production versus inor-408

ganic settling that contribute to the accretion of the marsh platforms de�nes the409

the allochtonous (dominated by detritic imports) or autochtonous (dominated by410

organic production) character of the marsh. This character may be measured in411

salt marsh soils through loss on ignition tests (LOI) and may �nd proportions of412

organic matter varying from less than 10% to more than 50% (Neubauer, 2008;413

Roner et al., 2016; Sebag et al., 2006). Autochtonous marshes tend to have soils414

of lower bulk density (Neubauer, 2008) and depend more strongly on plant pro-415

duction to maintain their elevation, whereas allochtonous marshes tend to build416
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upon external sources of sediment and a particularly sensitive to variations in417

available sediment. Nevertheless, it is important to note that the structure of a418

salt marsh is conditioned by the presence of vegetation: under conditions that419

do not allow vegetation survival, the unvegetated surface loses the platform-like420

structure and returns to a tidal �at (De�na et al., 2007; Fagherazzi et al., 2006).421

Indeed, the marsh and tidal �at are each one of two alternate stable states of422

low-energy intertidal landscapes (Schroder et al., 2005) maintained through the423

eco-geomorphic feedbacks described above. The variable intensity of these eco-424

geomorphic feedbacks enables salt marshes to accrete in response to variations in425

sea level, thus maintaining their place in the tidal frame under variable sea levels426

(Crosby et al., 2016; Kirwan and Temmerman, 2009).427

The geographic context largely a�ects the development of vegetation and to-428

pography, as illustrated in Figure 1.12. Indeed, it is the local conditions and429

Figure 1.12: Comparison between northwest European marshes and those on the
eastern coast of the United States. Source: Brooks et al. (2020) modi�ed from Dame
and Lefeuvre (1994).
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features (tidal range, sediment cells, �uvial outlets, plant distribution, ...) that430

determine which plants will establish and how they will a�ect the development431

of marsh platforms. To this day, the early classi�cations of Allen (2000) are our432

best attempt at de�ning the in�uence of local context. Although it does not form433

an objective of this thesis, a possible avenue for salt-marsh research would be to434

attempt a more �uid, physically oriented classi�cation of marsh systems, similar435

to the approach adopted by Nienhuis et al. (2015) to qualify the dominance of436

waves in delta formation.437

1.3.3 Observation of relevant salt marsh properties438

The most closely monitored properties of salt marsh ecosystems are vegetation439

and elevation, as they are both essential to understand eco-geomorphic processes440

(Reed and Cahoon, 1992). Nolte et al. (2013) and Webb et al. (2013) sum-441

marise the di�erent methods used to observe topography in salt marsh studies442

(Figure 1.13). While �eld-based surveys were historically dominant, the expo-443

nential growth of remote sensing has o�ered a variety of methods to observe both444

elevation and vegetation distribution, most of which still require �eld calibration.445

Data acquisition in the �eld: Field observations are often used as calibration446

data for the analysis of remotely acquired images or records, which allow for a447

better analysis of the spatial patterns that may not be captured by �eldwork448

Figure 1.13: Observation methods for salt marsh elevation. Source: Webb et al.
(2013).
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alone. These methods will be detailed in the following paragraphs. Other �eld449

methods are still very much in use to provide high-accuracy data on salt marsh450

properties.451

For example, terrestrial laser scanners (TLS) are used to collect very high452

resolution topographic data. Figure 1.14 shows a composite image collected using453

a TLS in Camp�eld Marsh (Cumbria, UK), subsampled to only show points454

5cm apart (the original dataset has more than 10pts · cm−3). The accuracy of455

the elevation of each point after georeferencing is ≈ 1cm. In the top panel,456

points with low intensity (blue) are bare tidal sand�ats, while those with higher457

intensity (green to red) are associated with vegetation. In this 3-dimensional458

scene, the shape and relief of individual patches of pioneer plants Spartina anglica459

are clearly visible, as is the ridge-and-runnel morphology of the low marsh and460

the higher, continuous mature platform. The same scene coloured by elevation is461

seen in the bottom panel and distinctly illustrates the elevation gap between the462

mud�at and pioneer marsh, the low marsh and the high marsh. TLS data can be463

used to construct precise 3D models of marsh topography and plant occupation464

(Leroux, 2013), which enables monitoring of erosion, progradation, vegetation465

encroachment and vertical variations superior to twice the Z-accuracy of the point466

cloud data (usually 2− 3cm).467

Other methods are speci�cally designed to measure changes in ground eleva-468

tion. Accretion markers are �at clay or plastic objects or coloured markers placed469

�ush with the sediment surface (Cahoon and Reed, 1995; Cahoon et al., 2001;470

Cahoon et al., 1996). The elevation of the marker is usually measured with a471

Di�erential Global Navigation Satellite System (D-GNSS). After a given period472

of time, the height of the sediment above the marker is measured to obtain total473

deposition (which is di�erent from total elevation di�erence). Likewise, Surface474

Elevation Tables (SET) (Anisfeld et al., 2016; Cahoon, 2015; Cain and Hensel,475

2018; Kirwan et al., 2016a) are used to give a precise measurement of changes in476

ground elevation. Like accretion markers, SET precision for the initial elevation477

is that of the D-GNSS used (usually around 1cm), and their precision on eleva-478

tion change is millimetric, allowing Cahoon et al. (2000) to study the di�erences479
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Figure 1.14: Composite model of 12 TLS scans of Camp�eld Marsh in Cumbria, UK
(photo on top). Each point in the dataset is on average 5 cm apart from any other.
Points are coloured by intensity (middle) and elevation (bottom). Source: G.C.H.
Goodwin.
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between accretion through deposition and elevation change, thus highlighting the480

impact of organic production and shallow subsidence on marsh elevation. The481

functioning of a SET is shown in Figure 1.15.482

Remote sensing for habitat and elevation mapping: Despite their great483

accuracy, �eld methods have the disadvantages of a small footprint and high484

labour intensity (Webb et al., 2013). For instance, the data shown in Figure485

1.14 were collected over the course of 4 hours and processed for another 4 hours.486

Instead, remote sensing (either airborne of via satellite) is often used to take487

advantage of its relatively large spatial coverage.488

Habitat mapping is a common application of hyperspectral satellite images,489

through the analysis of spectral properties such as the Normalized Di�erence of490

Vegetation Index (NDVI) (Jucke van Beijma, 2015). NDVI mapping has de-491

veloped to the point where only a minimum of ground-truthing is required to492

determine the presence and type of vegetation (Hladik and Alber, 2014). This493

Figure 1.15: Conceptual diagram of a Surface Elevation Table (SET) showing the
deployment of the horizontal reference bar atop the SET base, which is locked onto
the SET bench mark during a measurement session. The SET benchmark is a deep
driven rod, the top meter of which is encased in PVC. The �gure also shows how SET
pin height measurements are used to compute the elevation of sediment surface with
respect to the top of the SET mark, which is also the Vertical Point of Reference, or
VPR. Source and caption: Cain and Hensel (2018).
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index has been shown to consistently di�erentiate vegetated areas from tidal �ats494

(Tuxen et al., 2008) and �ooded channels from dry land despite the sensitivity495

of classi�cation algorithms (Belluco et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2007). However,496

knowledge of vegetation coverage is not su�cient to analyse or predict the el-497

evation of salt marshes. Although Digital Terrain Models (DTMs) have been498

successfully generated from habitat maps in the speci�c context of the Venice la-499

goon (Silvestri et al., 2003), additional in�uences on halophyte distribution such500

as groundwater circulation (Mo�ett et al., 2010, 2012) can lead to mismatches501

between topography and habitats (Hladik et al., 2013). Furthermore, marshes ex-502

periencing a higher tidal range than the micro-tidal Venice Lagoon tend to have503

more complex topography, which further prevents the reliable use of spectral data504

to infer topography.505

In this thesis, we use direct methods of observation of topography in intertidal506

Figure 1.16: Schematic description of a full waveform topobathymetric lidar acquisi-
tion. Image: Dimitri Lague.
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environments. Particularly, we focus on airborne lidar surveys (ALS), which507

produce the most accurate and highest resolution data (Figure 1.13). Lidar is508

the abbreviation of LIght Detection And Ranging, and measures distances by509

timing the return of a projected laser pulse. In this sense, a TLS is e�ectively510

a ground-based lidar sensor. However, most lidar sensors are airborne, being511

carried either on airplanes or Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV). Because ALS512

are the centre-piece of this thesis, we detail the acquisition and processing of513

airborne lidar data.514

In the case of an ALS, an aircraft �ies over the area of interest, its position515

being tracked by a GNSS, most often a Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) GNSS, and516

its orientation (roll, pitch and yaw) tracked by the onboard computer. The lidar517

sensor, most often nadir-facing, emits multiple laser pulses of around 10 ns along518

swathes orthogonal to the �ight path of the aircraft (Figure 1.16). Each pulse is519

re�ected by elements of the landscape such as trees, grass or bare ground, forming520

a return signal of varying intensity, or waveform (Figure 1.17(a)). This waveform521

may be processed to output the �rst and last peak returns (Figure1.17(a)) or522

conserved to preserve the signatures of di�erent layers of re�ective objects (Fig-523

ure 1.17(b,c)). The analysis of the full waveform is very useful to establish the524

Figure 1.17: Schematic description of full waveform topographic lidar outputs. Source:
Mallet and Bretar (2009).
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structure of tree canopy, as seen in Figure 1.17(d-f)). Lidar can be topographic525

(red emitted pulse at 1064 nm) or bathymetric (green emitted pulse at 532 nm).526

As shown in Figure 1.16, full waveform analysis on bathymetric lidar data allows527

3D imaging of the water column, and may also be combined with red lidar to528

identify canopy types.529

Quality of lidar data: In the context of salt marshes, the desired data is530

often ground elevation. In Figure 1.17 (b)-(f), this means that the last (and531

lowest) return is retained. Gridding such data produces a Digital Terrain Model532

Figure 1.18: Map of a marsh on Sapelo Island, GA, USA, used as a test site for
LIDAR-derived DTM corrections showing unmodi�ed (top) and modi�ed (bottom)
DTM elevations (m). Cooler blue colors indicate higher elevations and warmer dark
browns indicate lower elevations. Note the decrease in elevation associated with creek
heads surrounded by tall and medium Spartina alterni�ora in the modi�ed DTM. Total
area mapped and modi�ed at location 2 was 0.078 km2 (outlined in white). Source and
caption: Hladik and Alber (2012a)
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(DTM), as opposed to Digital Surface Models (DSM) which are obtained by533

keeping the �rst return and show the top of infrastructure and vegetation. If the534

last return has e�ectively reached the ground, then ground elevation is known535

with an accuracy close to that of the position of the aircraft. However, the536

density of salt marsh vegetation often prevents the laser pulse from �nding bare537

ground (Sadro et al., 2007), meaning that the last return will overestimate ground538

elevation (Chassereau et al., 2011; Schmid et al., 2011).539

This vegetation-induced bias generates a positive measurement error to the el-540

evation of almost all of the marsh platform (i.e. the measured elevation is higher541

than the true ground elevation). Its magnitude varies with vegetation height542

(Hladik and Alber, 2012a; Rogers et al., 2016a), with plants such as Spartina543

alterni�ora causing an error upward of 70 cm at the end of summer. The conse-544

quences of such an error are dependant on the usage of the DTM, however they545

almost systematically include an impossibility to monitor elevation change over546

stable portions of salt marsh (see Chapter 3), as the error propagates over several547

data acquisitions. Moreover, subtle topographic features and elevation changes548

that are critical in calculations of drainage, sediment deposition and plant growth549

may be occluded by vegetation.550

Vegetation bias may be corrected at the expense of spatial resolution or foot-551

print of the resulting DTM (Wang et al., 2009) or by using full waveform pro-552

cessing (Parrish et al., 2014; Rogers et al., 2018), but there is no guarantee that553

the resulting elevation will indeed be the ground level. Figure 1.18 provides an554

example of a DTM before (top) and after (bottom) vegetation bias correction per-555

formed by on-site ground-truthing with a GNSS. Such results are also achieved556

using TreeNet (Rogers et al., 2018), however the cost and duration of implemen-557

tation of such methods is prohibitive. In Chapter 5, I further discuss potential558

solutions to the monitoring of salt marsh surfaces.559
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1.4 Research objectives560

1.4.1 Design a modular topographic analysis method561

Section 1.3.3 shows that the means to acquire topographic data of salt marshes562

are plentiful and of increasingly easy access. In such a data-rich �eld, the lack563

of topographic analysis tools for salt marsh geomorphology stands out sorely.564

Such tools are present, although arguably not yet widespread, in other �eld of565

geomorphology, notably in the analysis of hillslopes and river networks (Mudd et566

al., 2014; Schwanghart and Scherler, 2014), where they are used to reproducibly567

identify key features of mountainous landscapes, such as channel heads (Clubb568

et al., 2014), �oodplain terraces (Clubb et al., 2017) or knickpoints (Gailleton569

et al., 2019), and to determine the consistency of river network properties such570

as concavity (Mudd et al., 2018). While basic principles of topographic analysis571

such as the determination of slope and curvature may be universally applicable,572

the metrics described above may not apply to salt marsh landscapes: for example,573

although channel heads do exist in salt marshes, the Clubb et al. (2014) method574

cannot be applied to �nd them and extract channel networks since some channels575

intersect with ditches or abandoned reaches. While the developments of tidal576

creek analysis tools by Chirol et al. (2018), Fagherazzi et al. (1999), and Liu577

et al. (2015) and topographic classi�cation of marsh edge analyses (Evans et al.,578

2019) begin to address this need, tools to classify and describe the marsh platform579

and its features are still lacking.580

Many studies rely on the delineation of the marsh outline, particularly on the581

seaward side: indeed, it is important in the determination of di�erent roughness582

values for hydraulic models of �ooding patterns and wave propagation on the583

marsh surface. It is also primordial in determining rates of retreat or prograda-584

tion. A signi�cant number of these studies digitise the outline of marsh platforms585

from satellite or aerial photography (Gedan et al., 2011; Leonardi et al., 2016a;586

Pringle, 1995) or spectral analysis to discriminate vegetated platforms from bare587

tidal �ats (Belluco et al., 2006; Collin et al., 2010). Spectral analysis in particu-588

lar o�ers many advantages: the high frequency of data acquisition and multiple589
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sources of easily accessible data (e.g. from NASA, ESA or Planet) contrast with590

the relative temporal sparcity of high-resolution topographic data. However, de-591

spite these attractive properties, they present two major disavantages:592

� Both digitisation and spectral analysis have subjective and non-reproducible593

components. Digitising the outline of a salt marsh from an image is sensi-594

tive to variable image lighting, coloration and to operator experience and595

fatigue. Similarly, the calibration used to calculate vegetation indices like596

the NDVI requires experienced appreciation of threshold values, and may be597

in�uenced by organic matter lying on the tidal �at. Furthermore, outlines598

of the same marsh digitised at di�erent dates are di�cult to compare if the599

digitising conditions change or if they were digitised by di�erent operators.600

� Using spectral data to identify marsh platforms only provides a two di-601

mensional (2D) observation. Thus, even if the marsh outline is correctly602

identi�ed, the elevation of the platform will not be known. If the outline is603

to be used in a hydrodynamic model, additional elevation data will be nec-604

essary. Unless spectral and topographic data were collected simultaneously,605

this will be a source of error for predictions of marsh evolution.606

Hence, this thesis aims to develop a topographic analysis tool tailored to the spe-607

ci�c features of salt marshes. Such a tool is meant to improve the reproducibility608

and portability of studies on salt marsh landscapes. This will be achieved by609

addressing the issues detailed above. First, I will describe a method to detect610

seaward salt marsh outlines without any input by the user other than the Digital611

Elevation Model (DEM) and the Area of Interest (AoI) in which the marsh is612

located. Second, I will add the possibility of retrieving several features of the613

identi�ed salt marsh platform according to the needs of the user, thus making614

the tool modular. This step will ensure that the necessary inputs for models will615

be provided, as well as volumetric measurements of change for platform monitor-616

ing. Combining topographic and spectral data analysis is key to the accurately617

monitoring salt marshes and will be addressed separately in Chapter 5.618
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1.4.2 Investigate platform elevation within the tidal frame619

As shown in Section 1.2.2, drowning is a threat to salt marsh survival, espe-620

cially in micro-tidal settings. The need to better know the elevation of marsh621

platforms relative to sea level and understand its response to changing �ooding622

patterns has never been more pressing, particularly since marshes that are not at623

risk of drowning may hold clues to increased resilience. Several answers to this624

long-standing issue have been proposed, both in the form of numerical models625

(D'Alpaos et al., 2011; Morris et al., 2002) or �eld observations (Kirwan et al.,626

2016b). However, most of these approaches make three major assumptions:627

� Due to the sub-horizontal geometry of many salt marsh platforms, it is628

often considered a viable assumption to describe a marsh platform by a629

single elevation data point. While this assumption may hold for some sites,630

many salt marshes show some overall gradient due to cycles of progradation631

and retreat (Allen and Rae, 1988). These cycles generate new platforms at632

lower elevations, and a single-point representation that misrepresents the633

distribution of elevations may a�ect predictions of future marsh evolution.634

� While many modelling approaches consider variable tidal forcing, multi-635

ple studies concerned with the e�ects of sea level rise focus on micro-tidal636

marshes, and thus use sinusoidal tidal records as inputs, giving them a con-637

stant amplitude equal to the mean tidal range. This assumption neglects638

astronomical variations in tidal amplitude as well as the e�ect of meteoro-639

logical surges on tidal levels.640

� Likewise, suspended sediment concentrations and settling velocity are often641

considered constant and calculated for spherical particles of constan me-642

dian diameter, even though it is known that for sandy substrates grain size643

and concentration vary greatly in space and time (see Section 1.3.2). This644

approximation is even more likely to misrepresent deposition for clay-rich645

marshes where �occulation causes further variations in settling velocity.646

The method I developed to objectively identify marsh platforms within a647

landscape provides coastal researchers with the means to measure the distribution648

of elevations on a marsh platform where aerial lidar is available. The description649
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of the salt marsh platform elevation will form the �rst additional module of the650

initial topographic analysis tool designed in Section 4.4.2. Combined with world-651

wide high-frequency tidal records, this module will yield the necessary data to652

verify the e�ects of the assumptions described above, and explore the e�ects of653

removing these assumptions.654

1.4.3 Determine typical morphologies for platform edges655

Aside from sea level variations, tidal currents and waves also created changes656

in salt marsh morphology. While considerable e�ort has been devoted to the657

determination of wave power and its e�ect on marsh retreat (see Section 1.2.2),658

only a few studies like that of Evans et al. (2019) focus on the morphology of659

marsh edges and their potential in�uence on retreat and progradation. In this660

particular case, 3 morphological types of margings were identi�ed along sections661

of marsh and related to progradation and erosion. It has however been shown662

that wave thrust against marsh scarps is sensitive to scarp slope and terracing663

(Tonelli et al., 2010). Furthermore, objectively classi�ed morphologies of marsh664

edges have been linked to their evolution: scarps have been tied to retreat, while665

ramped edges are more often associated with progradation, and ridge-runnel edges666

with complex evolution patterns (Evans et al., 2019). This last example is to date667

the only topographic analysis tool devoted to marsh edges, contrasting with the668

multiple works on tidal creek identi�cation (Chirol et al., 2018; Fagherazzi et669

al., 1999; Liu et al., 2015). Despite this method's quality, its choice to classify670

marsh edges and evolution patterns rather than quantify them does not allow for671

a nuanced approach to retreat and progradation of the marsh outline.672

I propose to use the TIP method developed in Section 4.4.2 to separate marsh673

platforms from tidal �ats using free topographic records in a mega-tidal bay. This674

method is particularly well �tted for mega-tidal environments where scarps are675

easily detectable from lidar data. I will enrich this method with a module that676

identi�es the marsh outline and describes it with series of transverse pro�les. By677

using this new module on large, dynamic salt marsh systems over several years,678

I aim to establish a functional relation between marsh edge morphology and the679
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magnitude of erosion or progradation.680

1.5 Thesis progression681

The objectives of this thesis are (1) to develop a reproducible method to detect682

salt marshes and identify some of their topographic features, and (2) to demon-683

strate the method's scienti�c value by using it to predict topographic evolution684

and describe geomorphic features relevant to future salt marsh evolution. In this685

chapter, I have presented the necessary background to understand the develop-686

ment of salt marsh platforms as well as the means available to observe them, with687

a particular focus on the observation of topography and topographic change. In688

the rest of the thesis, I describe the achievement of our research objectives through689

three chapters of original research material produced during the PhD.690

In chapter 2, I describe the design and testing of the Topographic Identi�ca-691

tion of Platforms (TIP) method. First, I develop the rationale and methodology692

of this method designed to isolate salt marsh platforms from tidal �ats, using693

exclusively high resolution topographic data within an area of interest, with min-694

imal input from the user. I then test the method on six salt marshes in the695

United Kingdom and explain the potential and limits of the method, as well as696

our choice of default calibration.697

In chapter 3, I develop the TIP method to focus on platform elevation. I add698

a module to identify and characterise the elevation of eight marsh platforms in699

the UK and the USA. Using high-frequency tidal records and remotely-sensed700

as well as �eld-based sediment supply data, I build a simple accretion model to701

explore the limits of common assumptions of time-invariance in model inputs.702

In chapter 4, I further develop the TIP method to investigate the topography703

of salt marsh edges. I add a module to identify the most seaward marsh edge704

and describe its topography with a series of regularly spaced transverse pro�les.705

I then examine the variation of these pro�les with the magnitude of erosion and706

progradation events in a large salt marsh system in Moricambe Bay, UK, and707

link basic metrics of marsh edge topography to marsh outline mobility.708
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In chapter 5, I re�ect upon the potential and limits of our method and results.709

Namely, I assess the opportunity that a modular topographic analysis tool o�ers710

for researchers and land managers to produce reproducible results, and address711

the two principal threats to salt marsh survival: drowning and erosion.712
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Detecting salt marsh platforms714

The work presented in this chapter was published in Earth Surface Dynamics:715

Goodwin, G. C. H., Mudd, S. M., and Clubb, F. J.: Unsupervised detection716

of salt marsh platforms: a topographic method, Earth Surf. Dynam., 6, 239�255,717

https://doi.org/10.5194/esurf-6-239-2018, 2018.718

The software used and developed in this chapter is available at: Goodwin,719

Guillaume C. H., Mudd, Simon M., & Clubb, Fiona J. (2017, October 10). LS-720

Dtopotools Marsh Platform Identi�cation Tool (Version v0.2). The Zenodo link721

is: http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1007788722

This research was conducted in collaboration with the named co-authors, who723

helped to edit the �nal manuscript and contributed to software development. I724

wrote the topographic analysis algorithms, performed the analyses, created the725

�gures, and wrote the manuscript.726
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List of Abbreviations727

Abbreviation Meaning
ALS Airborne Lidar Survey
AoI Area of Interest
BSS Bottom Shear Stress
DEM Digital Elevation Model
DI Dissection Index
Kn Square kernel, n cells in length
Pcn n-th order platform cell
pdf Probability distribution function
D-GNSS Di�erential Global Navigation Satellite System
Scn n-th order scarp cell
SfM Structure from Motion
Ss1 First search space
UK United Kingdom

Table 2.1: Abbreviations used in this chapter
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List of Notations728

Notation Meaning
Ri Relief of a pixel i [L]
zi Elevation of a pixel i [L]
zmax , zmin Maximum and minimum elevation of a raster [L]
R∗
i Dimensionless relief of a pixel i [∅]

Si Slope of a pixel i [∅]
Smax , Smin Maximum and minimum slope of a raster [∅]
Rsi Slope relief of a pixel i [∅]
Rs∗i Dimensionless slope relief of a pixel i [∅]
P ∗
i Dimensionless product of a pixel i [∅]
TP Number of true positives [∅]
TN Number of true negatives [∅]
FP Number of false positives [∅]
FN Number of false negatives [∅]
Acc Accuracy value [∅]
Pre Precision value [∅]
Sen Sensitivity value [∅]
Spthresh Threshold slope parameter value [∅]
ZKthresh Threshold kernel elevation parameter value [∅]
rzthresh Threshold elevation distribution parameter value

[∅]

Table 2.2: Notations used in this chapter
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Abstract729

Salt marshes �lter pollutants, protect coastlines against storm surges, and se-730

quester carbon, yet are under threat from sea level rise and anthropogenic mod-731

i�cation. The sustained existence of the salt marsh ecosystem depends on the732

topographic evolution of marsh platforms. Quantifying marsh platform topog-733

raphy is vital for improving the management of these valuable landscapes. The734

determination of platform boundaries currently relies on supervised classi�cation735

methods requiring near-infrared data to detect vegetation, or demands labour-736

intensive �eld surveys and digitisation. We propose a novel, unsupervised method737

to reproducibly isolate salt marsh scarps and platforms from a digital elevation738

model (DEM), referred to as Topographic Identi�cation of Platforms (TIP). Field739

observations and numerical models show that salt marshes mature into subhor-740

izontal platforms delineated by subvertical scarps. Based on this premise, we741

identify scarps as lines of local maxima on a slope raster, then �ll landmasses742

from the scarps upward, thus isolating mature marsh platforms. We test the TIP743

method using lidar-derived DEMs from six salt marshes in England with vary-744

ing tidal ranges and geometries, for which topographic platforms were manually745

isolated from tidal �ats. Agreement between manual and unsupervised classi�ca-746

tion exceeds 94% for DEM resolution of 1m, with all but one site maintaining an747

accuracy superior to 90% for resolutions up to 3m. For resolutions of 1m, plat-748

forms detected with the TIP method are comparable in surface area to digitised749

platforms and have similar elevation distributions. We also �nd that our method750

allows for the accurate detection of local block failures as small as 3 times the751

DEM resolution. Detailed inspection reveals that although tidal creeks were digi-752

tised as part of the marsh platform, unsupervised classi�cation categorises them753

as part of the tidal �at, causing an increase in false negatives and overall platform754

perimeter. This suggests our method may bene�t from combination with existing755

creek detection algorithms. Fallen blocks and high tidal �at portions, associated756

with potential pioneer zones, can also lead to di�erences between our method and757

supervised mapping. Although pioneer zones prove di�cult to classify using a758
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topographic method, we suggest that these transition areas should be considered759

when analysing erosion and accretion processes, particularly in the case of incipi-760

ent marsh platforms. Ultimately, we have shown that unsupervised classi�cation761

of marsh platforms from high-resolution topography is possible and su�cient to762

monitor and analyse topographic evolution.763

2.1 Introduction764

Salt marshes are highly dynamic ecosystems, sequestering on average 210 g CO2 m
-2 yr-1765

through plant growth and decay (Chmura et al., 2003b) and capturing additional766

inorganic sediment when they are submerged (Nardin and Edmonds, 2014). This767

productivity has allowed salt marshes to match historic sea level rise (Kirwan and768

Temmerman, 2009) and laterally expand when sediment inputs were su�cient769

(Kirwan et al., 2011). It also places them among the most valuable ecosystems770

in the world (Costanza et al., 1997), and they provide diverse ecosystem services771

such as �ood attenuation (Möller and Spencer, 2002; Shepard et al., 2011), blue772

carbon sequestration (Chmura et al., 2003b; Coverdale et al., 2014), and contam-773

inant capture (Nelson and Zavaleta, 2012). Their economic value combined with774

their alarming retreat (Day et al., 2000; Duarte et al., 2008; Kirwan and Megoni-775

gal, 2013) makes monitoring the evolution of salt marshes crucial for developing776

management strategies that maintain the health of these ecosystems. The most777

closely monitored properties of salt marsh ecosystems are ecological assemblages778

and elevation, as they are both essential to understand eco-geomorphic processes779

(Reed and Cahoon, 1992). For instance, elevation determines �ooding frequency780

and therefore in�uences pioneer vegetation encroachment (Hu et al., 2015), which781

in turn a�ects vertical accretion through inorganic sediment capture (Mudd et782

al., 2010; Mudd et al., 2004; Pennings et al., 2005). Individual plants also react783

to elevation by modifying their root to shoot length ratios, generating feedbacks784

between organic material build-up and sediment capture (Mudd et al., 2009).785

The variable intensity of these eco-geomorphic feedbacks enables salt marshes to786

accrete in response to variations in sea level, thus maintaining their place in the787
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tidal frame (Crosby et al., 2016; Kirwan and Temmerman, 2009).788

The objective detection and analysis of vegetation patterns is a mature �eld,789

with habitat mapping commonly undertaken through the analysis of spectral790

properties such as the Normalized Di�erence of Vegetation Index (NDVI) (Jucke791

van Beijma, 2015). NDVI mapping is now developed to the extent that it re-792

quires only a minimum of ground-truthing to determine the presence and type of793

vegetation (Hladik and Alber, 2014). This index has been shown to consistently794

di�erentiate vegetated areas from tidal �ats (Tuxen et al., 2008) and �ooded chan-795

nels from dry land despite the sensitivity of classi�cation algorithms (Belluco et796

al., 2006; Wang et al., 2007).797

However, spectral data sources do not provide the topographic information798

necessary to fully understand morphodynamic processes: although Digital Eleva-799

tion Models (DEMs) have been successfully generated from habitat maps in the800

Venice lagoon (Silvestri et al., 2003), additional in�uences on halophyte distri-801

bution such as groundwater circulation (Mo�ett et al., 2010, 2012) can lead to802

mismatches between topography and habitats (Hladik et al., 2013). These addi-803

tional in�uences on habitat distribution prevent the reliable use of spectral data to804

infer topography. Furthermore, delineating salt marsh platforms exclusively from805

spectral sources encourages morphological studies to de�ne salt marshes domi-806

nantly from an ecological perspective, whereas the physical setting, most notably807

the elevation within the tidal frame, plays a key role in maintaining ecosystem808

health (e.g., Morris et al., 2002).809

The topographic data necessary to identify marsh platforms already exist: the810

proliferation of freely available high resolution topographic datasets from lidar or811

structure from motion (SfM) techniques means that DEMs with a grid cell size812

below 1 m are increasingly common on salt marshes, and o�er vertical accuracies813

below 20 cm even without correcting for vegetation (Chassereau et al., 2011; Sadro814

et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2009). At these resolutions, most scarps and channels815

are detectable on a DEM, and several automated topographic methods already816

allow the identi�cation of tidal channel networks (Fagherazzi et al., 1999; Liu817

et al., 2015). However, contrary to spectral datasets, tools designed to accurately818
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delineate the extent of salt marshes through means other than manual digitisation819

are lacking.820

In this study, we propose an unsupervised method to topographically dif-821

ferentiate marsh platforms from tidal �ats, which we refer to as Topographic822

Identi�cation of Platforms (TIP). The TIP method aims to reproducibly and ac-823

curately delineate marsh platforms using only a DEM as input, while also reducing824

identi�cation costs and enabling systematic topographic analyses of multiple salt825

marshes.826

We here de�ne salt marsh platforms as sub-horizontal surfaces in the coastal827

landscape, separated from surrounding intertidal �ats by steep scarp features.828

The processes that form salt marsh platforms can be described by ecological829

alternate stable states theory (Schroder et al., 2005) and geomorphic bifurcation830

models (De�na et al., 2007; Fagherazzi et al., 2006). These processes cause831

salt marshes to develop a distinctive, biologically-mediated topographic structure832

consisting of several sub-horizontal platforms, separated from tidal �ats and from833

each other by a subvertical scarp and dissected by incising channels (Marani834

et al., 2007, 2013; Temmerman et al., 2007). The TIP method exploits this835

characteristic topography, which is clearly visible on high-resolution DEMs and836

their associated slope rasters, to identify scarps and steep channel banks. As837

our method uses topographic signatures of marsh platforms, it will re�ect the838

interplay between sedimentation, erosion, and biomass (Fagherazzi et al., 2012)839

rather than the distribution of speci�c macrophyte species. It should therefore be840

complementary to, rather than a replacement for, methods used to detect plant841

biomass or zonation (in cases where it is present) on marshes. We compare TIP-842

detected platforms with six manually digitised platforms from English marshes at843

varying grid cell sizes, demonstrating the potential of this method for quantitative844

topographic analyses and short to mid-term monitoring.845
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2.2 Methodology846

The TIP method automatically detects scarps and platforms of salt marsh sys-847

tems from a DEM with no manual calibration requirements. Its general process848

is described in Fig. 2.1, and includes the possibility of �ltering (step 1) and de-849

grading (step 2) the DEM; the e�ects of both treatments are examined in the850

discussion. A slope raster is then generated by �tting a polynomial surface to851

topographic data and taking the derivative of this surface (Grieve et al., 2016a;852

Hurst et al., 2012) (step 3). Steps 4 and 5 are novel algorithms developed in this853

study to isolate scarps and platforms. The results of the isolation process are854

compared to manually generated platforms (step 6) to draw a comparison map855

(step 7).856

2.2.1 Test sites857

We test the TIP method on six sites in England, selected for the availability of air-858

borne lidar data in the form of gridded 1 m resolution rasters, provided by the UK859

Environment Agency (http://environment.data.gov.uk/ds/survey/), and for the860

diversity of their morphologies and tidal ranges. Dataset metadata is available861

freely on the Environment agency website (https://data.gov.uk/dataset/lidar-862

composite-dtm-1m1). For each site, marsh platforms were digitised on an un�l-863

tered and non-degraded DEM at a scale of 1: 500, using the open-source software864

QGIS (step 6 in Fig. 2.1). Source data were �own in 2012 for all sites, unless865

noted otherwise. The locations of the selected sites are shown in Fig. 2.2.866

Shell Bay, Dorset (S1) is a shallow bay with a spring tidal range of 2.4 m,867

located in Poole Harbour, a limited entrance bay (sensu Allen, 2000) protected868

from strong waves. The marshes in Shell Bay display jagged outlines, which were869

shown in theoretical experiments to be indicative of retreat under low wave and870

tidal current stress (Leonardi and Fagherazzi, 2014). The Stour Estuary marshes871

(S2) 6 km upstream of the meso-tidal Stour mouth are subject to a spring tidal872

range of 3.8 m and �uvio-tidal currents due to their estuarine fringing position873

(sensu Allen, 2000), and therefore display more linear boundaries. The Sti�key874
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marshes (S3) are back-barrier marshes (Allen, 2000), which experience a 4.7 m875

spring tidal range and display signs of erosion and accretion. These recent per-876

turbations to the marsh surface provide an interesting challenge for topographic877

detection of marsh extents. The macro-tidal Medway estuary marshes (S4, spring878

Figure 2.1: Flow chart showing the overall structure of the TIP method and its
validation. Each object (rectangle) is obtained by implementing a routine (square),
numbered as follows: 1. Implementation of a Wiener �lter (optional); 2. Subsampling
by average value (optional); 3. Calculation of slope by �tting a second order polynomial
surface; 4. Scarp identi�cation by routing; 5. Platform identi�cation by dispersion; 6.
Manual digitisation of a marsh platform; 7. Comparison of the objectively detected
platform to the manually digitised platform.
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tidal range of 6.4 m) were chosen due to the presence of numerous channels in879

the tidal �ats. Tidal range greatly a�ects the morphology of salt marshes, and880

particularly the dimensions and slopes of the retreat scarp. Hence, we also anal-881

Figure 2.2: This map shows the six sites selected from the lidar collection of the UK
environment agency, coloured by spring tidal range. The sites are numbered as follows:
S1: Shell Bay, Dorset; S2: Stour Estuary, Su�olk; S3: Sti�key, Norfolk; S4: Medway
Estuary,Kent; S5: Jenny Brown's Point, Lancashire; S6: Parrett Estuary, Somerset.
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ysed two mega-tidal sites: Jenny Brown's Point marshes (S5, spring tidal range882

of 9.2 m) and the Parrett estuary (S6, spring tidal range of 11.8 m), where sand883

dunes, di�erent elevations inside the tidal �ats, fallen blocks and sunken plat-884

forms will test the limits of the method's ability to correctly delineate marshes885

in these environments.886

2.2.2 Preprocessing Topographic Data887

The TIP method isolates marsh platforms from a DEM up to their seaward888

limits by detecting the topographic signature generated by the development of889

salt marshes. The de�nition of landward boundaries can vary signi�cantly with890

context, and may be de�ned by a vegetation zonation change (Mo et al., 2015),891

agricultural parcels, or infrastructure (Feagin et al., 2010). Topographic input892

data is therefore clipped to the landward limit of the platform, at the discretion893

of the user. In the preparation stage, local slope is calculated from the DEM894

by �tting a second order polynomial surface (Hurst et al., 2012) with a window895

radius of three times the horizontal resolution of the DEM, selected because it is896

the minimum radius needed to calculate slope with this method. The DEM may897

be passed through a Wiener �lter (Robinson and Treitel, 1967; Wiener, 1949)898

to reduce noise from lidar datasets and/or degraded by averaged subsampling899

before the determination of slope to match complementary datasets. The e�ect900

of enabling these optional treatments is further discussed in the results section.901

Although methods exist to account for vegetation cover in the DEM (Chassereau902

et al., 2011; Hladik and Alber, 2012a; Montané and Torres, 2006; Sadro et al.,903

2007; Wang et al., 2009), we chose not to apply these corrections as we wanted to904

ensure that the TIP method can be applied without information on the vegetation905

assemblages at a given site.906

2.2.3 Scarp routing907

Tidal �ats and salt marshes occur mostly on dissipative coasts (Allen, 2000),908

characterised by low local relief and slopes. They therefore display similar local909
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slope values, and this parameter alone is insu�cient to di�erentiate between tidal910

�ats and marsh platforms. Likewise, although marsh platforms are locally higher911

than tidal �ats and channels, this may not be the case for complex depositional912

environments (e.g. marshes sheltered by a sand spit), where long-shore declivity913

may cause portions of the tidal �ats to be higher than distant emergent plat-914

forms. Therefore, elevation alone, though it may be used to visually identify salt915

marsh platforms, is insu�cient for objective platform detection. We address this916

problem by investigating transition features such as channel banks and erosion917

scarps, which are outliers in both slope and elevation rasters. These features918

are commonly de�ned by steep local slopes, particularly in mature and eroding919

systems (De�na et al., 2007; Marani et al., 2013). Furthermore, scarps connect920

marsh platforms to tidal �ats, and therefore represent a distinct break in eleva-921

tion between the two. In this study, we focus on the identi�cation of scarps and922

steep channel banks as a precursor to the detection of platforms, referred to as923

step 4 in Fig. 2.1.924

To reduce computational costs, we delineate an initial search space to initiate925

the detection of scarps by isolating steep areas of the landscape, weighted by their926

elevation. We �rst calculate the relief of each pixel, Ri,927

Ri = zi − zmin, (2.1)

where zi [dimensions L] is the elevation of the pixel and zmin [L] is the mini-928

mum elevation in the DEM. We then divide this relief by the maximum relief in929

the DEM to get a dimensionless relief at each pixel, R∗
i :930

R∗
i =

Ri

zmax − zmin
(2.2)

A similar procedure is followed for slope, where Rs [dimensionless] is deter-931

mined by the slope at a pixel, Si minus the minimum slope Smin:932

Rsi = Si − Smin, (2.3)

and the dimensionless version is calculated as:933
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Rs∗i =
Rsi

Smax − Smin
(2.4)

We then multiply these two metrics at each pixel to create the dimensionless934

parameter P ∗
i at each pixel:935

P ∗
i = R∗

iRs
∗
i (2.5)

This dimensionless product is useful for highlighting steep areas at high ele-936

vations (Fig. 2.3): the higher the value of P ∗
i , the steeper and higher the pixel is.937

P ∗
i could vary between 0 and 1, where a value of 0 would mean that a pixel was938

at both the lowest elevation and gradient in the DEM, and vice-versa for a value939

of 1.940

We use the properties of the probability distribution function (pdf) of P ∗ to941

de�ne the �rst search space, which we call Ss1. With the exception of macrotidal942

sites S5 and S6, the pdf of P ∗ decreases monotonically with increasing P ∗, and943

at sites S5 and S6 the pdf decreases monotonically after a peak value (Fig. 2.3a).944

When f(P*) < max(f(P*)) and P* > max(P*), the derivative of the pdf is negative945

and increasing, i.e., the slope of the pdf curve becomes gentler with increasing P ∗.946

We therefore de�ne the threshold value P*
th where the slope of the pdf is equal to947

a threshold slope, Spthresh, on the declining limb of the pdf curve (Fig. 2.3a). In948

this study we optimize the threshold value Spthresh to improve the classi�cation949

of each site, as described in the Results section. The �rst search space, Ss1, is950

de�ned as those pixels where P* > P*
th, as shown in Fig. 2.3b. The search space951

Ss1 is also schematically represented as grey cells in Fig. 2.4a (step 4.1)952

We then de�ne a square kernel K3 of 3 cells in width around each cell in Ss1.953

If more than one cell of K3 is included in Ss1, the cell containing the local slope954

maximum in K3 is �agged as a �rst order scarp cell Sc1. If one given K3 already955

contains an Sc1 cell that is not the central cell, the central cell will be �agged956

as an Sc1 if and only if it is the next local maximum in K3. This results in a957

patchwork of �rst order scarp cells (step 4.2 in Fig. 2.4a).958

For each �rst order scarp cell Sc1, we then �ag two second order cells Sc2959
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as neighbouring cells with the next steepest slopes contained in the search space960

and not in contact with each other (red outlines in Fig. 2.4b). If two Sc1 cells961

Figure 2.3: a1-6. Frequency distribution of P* for sites S1-6. The greyed portion of
the plot represents pixels that are not included in the initial search space Ss1; b. raster
representation of P* for site S1: Shell Bay. Values of P* under P*

th use the topographic
colour scheme, while values above P*

th use the copper colour scheme and are included
in Ss1.
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are adjacent, only the cell with the higher slope will be �agged as a Sc2 cell (step962

4.3 in Fig. 2.4b). This generates a patchwork of �rst order cells (black outlines963

Fig. 2.4b) �anked by one or two second order cells (red outlines in Fig. 2.4b).964

Starting from the second order cells Sc2, we prolong the scarps by �nding the965

cell with the steepest slope that is not adjacent to another identi�ed scarp cell966

of two lesser orders, within a K3 kernel centred on the previously identi�ed cell.967

For example, on the third iteration Sc3 cells are identi�ed in a K3 kernel centred968

on a Sc2 cell and must not be adjacent to an Sc1 cell. Generally, Scn cells are969

identi�ed in a K3 kernel centred on a Scn-1 cell and must not be adjacent to an970

Scn-2 cell. This routing procedure is applied in all kernels containing no more971

than two scarp cells and repeated until no cells �t the conditions or the order n972

is equal to 100 (blue outlines, step 4.4 in Fig. 2.4b).973

This procedure produces a large number of potentially misidenti�ed scarps, as974

small creeks within the platform and in higher portions of the tidal �at tend to be975

selected during this procedure. We use a further algorithm to thin these scarps976

and eliminate creeks. The �rst procedure eliminates low elevation scarps. We977

�rst de�ne a kernel of 9 cells in width K9 (i.e., a square kernel of 81 pixels with978

the pixel being interrogated at its centre) and compare its maximum elevation979

max(ZK9) to the 75th percentile q75 of the entire DEM. Cells that do not satisfy980

the condition max(ZK9) > ZKthresh× q75 are discarded from the �nale ensemble981

of scarps (step 4.5 in Fig. 2.4c), where ZKthresh is a parameter which we optimize982

below. Each K9 kernel containing less than 8 �agged cells is then discarded from983

the ensemble of scarps; after this procedure �nishes we are left with the �nal984

ensemble of scarps (step 4.6 in Fig. 2.4d).985

2.2.4 Platform identi�cation986

We identify marsh platforms based on the �nal ensemble of scarps (step 5 in Fig.987

2.1). The �nal ensemble of scarps becomes a new search space Ss2. We then create988

a square kernel 3 cells in width (K3) around each cell in this new search space.989

Using this kernel we identify �rst order platform cells, Pc1, which are de�ned as990

all cells within K3 that have higher elevation values than the central cell of the991
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kernel (i.e., those that are higher in elevation than the cells in the �nal scarp992

ensemble). We do this because platform cells are located at higher elevations993

than the scarp cells separating them from tidal �ats, even though levees found at994

the edge of creeks and old marsh margins introduce a small decrease in elevation995

toward the interior of the platform. We use a kernel rather than a simple blanket996

elevation threshold over the entire DEM because longitudinal elevation variations997

may cause some tidal �at cells to be higher than scarp cells. Each Pc1 cell that998

is not adjacent to at least 2 other Pc1 cells is considered a product of isolated999

Figure 2.4: Schematic example of the scarp detection process through maximum slope
routing. Panel a. shows two steps. Step 4.1: determination of the search space Ss1
(greyed cells, darker with arbitrary slope). Step 4.2: Determination of local maxima Sc1
(black outlines with a plus sign); b. Step 4.3: Determination of Sc2 cells (red outlines).
Step 4.4: Determination of Scn cells, n>2 (blue outlines); c. Step 4.5: Elimination of
cells where max(Zk9) < Zkthresh×q75 (dashed outlines with a minus sign); d. Step 4.6:
Elimination of isolated cells (dashed outlines with a minus sign). The arrows represent
the progressive selection of scarp cells.
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situations and eliminated from the ensemble of platform cells.1000

Following this initial selection of platform cells, we proceed to iteratively �ll1001

the platforms. At this point, the initial ensemble of platform cells, Pc1, is clus-1002

tered around the �nal ensemble of scarps since we have only used a 3 pixel wide1003

kernel centred on scarp cells to create the ensemble of Pc1 cells. We then iterate1004

using a �lling algorithm. The �rst iteration uses the cells Pc1, the second Pc2,1005

and so on. In each iteration of Pcn cells, new cells are identi�ed using two ker-1006

nels, one being larger than the other. First, we de�ne a local elevation condition1007

using an 11 pixel wide kernel K11: we �nd the maximum elevation in this kernel1008

and then subtract 20 cm to de�ne the minimum local elevation for a platform1009

pixel. The 20 cm leeway is applied to account for local elevation variations on1010

the platforms. The algorithm will not identify as separate platforms separated by1011

scarps less than this elevation threshold, so on microtial marshes this threshold1012

can be lowered. We address this limitation in the discussion and appendix. The1013

threshold is necessary to prevent the algorithm from excluding pools and slight1014

depressions in the platform surface.1015

We then use a 3 pixel wide kernel K3 within K11 to identify any cells in the next1016

iterations' platform ensemble (Pcn+1). These cell must meet two conditions: i)1017

that they are higher than the local elevation threshold identi�ed with the 11 pixel1018

kernel, and ii) that their distance to the nearest cell in the �nal scarp ensemble1019

is greater than their distance to platform cells from previous iterations. The �rst1020

condition is simply to ensure the platform is indeed a low relief surface, and the1021

second is to ensure the iterative process �lls the platform away from the scarps.1022

The second condition is also necessary to ensure the platform �lling process does1023

not cross scarps. This iterative process is repeated until n reaches an arbitrary1024

value of 100, found to be su�cient to �ll the entirety of the platform surface area1025

for our sites.1026

This process results in platforms surfaces that are spatially continuous, but1027

in some instances sections of the tidal �at with relatively high elevations may1028

also have been identi�ed as marsh platforms. These areas are lower than marsh1029

platforms by the height of the scarp separating them. We �lter these cells by1030
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using the elevation properties of the entire DEM. A number of authors have1031

shown that there is a gap in the probability distribution of elevations in intertidal1032

landscapes that separates the majority of tidal �ats from the majority of marsh1033

platforms in micro-tidal environments (e.g., Carniello et al., 2009; De�na et al.,1034

2007; Fagherazzi et al., 2006). Such a separation, demonstrated by the decrease1035

in probability between the grey and blue surfaces in Fig. 2.5, is also observed in1036

our meso- and macro-tidal sites, including mega-tidal environments such as the1037

Parrett estuary (Fig. 2.9). We search for this separation using the probability1038

distribution of elevation, pdf(z) of all cells Pcn, divided in 100 elevations bins.1039

We determine that the most frequent elevation bin zmax(pdf(z)) is the most likely1040

to contain cells correctly assigned to the platform ensemble, as the low relief of1041

marsh platforms is expected to produce a local mode in the elevation distribution.1042

This selection process is sensitive to the choice of the area of interest, which1043

for optimal results should not include less than ≈ 50% of marsh surface area.1044

Therefore, only elevations lower than zmax(pdf(z)) may contain cells misidenti�ed1045

as marsh platforms.1046

We then must identify which cells from the population of cells lower than1047

zmax(pdf(z)) form part of the platform, and which do not. To do this, we truncate1048

low elevations that have a low probability (red curves in Fig. 2.5), to remove1049

the long tail of low elevations from our initial platform identi�cation. We take1050

the probability distribution of the elevation of the remaining platform cells and1051

calculate the mean probability ¯pdf (i.e., we average the probability from the 1001052

bins). We then search for rzthresh consecutive elevation bins that lie below the el-1053

evation of the maximum probability elevation that have lower probabilities than1054

this average. The reason we use consecutive bins is that we do not want the1055

minimum elevation to be determined by a single low probability elevation that1056

has spuriously arisen from the binning process. Once we �nd rzthresh consecu-1057

tive elevation bins meeting these criteria we remove all cells lower and including1058

the highest cell that lies within the rzthresh consecutive bins. We optimize the1059

parameter rzthresh below.1060

Having eliminated these low elevation, low probability cells, we also mark all1061
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cells higher than zmax(f(z)) as platform cells. This may still leave out pools and1062

pans and platform edges remain jagged. Our �nal procedure aims to eliminate1063

these artifacts using the following procedure: for a given value of the order n, we1064

search in the ensemble of Pcn cells for cells that are surrounded by more than 61065

Pc cells of any order within a K3 kernel. The 2 or less empty cells in K3 are then1066

attributed the order n-1. By iterating through values of n, starting with the order1067

Figure 2.5: Diagram describing the elimination of the tail of the elevation probability
distribution function for site S1. The grey �lled surface is the pdf of elevation for the
original DEM. The dark red line is the pdf of elevation of the platform after the dis-
persion process. The orange line is the pdf of elevation of the platform after truncation
of the tail of the distribution. The blue line is the pdf of elevation of the platform
after �lling pools and jagged outlines and after the addition of scarps in the platform
ensemble. The dark blue line, associated to the blue �lled surface, is the pdf of elevation
for the �nal platform, after the tail of its distribution is truncated a second time. All
distributions in this plot are forced to display the same maximum for clarity.
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100 and �nishing with the order 2, we progressively �ll pools and jagged borders1068

of the platform (Fig. 2.6a). Choosing 6 as the minimal number of platforms cells1069

in each K3 necessary to execute this "reverse �lling" procedure, we ensure that1070

no headlands are generated. We then integrate scarp cells that are connected to1071

platform cells into the platform ensemble with an order greater than 100. We1072

then repeat the "reverse �lling" process (Fig. 2.6b) and execute low-elevation1073

elimination procedure (See blue curves in Fig. 2.5) to obtain the �nal platform1074

ensemble.1075

2.2.5 Performance metrics1076

In order to evaluate the performance of the TIP method, we compare its outputs1077

to manually digitised platforms for all of our test sites (step 7 in Fig. 2.1).1078

For each grid cell in the detected (automatically processed) and the reference1079

(manually digitised) outputs, we assign the boolean value True to the marsh1080

platform and False to the tidal �at. The results are classi�ed as follows: true1081

positives correspond to matching True cells in the tested and reference outputs,1082

true negatives to matching False cells, false positives to True cells in the tested1083

output that are False in the reference output, and false negatives to False cells1084

in the tested output that are True in the reference output. The performance of1085

the method is then evaluated using three metrics based on the numbers of true1086

positive (TP), true negative (TN ), false positive (FP), and false negative (FN )1087

cells respectively. The accuracy Acc (Fawcett, 2006) describes the likelihood of1088

cells in the tested raster corresponding to the reference raster:1089

Acc =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(2.6)

We also test the performance of the method by reporting two other metrics:1090

the precision, Pre, and the sensitivity, Sen (Fawcett, 2006). The precision repre-1091

sents the likelihood of the tested raster overestimating the positives compared to1092

the reference:1093
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Pre =
TP

TP + FP
(2.7)

Figure 2.6: Schematic example of the reverse platform �lling process. a. Step 5.1:
Filling of empty cells adjacent to Pcn cells (grey, dark blue and blue cells) with and order
n-1 (dark blue, blue and light blue cells); b. Step 5.2: Filling of empty cells adjacent to
Pcn cells (grey cells) with and order n-1 (green cells) when scarp cells (black outlines)
are included in the platform ensemble. The arrows indicate the dispersion pattern.
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Conversely, the sensitivity Sen, represents the likelihood of the tested raster1094

missing positives compared to the reference:1095

Sen =
TP

TP + FN
(2.8)

If the results of the TIP method perfectly matched that of the manual digiti-1096

sation, all three metrics would have a value of 1.1097

2.3 Results1098

2.3.1 Parameter optimisation1099

The TIP method contains three user-de�ned, non-dimensional parameters oc-1100

curring in sequence during the detection process. The �rst parameter, Spthresh,1101

determines the threshold value P*
th for the high-pass �lter leading to the selection1102

of the initial search space, shown in Fig. 2.3a. The parameter Spthresh in�uences1103

the solution of the equation df

dP*
= Spthresh. The second parameter, ZKthresh1104

determines the condition on the re�nement of existing scarps in the high-pass1105

�lter max(ZK9) > ZKthresh × q75, schematically represented in Fig. 2.4. The1106

third parameter, rzthresh is used in the platform dispersion process to determine1107

which percentage of the elevation range below ¯pdf is maintained in the plat-1108

form ensemble. In this study, these parameters were set to maximize the average1109

accuracy Ācc across test sites (Fig. 2.7): the optimized values (Spthresh=-2.0,1110

ZKthresh=0.85, rzthresh=8) were used for the subsequent performance analysis.1111

Users may modify these parameters as directed in the code documentation to1112

better �t their study sites.1113

2.3.2 Validation and applicability1114

Figure 2.8 shows the performance of the TIP method for all six sites, discrim-1115

inating between the use or absence of a Wiener �lter and evaluating how the1116

resolution of the topographic data in�uences the results. We also provide the full1117

performance metrics in Appendix A (Tables 6.1 to 6.6). We �nd the method's1118
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accuracy to be on average 94.8% at the data's native resolution of 1 m, whether1119

we apply a Wiener �lter (Fig. 2.8a2) or not (Fig. 2.8a1). Degrading the DEM1120

resolution still results in accuracy of above 90%, although it decreases to around1121

60% for microtidal site S1 at a resolution of 3 m. Applying a Wiener �lter to1122

the data causes a slight decrease in accuracy and precision (Fig. 2.8b2), but an1123

increase in sensitivity (compare Fig. 2.8c2 to Fig. 2.8c1). Examining the results1124

Figure 2.7: Accuracy charts used to optimize the three user-de�ned parameters for the
six test sites, each site being coloured by spring tidal range, with no �lter. Each group of
bars represents the accuracy for one parameter value when applied to all the test sites.
The mean accuracy appears above each group; a. Accuracy for the parameter Spthresh.
The retained value for Spthresh is -2.0; b. Accuracy for the parameter Zkthresh. The
retained value for Zkthresh is 0.85; c. Accuracy for the parameter rzthresh. The retained
value for rzthresh is 8.
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of all of the metrics shows that resolution degradation up to 3 m, well as the use1125

of a Wiener �lter, primarily causes an increase in false positives and therefore an1126

overestimation in the extent of the marsh platform. For sites S2 to S6, we observe1127

little change in performance metrics with resolution degradation up to 3 m.1128

We suggest that all three performance metrics should be used when optimis-1129

ing the TIP method for a study site, as no combination of two metrics provides1130

Figure 2.8: Performance of the platform detection method for all sites, coloured ac-
cording to their spring tidal range; a1. Accuracy of the method when no �lter is used;
a2. Accuracy of the method when using a Wiener �lter; b1. Precision of the method
when no �lter is used; b2. Precision of the method when using a Wiener �lter; c1.
Sensitivity of the method when no �lter is used; c2. Sensitivity of the method when
using a Wiener �lter.
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comprehensive insight into TIP uncertainties. Furthermore, although average ac-1131

curacies remain above 85% for resolutions of 4 to 5 m, we recommend caution1132

when using the method at these resolutions, particularly in micro- to meso-tidal1133

settings where features may be smoothed beyond the method's recognition capac-1134

ities. Use of the TIP method is not recommended for resolutions coarser than 51135

m due to the very low accuracies observed for our test sites, making this method1136

adapted to high-resolution data sources such as airborne lidar or photogrammetry.1137

2.4 Discussion1138

2.4.1 In�uence of site morphology on the TIP method1139

In order to examine the performance of the method in sites with varying morpho-1140

logical characteristics, we compare the probability distribution functions (pdf) of1141

elevation from the digitised platforms to the platforms detected using the TIP1142

method (Fig. 2.9). Figures 2.9a to f show that a left-hand tail is present for the1143

digitised platforms, whereas platforms detected by TIP show a sharp decrease in1144

the pdf at these elevations: this indicates the presence of more false negatives1145

than false positives at the lowest elevations of the marsh platform. This suggests1146

that the TIP method excludes more features with a low elevation than manual1147

digitisation, which correspond to tidal creeks and sunken terraces at the edge of1148

the platform. However, this does not imply that the TIP method cannot identify1149

multiple terraces within a platform, as shown by the multiple local maxima in1150

the detected pdf in Fig. 2.9d and f.1151

We also show maps of the TIP method's performance for each test site in order1152

to explore this spatial variability in feature detection (Fig. 2.10). For instance, the1153

dominance of false positives over false negatives in Fig. 2.10a (site S1) suggests1154

that the method tends to overestimate the extent of jagged, low-relief marsh1155

platforms, which are common in the sheltered microtidal bays characterising this1156

site. This is the product of two factors: (i) identi�ed scarps are not always1157

complete in micro-tidal environments, as scarps tend to be small and therefore1158

liable to elimination by our elevation threshold (see Fig. 2.4, step 4.5); and (ii)1159
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the reverse dispersion process (see Fig. 2.6) is then likely to encroach on the tidal1160

�at. This phenomenon is exacerbated by coarse grids or de-noised datasets (e.g.1161

Fig. 2.8a1 and a2) where high slope values are smoothed and �ltered out in the1162

Figure 2.9: Elevation distribution functions for sites S1 to S6 (plots a. to f. respec-
tively). The red line corresponds to the elevation distribution for the reference rasters.
The �lled area corresponds to the elevation distribution of the automatically processed
rasters, coloured according to their spring tidal range. The grey line represents the
elevation distribution of the original DEM, with frequency maxima set to match those
of the automatically processed rasters so as to nullify the e�ect of empty cells.
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scarp detection process. In our meso- to macro-tidal sites S2 to S4 (Fig. 2.10b-1163

d), the method results in false negatives corresponding to the location of tidal1164

creeks. These creeks were purposefully included in the marsh platform during1165

the digitisation process, but were identi�ed as part of the tidal �at by the TIP1166

method. This result indicates that our method often characterises creek banks1167

as platform scarps due to their morphological similarity.1168

Other coastal landforms may generate false positives, as seen in Fig. 2.10 c-f.1169

In these cases, the position of the scarp line di�ers between the digitised and the1170

TIP-detected platforms due to elevated portions of the tidal �at being adjacent to1171

the marsh platform. This suggests that some areas of the tidal �at are topograph-1172

ically closer to the platform than to the rest of the tidal �at and may represent1173

areas likely to be colonised by pioneer vegetation, even though they might not1174

be vegetated at the time of data acquisition. Conversely, sunken platforms, areas1175

of recently stripped vegetation or fallen blocks that are not delineated by scarps1176

may generate false negatives, as seen in the central area of Fig. 2.10e.1177

Although the TIP method was tested using salt marshes located in England,1178

the scarp and platform association is a common feature to many salt marshes1179

around the world, making the TIP method applicable over a wide range of ge-1180

ographic areas. Furthermore, the TIP method does not require the precise to-1181

pography of the platform to function, making it relatively insensitive to unequal1182

removal of vegetation between di�erent DEM sources. The presence of vegeta-1183

tion, when it is not stripped or grazed, induces positive errors in the DEM, which1184

counter-intuitively may be useful when applying the TIP method, as this arti�-1185

cially increases the platform height and therefore the scarp slope. Examples of1186

sites outside the United Kingdom are included in Fig. 6.2, and were selected to1187

demonstrate the versatility but also the limits of the TIP method.1188

2.4.2 Future developments1189

As discussed in Section 2.4.1, the TIP method currently excludes tidal creeks1190

from the marsh platform, leading to discrepancies when compared to manual1191

digitisation. Therefore, we would expect the TIP method to underperform on1192
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highly dissected marsh platforms. As a proxy for the dissection of the platform1193

by tidal creeks, we digitise tidal creek centrelines from the DEM. All creeks within1194

Figure 2.10: Rasters comparing digitised versus extracted marsh platforms superim-
posed on hillshade data for all six sites after detection with no Wiener �ltering. Black
areas are outside of the detection domain and contain no data. Yellow areas correspond
to True Positives (TP) and transparent areas to True Negatives (TN). Red areas corre-
spond to False Positives (FP) and blue areas to False Negatives (FN). Ticks are placed
50m apart. The sites are numbered as follows: a: Shell Bay, Dorset; b: Stour Estu-
ary, Su�olk; c: Sti�key, Norfolk; d: Medway Estuary,Kent; e: Jenny Brown's Point,
Lancashire; f: Parrett Estuary, Somerset.
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the marsh platform that were visible on the DEM (at 1 m pixel size) were digi-1195

tised. We then calculate the total length of tidal creeks included in the digitised1196

platform divided by the platform surface area. We refer to this quantity as the1197

Dissection Index (DI). In Fig.2.11, we examine the capacity of the TIP-method1198

to determine the area and perimeter of marsh platforms according to their dis-1199

section index. We �nd that for all test sites, TIP-detected area remains within1200

10% of the digitised area, whereas TIP-detected perimeter increases steadily with1201

Dissection Index, con�rming that the exclusion of tidal creeks by the TIP method1202

is consistently stricter than by digitisation. However, neither the TIP method nor1203

manual digitisation o�er an optimal solution to detect tidal creeks. For a com-1204

prehensive analysis of marsh platforms, we recommend that objective platform1205

detection be used in conjunction with objective creek detection methods such as1206

those developed by Fagherazzi et al., 1999 and Liu et al., 2015. Furthermore,1207

future developments of the TIP method will include an objective creek detection1208

method adapted from these publications, as well as channel network extraction1209

methods developed for �uvial channels by Clubb et al., 2014, to ensure that tidal1210

creeks are detected as separate objects.1211

The morphological characteristics of prograding marshes are di�erent from1212

those of established platforms: consequently, vegetation patches and pioneer1213

zones are not the object of the TIP method. Speci�cally, prograding margins1214

and vegetation patches tend to have a relief and slope that are close to those of1215

the tidal �at, making their outlines invisible to the scarp routing process. The1216

combined absence of scarps and low relief of prograding marshes then interfere1217

with the 20 cm leeway included in the platform �lling process and cause an ex-1218

cess of false positives. Users may reduce this leeway to improve accuracy (see1219

Fig. 6.2b1), but we discourage the use of the TIP method to identify vegetation1220

patches and prograding margins. However, these dynamic features are the most1221

active in progradation and retreat processes and would bene�t from reproducible1222

monitoring methods. Future research may build on the works of Balke et al., 20121223

to determine characteristic morphologies of prograding marshes, thus providing1224

the necessary groundwork to enable reproducible monitoring.1225
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2.4.3 Potential for monitoring1226

As well as providing us with the ability to automate the delineation and analysis1227

of marsh platforms across multiple sites, our method also allows the objective1228

detection of change in marsh extent through time, with important implications1229

for habitat monitoring or carbon storage evaluation. We test the capacity of the1230

TIP method to monitor temporal change through the example of site S6, which1231

Figure 2.11: Ratio of TIP over digitised area (circles, red outlines) and perimeter
(diamonds, black outlines) for sites S1 to S6 at the native resolution of 1 m, with no
Wiener �ltering, as a function of dissection index. Here, dissection index is de�ned as
the ratio of the total length of tidal channels within the digitised marsh platform over
the area of the digitised marsh platform, and is not bounded by drainage basins. The
greyed area corresponds to a 10% bu�er around the line of equation y=1.
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was a�ected by heavy rainfall in the summer of 2007, resulting in high discharge in1232

rivers such as the Parrett. 1 m lidar data distributed by the Environment Agency1233

shows that between March and October 2007 the North-Eastern corner of site S61234

underwent signi�cant erosion. Blue pixels indicating loss of elevation (between1235

March and October) in Fig. 2.12a bear the characteristic shape of slope failures1236

and intersect both the automatically- and manually-detected platform outline of1237

March 2007, showing that the October platform outline is further inland.1238

This retreat of the marsh platform is observed both by the objectively clas-1239

si�ed (Fig. 2.12b) and the manually digitised platforms (Fig. 2.12c). However,1240

whereas the digitisation e�ort focuses on the large bank failures, the TIP method1241

also detects small changes in the DEM at the platform margin (visible in Fig.1242

2.12a and b), and may detect them as changes in marsh platform extent. Conse-1243

quently, despite a close correspondence between TIP-determined marsh outlines1244

and digitised outlines (Fig. 2.12a) near the bank failures, the digitised volume1245

loss is only 81% of the objectively detected volume loss. Pioneer zones, charac-1246

terized by shallow slopes and rapid, uneven elevation changes, are also likely to1247

generate small topographic di�erences between the DEMs.1248

2.5 Conclusions1249

In this study we have presented a novel method which uses the topographic signa-1250

ture of salt marsh platforms to determine their seaward extent on high resolution1251

DEMs. By combining non-dimensional search parameters and empirical calibra-1252

tion, it separates marsh platforms from tidal �ats with over 90% accuracy for1253

source data of up to 3 m in grid resolution, a result su�cient to allow quantita-1254

tive morphology analyses and monitoring, particularly for eroding marshes where1255

scarps are clearly de�ned. Independence from environmental variables means that1256

our method can be used to complement spectral data for identifying plant types,1257

to better understand feedbacks between sedimentation, deposition and biomass.1258

We tested our method on six sites with a wide range of spring tidal ranges and1259

found that tidal range has no signi�cant impact on the detection accuracy up to1260
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a 3 m pixel size. Furthermore, the presence of algae, kelp or duckweed as well as1261

varying vegetation re�ectance properties, which may induce speci�c calibrations1262

with spectral methods (Morris et al., 2005), do not a�ect our results (barring1263

mounds of stranded algae large enough to a�ect topography). Although we did1264

not test the performance of the TIP method on DEM resolutions �ner than 11265

Figure 2.12: a. Comparison of marsh areas for a portion of S6 between March (green
lines) and October (orange lines) 2007, surperimposed on hillshade data of October 2007.
Bright lines correspond to the automatically detected marsh boundary, whereas faded
lines correspond to digitised marsh boundaries. Green faded lines are mostly covered
by bright green lines. Coloured surfaces indicate elevation gain or loss between March
and October 2007; b. Map of elevation loss and gain associated to marsh platform
evolution, according to the TIP method. Total volume loss is 1188 m3; c. Map of
elevation loss and gain associated to marsh platform evolution, according to manual
digitisation. Total volume loss is 966 m3.
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m, the option of applying a Wiener �lter to reduce DEM noise is available to1266

accommodate DEMs generated from unclassi�ed point clouds, which have higher1267

surface roughness. When combined with creek detection methods, we expect the1268

performance of the TIP method to improve with fewer false negatives. This would1269

also allow the discrimination of channel evolution within the marsh platform and1270

on the tidal �at, allowing us to simultaneously explore the development of marsh1271

platforms and tidal creeks (D'Alpaos et al., 2007b, 2010) in sites with strong tidal1272

forcing.1273

Furthermore, the unsupervised detection of marsh platforms from their topog-1274

raphy alone reduces the computational cost of topographic analysis compared1275

to spectral studies. This promotes the consideration of salt marshes as topo-1276

graphic objects as well as ecological systems, facilitating holistic, data-driven1277

studies on salt marsh eco-geomorphic responses, and testing existing models of1278

eco-geomorphic feedback (e.g. Fagherazzi et al., 2012). It also encourages us to1279

think of the topographic object separately from the ecological system: mismatches1280

in their respective boundaries may therefore be used to investigate accretion pro-1281

cesses and pioneer zone growth in continuation with the works of Balke et al.,1282

2014 and Hu et al., 2015. The examination of such processes at smaller scales,1283

such as those obtained with terrestrial lidar stations, may also reveal charac-1284

teristic accretion patterns (Balke et al., 2012) which topographic methods may1285

objectively detect. Other developments of this method may, in time, enable the1286

detection of the spatial extent of other ecosystems, such as riparian wetlands and1287

mangrove limits.1288
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List of Abbreviations1300

Abbreviation Meaning
ADCP Acoustic Doppler Current Pro�ler
BODC British Oceanographic Data Centre
BSS Bottom Shear Stress
D-GNSS Di�erential Global Navigation Satellite System
DEM Digital Elevation Model
DSM Digital Surface Model
DTM Digital Terrain Model
GESLA Global Extreme Sea Level Analysis
MHT Mean High Tide
MHWS Mean High Water Spring
MLT Mean Low Tide
MSL Mean Sea Level
MTR Mean Tidal Range
NDVI Normalised Di�erence Vegetation Index
NOAA National Oceanigraphic and Atmospheric Admin-

istration
OHHT Observed Highest High Tide
RMSE Root Mean Square Error
RSLR Relative Sea Level Rise
SET Surface Elevation Table
TIP Topographic Identi�cation of Platforms
TSM Total Suspended Matter
UK United Kingdom

Table 3.1: Abbreviations used in this chapter
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List of Notations1301

Notation Meaning
∆t a short duration of time [T]
∆z a small variation in elevation [L]
Qdep,∆tz Deposition �uxes over ∆t [L]
Qorg,∆t Organic belowground production �uxes over ∆t [L]
Qeros,∆t Erosion �uxes over ∆t [L]
R∆t Change in sea level elevation over ∆t [L]
T Tidal cycle period [T−1]
ws Terminal Stokes settling velocity [L.T−1]
D50 Median grain diameter [L]
ρw Volumetric mass of water [M.L−3]
ρs Volumetric mass of sediment particles [M.L−3]
ρb Bulk density of deposited sediment [∅]
λ compaction factor [∅]
µ Dynamic viscosity of water [M.T.L−1]
C Depth-averaged suspended sediment concentration

[∅]
C0 Forcing depth-averaged suspended sediment con-

centration [∅]
D water depth [L]
H Sinusoidal tidal half-amplitude [L]
N Number of tidal cycles [∅]
Zmin Minimum pixel elevation [L]
Zmax Maximum pixel elevation [L]
zeq Equilibrium elevation value [L]
k Sum of deposition and organic production [L]
z∗ Normalised elevation within the tidal frame [∅]
z0 Starting elevation [L]

Table 3.2: Notations used in this chapter
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3.1 Abstract1302

We combine sea level records and repeat lidar surveys at 8 sites in the United1303

Kingdom and the United States to explore controls on marsh accretion. We com-1304

pare marsh elevations relative to sea level as well as lidar-derived marsh accretion1305

rates to simple 0-dimensional settling simulations in order to explore constraints1306

on suspended sediment concentration and particle size. We �nd that the marsh1307

platforms examined occupy a narrow range of elevations in the upper tidal frame,1308

situated between Mean High Tide MHT and the Observed Highest High Tide1309

OHHT . Under sinusoidal tidal forcing, common in marsh accretion models,1310

marshes at these elevations are never inundated, highlighting the inadequacy of1311

sinusoidal forcing in numerical models of salt marshes. Forcing the model with1312

year-long tidal records, deposition rates follow hyperbolic contour lines when ex-1313

pressed as a function of sediment concentration and median grain size. We also1314

observe that when using a median sediment grain size D50 = 50 µm and sed-1315

iment concentrations derived from satellite data, modeled deposition rates are1316

much lower than when using �eld data. We �nd that the deposition of coarse,1317

concentrated sediment is necessary for platforms in the upper tidal frame to with-1318

stand sea level rise, suggesting a strong dependance on infrequent high-deposition1319

events. This is particularly true for marshes that are very high in the tidal frame,1320

making accretion increasingly storm-driven as marsh platforms gain elevation.1321

Finally, we re�ect on the capacity of marshes to regenerate after erosion events1322

within a context of changing sediment supply conditions.1323

3.2 Introduction1324

The issue of salt marsh elevation change is one that preoccupies coastal geomor-1325

phologists and land managers alike. Often measured relative to mean sea level,1326

elevation determines the frequency and depth of �ooding of the marsh surface,1327

both from astronomic tides and storms (Cahoon and Reed, 1995). Flooding fre-1328

quency in turn determines salinity, which in�uences the type and productivity1329

of the plant communities on the marsh (Belliard et al., 2017; Pennings et al.,1330
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2003; Silvestri et al., 2005), and therefore underpins the functioning of the entire1331

ecosystem. Coastal marshes around the world face accelerating rates of sea level1332

rise (Ipcc, 2014). Decreased sediment supply due to anthropogenic activities is1333

set to accentuate the pressure of sea level rise on coastal wetlands, particularly in1334

deltaic systems (Syvitski et al., 2009). Furthermore, subsidence caused by water,1335

gas and oil extraction add to the existing stress on wetland ecosystems (Kennish,1336

2001). Factors that in�uence marsh growth are less favorable now than in the1337

past (Kirwan et al., 2011), and so determining if salt marshes will maintain their1338

elevation within the tidal frame is an intensively studied research question(Crosby1339

et al., 2016; Kirwan et al., 2016a; Lerberg, 2016).1340

One approach to explore the future evolution of salt marsh elevation is numer-1341

ical modeling, and several models of salt marshes have been created over the past1342

decades to address the question (Fagherazzi et al., 2012). Models of salt marsh1343

elevation change may be divided into point-based models (0-D), pro�le models1344

(1-D) or spatially distributed models (2-D). Whereas 2-D models are e�ective1345

at predicting the evolution of topographic or ecological patterns on the marsh1346

surface (Belliard et al., 2016; D'Alpaos et al., 2005; Temmerman et al., 2007),1347

their high computational cost often precludes their use for long-term simulations1348

or large regions. 1-D models are often used to represent the marsh scarp and sim-1349

ulate salt marsh and mud�at interactions (Mariotti and Fagherazzi, 2010) and1350

lateral erosion processes (Tonelli et al., 2010).1351

Contrary to these approaches, 0-D models do not take into account the prop-1352

agation of hydrodynamic forcing, nor do they account for the spatial heterogene-1353

ity of marsh topography. These models often use synthetic elevations, simpli�ed1354

tidal forcings and assume constant suspended sediment concentration and median1355

grain size. With these assumptions, they have been used to explore the response1356

of marshes to various sea level rise scenarios (D'Alpaos et al., 2011) or the vari-1357

ations in vegetation productivity (Marani et al., 2013; Morris et al., 2002; Mudd1358

et al., 2010). More recently, Schuerch et al., 2018 used a 0-D model to assess1359

the potential of salt marshes to adapt to projected sea level rise over the 21st1360

century, assuming that all coastal wetlands occupy the same continuous vertical1361
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space between Mean Sea Level (MSL) and Mean High Water Spring (MHWS).1362

However, due to the scarcity of local sediment size and concentration data, few1363

studies using 0-D models consider variability in sediment supply.1364

Simulations of salt marsh change may be compared with observations of salt1365

marsh elevation change, measured in the �eld or via remote sensing. Sediment1366

Elevation Tables (SET) allow for highly accurate measurements (Anisfeld et al.,1367

2016; Cahoon, 2015), but lack the spatial coverage provided by less accurate lidar1368

surveys (Nolte et al., 2013; Webb et al., 2013). While they are a�ected by false1369

ground returns due to vegetation (Hladik and Alber, 2012a; Rogers et al., 2016a,1370

2018; Schmid et al., 2011), their large footprint enables lidar surveys to account1371

for the variability of salt marsh elevation in a way that would be too costly to1372

implement on the �eld.1373

In this contribution, we use lidar-derived marsh platform elevations and local1374

tidal records to simulate yearly settling �uxes for 8 salt marshes in the United1375

Kingdom and the United States of America. We then compare the calculated1376

settling rates under various sediment size and concentration conditions to various1377

rates of sea level rise. Finally, we investigate the potential of pioneer platforms1378

for rapid accretion. Our aim is not to perfectly simulate sediment settling on1379

these marshes, but rather to use observed marsh elevations and tide records to1380

constrain some of the conditions of sedimentation.1381

3.3 Materials and methods1382

3.3.1 Numerical framework for settling �uxes1383

Following Exner's equation, 0-dimensional numerical models describe the change1384

in elevation of a point on the marsh surface as the sum of deposition and erosion1385

�uxes (D'Alpaos et al., 2011; Kirwan and Temmerman, 2009; Marani et al., 2007,1386

2013). Over a given period of time ∆t, the average variation of elevation relative1387

to sea level ∆z is the sum of positive deposition �uxes Qdep,∆t and belowground1388

organic production Qorg,∆t, and negative erosion �uxes Qeros,∆t on the platform1389

surface, minus the relative sea level rise R∆t, which for the purposes of this study1390
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includes eustatic sea level variations, isostatic land movements (Shennan and1391

Horton, 2002) and local subsidence, both shallow and deep (Cahoon et al., 2006).1392

If dt is an in�nitesimal time period, the change in elevation dz over dt is therefore1393

expressed by equation (3.1):1394

dz

dt
= Qdep,dt +Qorg,dt +Qeros,dt −Rdt (3.1)

where it is assumed that Qeros,dt = 0 m yr−1, as the dampened currents and1395

waves on elevated platforms are unlikely to erode a vegetated surface (Carniello1396

et al., 2005; Möller et al., 2014).1397

Deposition �uxes on vegetated surfaces are expressed as the sum of particle1398

settling and capture by stems and leaves. Here, capture �uxes are considered1399

signi�cantly smaller than settling �uxes (Marani et al., 2010; Mudd et al., 2010).1400

Over a tidal cycle of period T , we therefore express Qdep,T according to equation1401

(3.2) (D'Alpaos et al., 2011):1402

Qdep,T =
1

T

∫
T

ws · C(z, t)

ρb
dt (3.2)

ws =
2

9
(
ρs − ρw

µ
) g (

D50

2
)2 (3.3)

where ws is the terminal settling velocity calculated using Stoke's law for a1403

spherical particle of diameter D50 and volumetric mass ρs = 2650 kg m−3 in1404

unagitated water of volumetric mass ρs = 1000 kg m−3 and dynamic viscosity1405

µ = 0.0010518 kg s m−1. The assumption of low turbulence on the marsh sur-1406

face implicitly assumes low velocities, as vegetation increases turbulence on the1407

surface (Nepf, 1999). Furthermore, �occulation of muddy sediment (under 50µm1408

(Wentworth, 1922)) is expected to noticeably reduce settling velocity (Schwarz1409

et al., 2017). We therefore anticipate settling �uxes obtained through this model1410

to overestimate real settling. ρb = ρs(1 − λ) is the bulk density where λ = 0.51411

is a parameter accounting for compaction (D'Alpaos et al., 2011; Marani et al.,1412

2010).1413

The depth-averaged instantaneous suspended sediment concentration C(z, t)1414
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is the solution of the �rst order di�erential equation (3.4):1415

d(DC)

dt
= −ws · C + C̃ · dh

dt
(3.4)

with1416

C̃(z, t) =

C(z, t), if dh
dt
< 0.

C0, if dh
dt

> 0.

(3.5)

where the instantaneous water depth D(z, t) is the di�erence between the1417

water level h(t) and the elevation z(t). In equation (3.5), C(z, t) is dependent on1418

�ooding conditions during ebb (dh
dt
< 0), but is forced by the boundary sediment1419

concentration C0 during �ood (dh
dt
> 0). Equation (3.4) is solved for positive1420

values of D(z, t) under the assumption that at any given time t, either dz
dt

is1421

negligible in front of dh
dt

or both are null. The solution of equation (3.4) under1422

these conditions is then:1423

C(z, t) =

C0 · eD(z,t)−Dmax , if dh
dt
< 0.

C0, if dh
dt

> 0.

(3.6)

where Dmax is the maximum �ooded depth for a given tidal cycle. Since dry1424

areas cannot accrete through mineral deposition, we consider ws·C(z,t)
ρb

= 0 for1425

negative values of D(z, t).1426

3.3.2 Modi�ed forcing and representation of elevations1427

Due to their exploratory nature, 0-D models seldom represent any particular1428

marsh platform elevation or vegetation association. Likewise, maritime forcing1429

parameters are often synthetic, using a sine wave of amplitude H = MHT −1430

MSL as a tidal signal, and considering the forcing sediment concentration C01431

or the median grain size D50 as time-invariant (D'Alpaos et al., 2011) (Figure1432

3.1a.). Figure 3.1b. illustrates the parameters required to force a more realistic1433

model. Such models are usually implemented for a particular marsh platform1434

and calibrated to simulate observed accretion values (e.g. D'Alpaos et al., 2007a;1435
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Temmerman et al., 2007).1436

We examine the e�ects of using observed rather than sinusoidal or predicted1437

tidal forcing to simulate the vertical accretion on marsh platforms extracted from1438

lidar topographic data. This approach is implemented in the model by describing1439

the mineral accretion �ux over a period ∆t, Qdep,∆t, as the sum of settling �uxes1440

over each of the N∆t tidal cycles in ∆t (3.7).1441

Qtotal,∆t =

i=N∆t∑
i=0

Qdep,Ti (3.7)

We initially consider �xed values for C0 and D50, as detailed in section 3.3.3.1442

Our aim is to determine whether these parameters can be used to explain observed1443

Figure 3.1: Schematic diagrams of the inputs of a 0-dimensional accretion model. a.
Simpli�ed model with time-invariant maritime forcing (left) and uniform topography
and vegetation (right); b. Model with more realistic, time-dependent maritime forcing
and variable topography and plant associations. R is the rate of sea level rise, C0 is
the suspended sediment concentration, D50 is the median sediment grain size, H is the
maximum tidal elevation for a given tidal cycle, B is the biomass of a given species,
and F is the �tness function for that species.
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marsh elevations and accretion rates, as well as the conditions necessary for plat-1444

form elevations to match rising sea levels. Later in this contribution, we relax1445

our assumptions about C0 and D50 and allow them to vary as free parameters.1446

3.3.3 Site description and sediment supply conditions1447

In this study, we examine 8 marsh sites where two lidar topographic surveys1448

acquired at least 4 years apart are located in close proximity to a tidal gauge1449

with a long-term record of hourly data. For each site, we obtain total suspended1450

matter (TSM) using the GlobColour MERIS product (Barrot et al., 2007), which1451

contains monthly values TSM in the Earth's oceans and lakes between 2002 and1452

2012. Monthly coverage of MERIS, however, is incomplete. Consequently, we use1453

the averaged TSM between 2002 and 2012 in order to cover our sites. The angular1454

resolution of MERIS products is 1/24◦ at the equator. While this is insu�cient1455

to observe the exact TSM value at our sites, MERIS data has already been used1456

to calculate local sediment availability in global estimates of wetland response to1457

sea level rise (Schuerch et al., 2018). In this study, we therefore use MERIS data1458

in combination with �eld data on sediment supply conditions sourced from the1459

literature, as described below. The location of each site is given in Figure 3.2.1460

Boston Harbor The marsh studied in Boston Harbor is located in Squantum,1461

MA, and borders Quincy Bay, approximately 6 km from Boston Harbor tide1462

gauge. Flume experiments conducted by Ravens and Gschwend, 1999 show tidal1463

�at sediments to range between 30 and 60µm in D50, and to contain 3 − 4.5%1464

of organic matter. In these same experiments, under shear stresses of 0.05 Pa,1465

TSM oscillates around 25 g m−3, peaking around 160 g m−3 under stresses of1466

0.5 Pa. These values are slightly superior to those found by Hopkinson et al.,1467

2018b in the nearby Plum Island Sound (median SSC around 15.6 g m−3 and1468

peaks around 40 g m−3), however organic content is much lower than the 30%1469

assumed in Plum Island.1470
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Morro Bay The marsh studied in Morro bay is located North of Morro Bay1471

State Marine Reserve, CA, on the Chorro Creek estuary, approximately 20 km1472

from Port San Luis tide gauge. Few data on sediment size, concentration and1473

organic content was found for Morro Bay. Instead, we use data for San Francisco1474

Bay, CA. There, acoustic backscatter was used to estimate sediment grain size1475

between 50 and 90 µm and suspended solids to 20− 300 g m−3 (Gartner, 2004).1476

Morecambe Bay The marsh studied in Morecambe Bay is located South of1477

Jenny's point, Lancashire, approximately 15 km from Heysham tide gauge. Few1478

data were found for sediment concentrations. Instead we use data for the Mersey1479

estuary. Aldridge, 1997 �nds sandy sediments around 150 µm and Pringle, 19951480

�nds silts of around 31 µm. Gray and Scott, 1977 mention loss on ignition of 8%.1481

Modern measurements might �nd di�erent values.1482

Mersey Estuary The marsh studied in the Mersey Estuary is located in Ellesmere1483

Port, Cheshire, approximately 15 km from Gladstone tide gauge. Acoustic Doppler1484

Figure 3.2: Location of the selected tidal stations over a map of averaged monthly
Total Suspended Matter concentration between 2002 and 2012. In the United States,
the stations are Port San Luis for the Morro Bay marsh (California) and Boston for
the Boston Harbor marsh (Massachusetts). In the United Kingdom, the stations are:
Heysham for the Morecambe Bay marsh, Gladstone for the Mersey Estuary marsh,
Bournemouth for the Poole Harbour Shell Bay, Wych Lake and Arne Bay marshes, and
Sheerness for the Swale Estuary marsh.
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Current Pro�ler (ADCP) measurements in the Mersey river near Liverpool found1485

D50 in the channel to be approximately 9 µm, and were found up to approxi-1486

mately 50 µm. Suspended solids concentrations vary between 10 and 650 g m−3
1487

(Holdaway et al., 1999).1488

Poole Harbour The three marshes studied in the Poole Harbour, Dorset, are1489

all under 7 km from the Bournemouth tide gauge. Gao and Collins, 1994 show in1490

the neighbouring Christchurch Harbour that sediment grain sizes vary between1491

65 and 250 µm in the proximity of marshes, with concentrations measured around1492

120 g m−3 but known to reach 600 g m−3 during storm events (Green, 1940).1493

Sheerness The marsh studied in the Swale Estuary, Kent, is approximately1494

16 km from the Sheerness tide gauge. Wharfe, 1977 reports D50 values ranging1495

from 50 to 90 µm, while Zhou and Broodbank, 2013 report concentrations ranging1496

from 100 to 2, 000 g m−3.1497

3.3.4 Collection and processing of topographic data1498

Topographic surveys are sourced from either the NOAA Digital Coast archive or1499

the United Kingdom Environment Agency. All datasets are referenced to their1500

respective national topographic datum: the North American Vertical Datum 19881501

in the USA and Ordnance Datum at Newlyn in the UK.1502

Errors in elevation measurements may stem from the georeferencing of the1503

lidar point clouds. Vertical error margins are determined by comparing lidar1504

elevations to the elevation of multiple ground control points. The root mean1505

square error (RMSE) of this comparison is available on demand by both data1506

providers. Vegetation is another factor of error when measuring salt marsh ground1507

elevation (Parrish et al., 2014; Rogers et al., 2018; Schmid et al., 2011). On Sapelo1508

Island, GA, Hladik and Alber, 2012b found that low plants such as short Spartina1509

alterni�ora and Batis maritima yielded positive errors of less than +0.05 m.1510

Conversely, Chassereau et al., 2011 compared RTK-GPS and lidar elevations on1511

Maddieanna Island, SC, a marsh dominated by Spartina alterni�ora, with stem1512
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heights of 0.15 − 0.55 m on the platform and levees and up to 1.70 m on the1513

lower marsh and creek banks. The study found positively skewed histograms of1514

signed error, with the lowest positive errors (under +0.15 m) being far from creek1515

banks, con�rming the in�uence of stem height on the error in lidar elevation. To1516

minimise the error due to vegetation, our selection of marshes excludes sites with1517

dominant tall vegetation species (Table ??).1518

Site Dominant plant species References
Boston Harbor S. patens, S. alterni�ora, Distichlis

spicata
Buynevich et al., 2001

Morecambe Bay Puccinellia maritima, Festuca
rubra

Gray and Scott, 1977

Morro Bay Spartina sp,Salicornia subtermi-
nalis

Kuhn and Zedler, 1997

Mersey Estuary F. maritima, Suaeda maritima,
Obione portaculoides

Stopford, 1951

Arne Bay Spartina sp. Hubbard, 1965
Shell Bay Spartina sp. Hubbard, 1965
Wych Lake Spartina sp. Hubbard, 1965
Swale Estuary Spartina sp. Cundy et al., 2005

Table 3.3: Dominant plant species for the selected sites, sourced from literature on
regional marsh systems and analog marshes.

From the downloaded point clouds, we use CloudCompare (https://www.1519

cloudcompare.org/) to generate rasters of minimum and maximum elevations1520

within a grid cell, respectively Zmin and Zmax. Grid cell size is determined to �t1521

a minimum of 6 points per cell, up to a maximum of 3 m. The marsh platform1522

elevation is then extracted from Zmin using the Topographic Identi�cation of1523

Platforms (TIP), which accurately delineates marsh platforms for grids of up to1524

3 m in horizontal resolution (Goodwin et al., 2018). For each survey, we select a1525

a low-relief, non-vegetated structure (road, car park, etc.) for which we calculate1526

the 1st, 2nd and 3rd quartile of the di�erence Zmax − Zmin. Two subsampling1527

methods are then applied to the marsh platform. First, pixels classi�ed as marsh1528

platforms for which Zmax − Zmin is inferior to the median of Zmax − Zmin of1529

the reference structure are preserved, as shown for the Mersey Estuary in Figure1530

3.3a.-c. (red pixels). Similar �gures for other sites are available in the appendix1531

https://www.cloudcompare.org/
https://www.cloudcompare.org/
https://www.cloudcompare.org/
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(Figures 6.3 to �gure 6.10). This subsampling ensures that high elevation gradi-1532

ents do not exist within the pixel, whether they are due to topographic features1533

(hummocks or pools), locally high vegetation or because pixels reside on the scarp1534

and include points measure on marsh and creeks alike. Pixels classi�ed as marsh1535

platforms that are also levee points are selected by the second method (green1536

pixels). Due to the larger spread of elevation and the potentially large errors in1537

elevation associated with levee pixels, we do not use them further in this study1538

(Figure 3.3d.).1539

Vertical o�set between the two selected surveys is accounted for as the average1540

di�erence of Zmin for the reference structure, the �rst survey being taken as1541

reference by default. The values of vertical o�set are given in Table ??.1542

Site Survey 1 Survey 2 O�set (m)
Boston Harbor 2010-12 2014-12 0.094
Morecambe Bay 2008-01 2017-01 -0.226
Morro Bay 2011-03 2015-09 -0.034
Mersey Estuary 2006-01 2011-01 0.197
Arne Bay 2006-01 2013-01 -0.119
Shell Bay 2007-01 2011-01 0.038
Wych Lake 2007-01 2016-01 0.052
Swale Estuary 2007-01 2016-01 -0.122

Table 3.4: Date of surveys and elevation o�set for a stable structure between S2 and
S1. Column 3 shows the o�set in elevation between reference structures.

3.3.5 Collection and processing of sea level data1543

Each selected marsh site is associated with a tidal station in its close vicinity. For1544

these stations, we download sea level observations from the GESLA-2 dataset,1545

a global collection of hourly sea level data from the time when each tide gauge1546

started acquiring data at a frequency superior or equal to 1 hour up to the1547

year 2015 (Woodworth et al., 2016), or the British Oceanographic Data Centre1548

(BODC) data repository. From these records we extract the monthly mean high1549

and low tides MHTm and MLTm. We �t a linear trend to each of these times1550

series, the di�erence of which constitutes the mean tidal range MTR. The same1551
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process is applied to determine the trend of monthly observed highest high tide1552

OHHT . Time series of monthly mean sea levels (MSLm) were collected from the1553

NOAA sea level trend dataset. For stations in the United Kingdom that do not1554

have a long-term record of MSLm, we choose the closest long-term tide gauge1555

as a substitute. From this record we extract the linear trend of MSLm, named1556

MSL, the slope of which constitutes the rate of sea level rise RSLR (NB: in this1557

Figure 3.3: Mash platform subsampling results for the Mersey Estuary Marsh; a. and
b. show the marsh hillshade (respectively for S1 and S2) overlayed with subsampled
pixels (red) and levee pixels (green); c. boxplot of di�erences Zmax − Zmin for the
reference infrastructure and the marsh platform; d. probability distribution functions
for the entire marsh platform (grey), levee pixels (green) and subsample pixels (red).
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particular instance RSLR does not refer to relative sea level rise). Figure 3.4a.1558

shows the tidal records with their associated metrics, as well as the 1-year subset1559

of data used to calculate yearly deposition �uxes (see section 3.4). Figure 3.4b.1560

shows the cumulative distribution function of �ooding time at each station, for1561

both the whole record and the selected subset.1562

3.4 Results and Discussion1563

3.4.1 High platform elevations cannot be explained by si-1564

nusoidal tidal forcing1565

For each of the 8 selected marshes, Figure 3.5 shows the probability distribution1566

function of elevation fz of the marsh platform at the dates S1 (left of bar) and1567

S2 (right of bar). Grey �lled areas fz represent the subsampled marsh platform1568

(see Figure 3.3c.). Grey lines represent the same pixel sets plus or minus half the1569

RMSE reported by ground truthing reports. For each survey, marsh elevation1570

is relative to its contemporary sea level. In all of the sites, irrespective of mea-1571

surement error, the major part of the marsh platform lies within the upper tidal1572

frame, de�ned here as the range of elevations between MHT and OHHT .1573

While megatidal marshes show a wider distribution, no platform occupies1574

more than half of the upper tidal frame. This observation is supported by surveys1575

of vegetation populations relative to tidal levels (Belliard et al., 2017) and re�nes1576

the approach of Schuerch et al., 2018, where marshes are assumed to occupy the1577

entire range of elevations between MSL and MHT .1578

In models using a sinusoidal tidal forcing of amplitudeH = MHT−MSL, the1579

equilibrium elevation zeq relative to MSL is given by equation (3.8) (D'Alpaos1580

et al., 2011):1581

zeq = H · (1− Ry

ky
) (3.8)

where ky = Qdep,y+Qorg,y [mm yr−1] is the sum of yearly deposition and below-1582

ground production rates over the period of time y. This accounts for compaction1583
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Figure 3.4: left: Hourly sea level record (pink) and monthly Mean Sea Level MSL
(blue) for each station between 1950 and 2017. Black lines are respectively the monthly
Mean High Tide MHT and Mean Low TIde MLT . Thicker pink lines are monthly
Observed Highest High Tide OHHT . Straight lines are monthly linear trends for each
metric. Green areas represent the most recent complete year of record; right: Cumula-
tive distribution function of �ooded time for a given elevation for the whole tidal record
(pink), and for the chosen representative year (dashed green). Horizontal lines are the
most recent value of the linear monthly trends. Black stars indicate the dates of lidar
surveys.
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e�ects but not for shallow subsidence. While zeq is seldom truly reached, it gives1584

an indication of the elevation toward which marsh platforms converge. Equation1585

(3.8) suggests that, under sinusoidal forcing, a marsh platform may reach only1586

elevations higher than MHT under high Qorg, which is rarely observed (Morris1587

et al., 2016). This constraint is relaxed by the fact that platform elevation tends1588

to lag behind sea level variations (Kirwan and Temmerman, 2009): salt marshes1589

that have experienced higher sea levels may then be found at higher elevations.1590

All of the marshes examined in this study are higher than both their equi-1591

librium elevations and their maximum elevation H + MSL. However, no sta-1592

tions other than Gladstone and Heysham have experienced late quaternary uplift1593

(Bromirski et al., 2011; Donnelly, 2006; Shennan and Horton, 2002; Shennan et1594

al., 2012) and no stations show signi�cant negative modern variations in monthly1595

MSL (see �gure 3.4). Hence, the high elevation of the examined marsh platforms1596

cannot be explained by a sinusoidal forcing of amplitude H, notwithstanding the1597

use of this forcing by several studies on marsh elevation change for lower marshes1598

(e.g. D'Alpaos et al., 2011; Da Lio et al., 2013; Marani et al., 2007; Morris et al.,1599

2002; Tambroni and Seminara, 2012).1600

Furthermore, platforms that are higher than zeq are predicted by equation1601

(3.8) to lose elevation, as they are not �ooded frequently enough to allow accretion1602

rates that match sea level rise. However, �gure 3.5 shows that in all but two1603

sites, platforms are gaining elevation on MSL. This a�rmation stands for all1604

but when extreme positive error in S1 and extreme negative error in S2 are1605

considered, which is unlikely since the ground-truthing given by data providers1606

shows errors on ground-control points to be either consistantly positive or negative1607

through time. All the examined platforms therefore experience deposition, and1608

may be considered active, rather than relics of higher sea levels. This result1609

strongly suggests that the marsh platforms in our study depend on deposition1610

of concentrated coarse sediment to maintain their position in the tidal frame,1611

typically provided by spring tides and storms. The latter are shown by Castagno1612

et al., 2018 to positively in�uence sediment import into back-barrier bays. The1613

same study shows this e�ect to be less important for �ne sands (D50 ≥ 125 µm),1614
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which hints at a potential depletion in this size fraction, which may in turn lead to1615

marshes failing to keep pace with RSLR. Dependance on infrequent deposition1616

events is also consistent with the �ndings of Mariotti et al., 2010 in micro-tidal1617

back-barrier marshes, who showed that storm surges contribute to the erosion of1618

scarps as well as to the recycling of eroded marsh sediment onto the platform.1619

Figure 3.5: Probability distribution functions of marsh platform elevations relative to
MSL for each examined marsh at the dates S1 (left - grey �ll) and S2 (right - grey �ll);
Black lines indicate the possible vertical o�set of the probability distribution functions
due to lidar vertical error; Blue lines show the monthly trend for MHT and OHHT a
the dates S1 (full) and S2 (dashed); a. Marsh sites organized by Mean Tidal Range; b.
detail of micro-tidal sites.
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3.4.2 Modelling accretion rates with real tidal forcing high-1620

lights the in�uence of elevation, grain size and con-1621

centration1622

Following the observations of Section 3.4.1, we examine the e�ect of using a1623

realistic tidal forcing by simulating deposition �uxes over a year for each marsh1624

site. The sea level record used to force accretion is a subset of the full tidal1625

record for each station, shown as the green highlighted data in Figure 3.4. In1626

this experiment, we use three sets of values for C0 and D50. Lower values for C01627

and D50 referenced in Section 3.3.3 are the �rst set. The second set is D50 =1628

50 µm, which is within the higher range of values used in long-term modeling1629

studies (D'Alpaos et al., 2011; Marani et al., 2007). C0 is determined by the1630

values obtained from the MERIS Total Suspended Sediment (TSM) dataset at1631

the location of the tidal station. In the third set, higher values for C0 and D501632

referenced in Section 3.3.3 are selected. Table ?? summarises sediment supply1633

conditions used in the simulations.1634

Site Field C0 bounds (g m−3) Field D50 (µm) MERIS C0 (g m−3)
Boston Harbor 25-160 30-60 25.2
Morecambe Bay 10-650 31-150 25.7
Morro Bay 20-300 50-90 6.8
Mersey Estuary 10-650 9-50 28.9
Arne Bay 120-600 65-250 10.5
Shell Bay 120-600 65-250 10.5
Wych Lake 120-600 65-250 10.5
Swale Estuary 100-2,000 50-90 33.3

Table 3.5: Sediment conditions used for the production of Figures 3.6 and 3.8.

Figure 3.6 compares the observed and modelled elevation change of the dom-1635

inant platform elevation zmax(fZ) relative to the terrestrial datum, with relative1636

sea level rise as a reference. Despite the precautions taken to reduce error in the1637

elevation samples (see Figure 3.3), observed accretion rates (red bars) are visibly1638

unreliable. For instance, Arne Bay exhibits negative accretion rates while Wych1639

Lake and Shell Bay, located less than 5 km away, exhibit accretion rates close to1640
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those recorded at Wax Lake Delta, one of the fastest accreting marshes in the1641

world. Morro Bay and Boston Harbor also exhibit unrealistic accretion rates,1642

particularly in regard to the low rates of associated sea level rise. While such1643

rapid elevation variations have been observed using SETs (Kirwan et al., 2016a),1644

they may also be the product of uncertainty in elevation values. Indeed, errors1645

in the measurement of elevation for both S1 and S2 lead to considerable error in1646

rates of accretion, as shown by the error bars in Figure 3.6.1647

However, the elevation error in S1 typically leads to errors of 5% or less on the1648

modelled accretion rate (brown bars). Although variations in sediment supply and1649

�ooding patterns prevent a direct comparison between sites, we observe an overall1650

decrease in modelled deposition rates with increasing tidal range and platform1651

elevation. Conversely, we note a signi�cant positive response of accretion rates1652

to the combined increase in sediment size and concentration, as shown by the1653

Figure 3.6: Magnitude of deposition rates (red and brown bars), with relative sea level
rise RSLR for reference, for each site; the initial elevation is the normalized dominant
elevation of the platform zmax(fZ); Black lines indicate vertical error.
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di�erences in accretion rates between low C0 and D50 and high C0 and D50. This1654

response leads us to postulate that the low values of C0 are the cause for the low1655

modelled accretion rates when using MERIS data. Indeed, the MERIS dataset1656

has a spatial resolution of 300 m and is primarily an oceanic dataset. It does1657

not account for complex coastal inlets, estuaries and bays where salt marshes1658

are found, and where higher concentrations are likely to be found (Amos and1659

Alfoldi, 1979). Furthermore, Fagherazzi et al., 2014 �nd strong spatial variations1660

in sediment size within the tidal creeks of a single site at Plum Island Sound. In1661

this respect, the site-speci�c data collected in Section 3.3.3 is likely representative1662

of the spatial variability of sediment supply found in the sites examined. The1663

relative in�uence of C0 and D50, however, is not discernable at this point.1664

3.4.3 Constraints on sediment supply and consequences for1665

platform equilibrium1666

Whether a marsh keeps pace with sea levels has been suggested to depend on1667

forcing sediment concentration (D'Alpaos et al., 2011; Kirwan et al., 2010; Kir-1668

wan and Megonigal, 2013). We establish in Section 3.4.2 that deposition is also1669

conditioned by the initial platform elevation, as suggested by Cahoon and Reed,1670

1995, and the grain size of the deposited sediment. We calculate Qdep for a range1671

Figure 3.7: left: gravel from a nearby creek backed-up against marsh margins in
Aberlady Bay; right: trail bar behind Suaeda maritima in Mont-Saint-Michel Bay.
Images G. Goodwin
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of C0 and D50, assuming a contribution of 6% from below-ground production1672

Qorg. This value is the lower bound of a range estimated from loss on ignition or-1673

ganic matter contents for several marshes around the world (Crooks et al., 2002;1674

Neubauer, 2008; Roner et al., 2016), and approximates to local data in Boston1675

Harbor and Morro Bay (see Section 3.3.3). While it is not included in this chap-1676

ter, we must bear in mind that increases in temperature and atmospheric CO21677

are likely to increase organogenic production in salt marshes (Reef et al., 2017).1678

For each site, Figure 3.8 shows the contour lines of C0 and D50 values that yield1679

given values of k = Qdep + Qorg. The dashed blue line corresponds to conditions1680

on C0 and D50 for marsh accretion to match the current RSLR. Dashed red1681

lines indicate the accretion rates derived from lidar data, but do not represent1682

the associated error. Sediment supply conditions corresponding to low and high1683

C0 and D50 bound the grey box, and the black star represents the concentration1684

determined using the MERIS data and D50 = 50 µm. We remind the reader that1685

due to the assumption of negligible turbulence on the marsh surface and the in-1686

consideration for �occulation processes, Qdep is likely overestimated and therefore1687

the required sediment supply to match a given RSLR is likely under estimated.1688

In all cases, the contours follow a hyperbolic curve. This behaviour implies1689

that at high sediment concentrations, variations in C0 have less impact on Qdep1690

than variations in D50, and vice versa. Conversely, the point of the contour line1691

that is closest to graph origin represents the conditions where variations in each1692

parameters exert an equal in�uence on accretion rates. This behaviour is pre-1693

served along the 1:1 diagonal. High sediment concentrations require high shear1694

stress at the bed to mobilise sediment (Fagherazzi et al., 2006) if generated in1695

situ. If the sediment is sourced from either o�shore or rivers, high turbulence is1696

needed to keep sediment in suspension. High suspended sediment concentrations1697

are associated with strong currents or high waves, increasingly so for large particle1698

sizes (Yang et al., 2008). Consequently, we may expect higher sediment concen-1699

trations to be associated with larger particle sizes. Such conditions are typical of1700

storm events, spring tides or �uvial �ood discharges. They may be observed in1701

rare instances on the �eld, for instance when gravel is backed-up against marsh1702
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scarps after storm events, or when strong tides leave sandy trail bars on the lee1703

side of pioneer plants (see Figure 3.7).1704

Figure 3.8 a.-c. represent three neighbouring marshes in Poole Harbour,1705

Figure 3.8: Contour lines representing conditions on C0 and D50 for total accretion
k = Qdep + Qorg to reach the indicated values. Here, Qorg = 0.06 · Qdep; Grey boxes
bound sediment supply conditions from low C0 and D50 to high C0 and D50; Black
stars represent C0 conditions obtained from MERIS data, with D50 = 50 µm. Blue
dashed lines represent the conditions required to match RSLR, and red dashed lines
the conditions to match observed accretion rates.
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Dorset, UK, for which tidal and sediment conditions are considered identical.1706

Wych Lake (Figure 3.8c.) is higher in the tidal frame than the other sites, and1707

as a consequence, the contour lines are both further from the origin and further1708

apart. Hence, for equal sediment supplies and tidal forcing, increasing elevation1709

reduces deposition rates and increases the demand in sediment to maintain eleva-1710

tion within the tidal frame. For example, platforms in Morecambe Bay and the1711

Mersey Estuary (Figure 3.8g.-h.) are close to OHHT , and are seldom �ooded.1712

As a consequence, not only do these sites require more sediment to match current1713

rates of sea level rise, but they would also require a greater increase in C0 or D50 if1714

RSLR increased. This situation is hinted at by Pringle, 1995, who �nds medium1715

to coarse silts (31 µm) and very �ne sands of up to 100 µm in Morecambe Bay1716

marshes. Conversely, ranges of 20 − 40 µm were observed by Roner et al., 20161717

in the Venice Lagoon, where salt marshes are notoriously low in the tidal frame1718

(Da Lio et al., 2013).1719

We show the conditions necessary to match observed positive accretion rates1720

(dashed red lines), but recommend caution when considering these data (see Sec-1721

tion 3.4.2). Indeed, though it seems that most sediment supply condition boxes1722

(grey boxes) contain the dashed red lines, the existence of negative accretion1723

when conditions predict more than 10 mm y−1 of accretion demands a critical1724

view of the observed accretion values. Regardless, all �eld-measured sediment1725

supply conditions generate enough accretion in all sites, except the Mersey Es-1726

tuary and Morecambe Bay (Figure 3.8g.-h.), for the platform to keep up with1727

current RSLR (dashed blue lines) in the model. Aside from Boston Harbour1728

(Figure 3.8e.), even the lower bounds of measured sediment supply are su�cient1729

to match more than 10 mm y−1 of sea level rise. Our application of Stokes'1730

law with negligible current and turbulence may explain this overestimation of k.1731

However, we must also consider that �eld measurements provide only a snapshot1732

of sediment supply conditions at any given location.1733

Leroux (2013) highlighted the high temporal variability of sediment supply;1734

they measured peak concentrations of up to 5, 000 g m−3 during a spring tide,1735

while base concentrations were 500 g m−3 in tidal creeks of the Mont-Saint-1736
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Michel Bay, France. The high shear stresses caused by storms also generate1737

peaks in sediment concentrations (Fagherazzi and Priestas, 2010). In this respect,1738

averaged MERIS data (black stars) does not represent the temporal variability of1739

sediment supply. To further improve our understanding of sediment supply, we1740

suggest that k contour lines may be combined with accretion monitoring through1741

marker horizons and grain size distribution (GSD) analyses to determine average1742

sediment concentrations during deposition events. While our 0-D model does not1743

account for distance to creeks, the results of Zhang et al., 2019 show that it is an1744

important factor of marsh deposition, and we suggest that these results should1745

orient future methods of deposition measures.1746

3.4.4 Insight on the roles of elevation and tidal range1747

In this section, we compare the 8 marsh sites to better understand the interaction1748

between platform elevation and tidal records. In Figure 3.9, we calculate k for1749

the same range of sediment supply conditions as in Section 3.4.3 and represent1750

the conditions leading to k = 2.5 mm y−1. Each subplot shows the accretion1751

contour lines for each site for various initial elevations z0. Indeed, elevation within1752

the tidal frame determines the 1) proportion of N∆t tidal cycles for which the1753

platform �oods (Equation 3.6), and 2) the maximum depth Dmax of each �ooding1754

event, thus in�uencing deposition within each cycle (Equation 3.7). Although1755

below-ground production is known to vary with elevation, these variations are not1756

well quanti�ed above elevations of MHT (Morris et al., 2002), and we therefore1757

maintain Qorg = 0.06 ·Qdep.1758

In Figure 3.9a., the initial elevation is the observed main platform elevation1759

zmax(fZ). Regardless of mean tidal range, the normalised elevation in the upper1760

tidal frame, de�ned as z∗ in Equation (3.9), exerts a positive in�uence on the1761

sediment supply necessary to meet k = 2.5 mm y−1.1762

z∗ =
z −MHT

OHHT −MHT
(3.9)

We note that for z0 = OHHT (Figure 3.9b.), sediment requirements are so1763
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high that for Boston Harbor and the Swale Estuary, sediment larger than �ne1764

sand would be needed for marshes to be at equilibrium of moderate sea level rise1765

rates. Such conditions are typical of beaches and sand dunes rather than marshes1766

(Hayden et al., 1995), suggesting that �ooding patterns at these sites do not allow1767

marshes to reach these elevations.1768

Conversely, if z0 = MHT , very little variations between sites of di�erent tidal1769

ranges is observed, con�rming that the e�ect of tidal range on accretion rates1770

increases with platform elevation. Hence, similar sediment supply conditions1771

shown (Figure 3.9c.) may allow low marsh platforms around the world to with-1772

Figure 3.9: Necessary values of C0 and D50 for total accretion to reach k =
2.5 mm y−1; a. initial elevation z0 = zmax(fZ), coloured by increasing z∗; b.
z0 = OHHT ; c. z0 = MHT ; d. z0 = MSL; the last three subplots are coloured
by mean tidal range.
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stand moderate sea level rise rates of RSLR = 2.5 mm y−1, whereas local tidal1773

regimes would a�ect high platforms more strongly. Interestingly, low marshes1774

across the world are more often observed to drown, suggesting that the drowning1775

is caused by a lack of sediment supply and/or organic production rather than1776

initial elevation. This low sediment demand is similar to that observed in Figure1777

3.9d., where initial elevations are z0 = MSL. For these low elevations, mean1778

tidal range also exerts a weak in�uence on accretion rates. More importantly,1779

the little di�erence in accretion rates between z0 = MSL and z0 = MHT imply1780

that pioneer platforms are likely to reach MHT , thus ensuring the regeneration1781

of marsh surface area after lateral erosion events. We note that our model does1782

not account for variable sediment concentrations on the platform, and is likely1783

to overestimate deposition on parts of the platform that are far from creeks or1784

scarps. Indeed, Temmerman et al., 2005 show that deposition rates decrease1785

with distance from creeks and marsh edges. Pioneer platforms with di�erent1786

creek network properties, due for example to vegetation development (Kearney1787

and Fagherazzi, 2016), may grow at di�erent rates.1788

3.5 Conclusions1789

In this contribution, we test a 0-dimensional settling model to estimate elevation1790

change on real salt marsh platforms, and compare these results with accretion1791

�uxes derived from DEM surveys taken at least four years apart. While elevation1792

changes observed through lidar have too high errors to yield accurate results,1793

initial elevation measurements are su�ciently accurate provide initial data for1794

model runs and assess the results' sensitivity to sediment supply conditions. We1795

�nd that using a sinusoidal tidal forcing to simulate elevation evolution cannot1796

explain the current elevation of the marshes we examined, which were located1797

between MHT and OHHT . While we did not examine enough sites to draw1798

general conclusions on the distribution of salt marsh platforms within the tidal1799

frame, our results suggest that simpli�ed sinusoidal tides cannot account for the1800

full evolution of salt marshes.1801
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Using a representative subset of real tidal forcing, we calculate settling �uxes1802

that better explain current platform elevations. When accounting for a 6% contri-1803

bution of belowground organic production to accretion �uxes, modelled accretion1804

rates for marshes that are low in the upper tidal frame (but still aboveMHT ) are1805

mostly su�cient to keep pace with current rates of relative sea level rise under1806

most observed sediment supply conditions determined by MERIS. Conversely,1807

sites that are closer to OHHT require coarser or more concentrated sediment.1808

The low hydroperiod associated with such high platforms suggests that small or1809

light �ocs do not have time to settle in su�cient quantity for the platform to1810

maintain its elevation. Under storm surge conditions, however, advection of higly1811

concentrated �ne material and prolonged hydroperiod may counteract the e�ect1812

of elevation.1813

It follows that marshes that reach a high position in the tidal frame should1814

contain coarser sediment than platforms that do not attain this elevation, un-1815

less they are subject to frequent storms. The existence of such high platforms is1816

therefore conditioned by the availability of coarse sediment or �ner material in1817

high volumes (or very high organic matter production), typically mobilised during1818

storms, �oods and spring tides. Conversely, we �nd that low platforms require a1819

weaker sediment supply conditions to keep pace with RSLR. Further investiga-1820

tion into accretion rates with low starting elevations (MHT and MSL) suggests1821

that established low platforms are likely to contribute to long-term marsh regen-1822

eration regardless of tidal regimes, but also that plant establishment is likely the1823

bottleneck of marsh progradation processes.1824

The results obtained in this chapter show a close similarity to the work of1825

French (2006). There, the author describes the increase in accretion rates with1826

increasing SSC and the lesser accretion rates obtained for higher marsh surfaces,1827

which lead to an inexorable lowering of these high platforms. The results of this1828

chapter show that where salt marsh platforms have developped to high elevations1829

(close to OHHT), spring tides and storms may combine to supply sediment in1830

su�cient concentrations and of su�ciently high settling velocity to maintain these1831

high platforms.1832
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To add weight to the conclusions drawn above, further research may inves-1833

tigate the relationship between marsh elevation and tidal records over a larger1834

dataset. Furthermore, measuring sedimentation and back-calculating sediment1835

concentration from �eld samples in di�erent sites would allow to con�rm the1836

behavior suggested by the model. Future work may also investigate the size of1837

deposited particles at various distances from scarps and tidal creeks to determine1838

the detailed mechanisms of settling on wide vegetated platforms.1839
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List of Abbreviations1850

Abbreviation Meaning
CE Change Event
DTM Digital Elevation Model
DTM Digital Terrain Model (A DTM of the ground sur-

face)
DEFRA UK Department for Environment and Rural Af-

fairs
PE Progradation Event
RE Retreat Event
RMSE Root Mean Square Error
TIP Topographic Identi�cation of Platforms (a soft-

ware package)

Table 4.1: Abbreviations used in this chapter
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List of Notations1851

Notation Meaning
ACE Area of a change event
VCE Volume of a change event
hCE Average elevation change during a change event

X̃ the median value of a set X
P A set of pro�les
pi The ith pro�le in a set
pij The jth vertex of the ith pro�le in a set
pij,x Distance to landward vertex of the jth vertex of

the ith pro�le in a set
pij,z Elevation of the jth vertex of the ith pro�le in a set
pma the �rst 4 vertices in a pro�le
pmu the last 4 vertices in a pro�le
∆P,N Mean absolute di�erence in elevation between N

pro�les of a set P
DP,N Mean distance between N pro�les of a set P
R Relief: di�erence in elevation between
Smax Maximum slope of the scarp
Sma Overall slope of pma
Smu Overall slope of pmu

Table 4.2: Notations used in this chapter
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4.1 Abstract1852

Retreat and progradation make the edges of salt marsh platforms their most active1853

features. If we have a single topographic snapshot of a marsh, is it possible to tell1854

if some areas have retreated or prograded recently or if they are likely to do so in1855

the future? We explore these questions by characterising marsh edge topography1856

in mega-tidal Moricambe Bay (UK) in 2009, 2013 and 2017. We �rst map outlines1857

of marsh platform edges based on lidar data and from these we generate transverse1858

topographic pro�les of the marsh edge 10 m long and 20 m apart. By associating1859

pro�les with individual retreat or progradation events, we �nd that they produce1860

distinct pro�les when grouped by change event, regardless of event magnitude.1861

Progradation pro�les have a shallow scarp and low relief that decreases with event1862

magnitude, facilitating more progradation. Conversely, steep-scarped, high-relief1863

retreat pro�les dip landward as retreat reveals older platforms. Furthermore,1864

vertical accretion of the marsh edge is controlled by elevation rather than its1865

lateral motion, suggesting an even distribution of deposition that would allow bay1866

in�lling were it not limited by the migration of creeks. While we demonstrate that1867

marsh edge geometry can be quanti�ed with currently available DTMs, oblique1868

observations are crucial to fully describe scarps and better inform their sensitivity1869

to wave and current erosion.1870

4.2 Introduction1871

The alarming landward retreat of well-known salt marsh systems such as those1872

of the Mississippi delta's �Bird Foot� (Day et al., 2000; Jankowski et al., 2017) or1873

of the Venice Lagoon (Carniello et al., 2009) has sparked concern for the future1874

of these highly valuable landscapes (Barbier et al., 2011; Costanza et al., 1997;1875

Spivak et al., 2019). Salt marshes �lter organic and metallic pollutants (Marques1876

et al., 2011; Nelson and Zavaleta, 2012) and provide important nursing grounds1877

for wildlife, including commercially exploited species such as Brown Shrimp (Haas1878

et al., 2004). Furthermore, their high productivity makes salt marshes important1879

sites of blue carbon sequestration (Chmura et al., 2003a) and their vegetation1880
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and topography reduce storm surges and damp waves (Möller, 2006; Möller and1881

Spencer, 2002; Möller et al., 2014; Shepard et al., 2011; Stark et al., 2016). The1882

loss of salt marshes to the sea is predicted to cause signi�cant losses to the ecosys-1883

tem services they provide (Zedler and Kercher, 2005) and release stored carbon1884

into the ocean (Coverdale et al., 2014; Kirwan and Mudd, 2012), diminishing its1885

capacity to siphon atmospheric carbon.1886

Although the extent of their vulnerability is regularly debated (Ganju et al.,1887

2017; Kirwan et al., 2016a; Saco et al., 2017), studies repeatedly show that some1888

salt marsh environments are at risk of drowning due to sea level rise (Kirwan1889

and Guntenspergen, 2010; Voss et al., 2013) despite the bio-geomorphic feed-1890

backs (D'Alpaos and Marani, 2016; Mudd et al., 2009) that led to the emer-1891

gence of marsh platforms from bare mud�ats in the �rst instance (Marani et al.,1892

2013). Frequently, this drowning has been attributed to insu�cient sediment1893

supply (Syvitski et al., 2009; Weston et al., 2014).1894

Vertical challenges to salt marsh survival are matched by lateral retreat, no-1895

tably driven by waves and tidal currents. Multiple studies have focused on the1896

impact of external forcing on the landward constriction of salt marsh habitat1897

(Leonardi and Fagherazzi, 2014; Leonardi et al., 2016a; Mariotti and Fagherazzi,1898

2010), as well as the mutual interaction between wave impact, retreat processes1899

and the morphology of retreating marsh margins (Bendoni et al., 2014; Fran-1900

calanci et al., 2013; Tonelli et al., 2010). While marsh retreat is also demonstra-1901

bly linked to nearby channel deepening in a macro-tidal setting (Butzeck et al.,1902

2016; Cox et al., 2003), the action of tidal currents on marsh margins remains1903

poorly understood relative to wave action.1904

Likewise, remote observation of salt marsh margins are scarce in the literature,1905

in contrast with the wealth of documentation on the use of light detection and1906

ranging (lidar) and hyperspectral data to characterise marsh platform elevation1907

and vegetation (Farris et al., 2019; Hladik et al., 2013; Sadro et al., 2007; Silvestri1908

et al., 2003). This knowledge gap hampers our understanding of present coastal1909

mobility in general but also our predictions of the future retreat or advance (which1910

we refer to as progradation) of salt marshes. The mobility of marsh edges is often1911
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studied through the determination of wave- or current-generated stresses rather1912

than direct observation of marsh edges. This lack of observation data prevents us1913

from contextualising results on the in�uence of scarp topography on wave action1914

(Tonelli et al., 2010).1915

The paucity of data on marsh edge topography may be due to technical dif-1916

�culties: in many micro-tidal systems and some meso-tidal systems the foot of1917

the marsh scarp is rarely exposed (Carniello et al., 2016) and few sites have as1918

good topo-bathymetric data as the repeatedly studied Venice Lagoon in Italy1919

(Molinaroli et al., 2009) and Plum Island in Massachussets, USA (Fagherazzi1920

et al., 2014), both of which are the object of long-term monitoring campaigns.1921

Moreover, the spatial resolution of airborne lidar images is usually in the range1922

of 1�5 m, which reduces the perceived slope of scarps, despite being the most1923

�ne-grained remote sensing method used to cover large marsh systems (Webb1924

et al., 2013). More importantly, scarps cannot be observed by nadir-facing air-1925

borne lidar surveys due to their sub-vertical face. Finally, many salt marsh are1926

dominated by Spartina alterni�ora or Spartina anglica, plants that lead to errors1927

of 15− 55 cm on lidar elevations, with errors of up to 1.70 m along creek banks1928

(Chassereau et al., 2011). For low-lying micro-tidal marshes (and to a lesser ex-1929

tent, meso-tidal marshes), such errors are of the order of scarp heights. These1930

factors combined complicate the study of marsh margin morphology.1931

Conversely, macro- to mega-tidal mud�ats are more frequently exposed, in-1932

creasing the opportunities for purely topographic surveys. In these conditions1933

marsh platforms are often higher in the tidal frame than their microtidal cousins1934

(Goodwin and Mudd, 2019), with retreating margins often taking the shape of1935

scarps more than 1m in height fronted by degrading fallen blocks, locally known1936

as saltings (Figure 4.1c). These scarps contrast sharply with prograding mar-1937

gins, which exhibit shallow or non-existent scarps fronted by pioneer species like1938

Salicornia sp. or Sarcocornia sp. (Figure 4.1b). As illustrated by these images1939

of Skinburness Marsh in Moricambe Bay (Cumbria, United Kingdom), grazed1940

marshes dominated by Puccinellia maritima have low vegetation near their mar-1941

gin, thus reducing the typical elevation bias caused by vegetation cover (Parrish1942
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et al., 2014; Rogers et al., 2018; Schmid et al., 2011).1943

Under such conditions, we assume that salt marsh margins are su�ciently1944

well de�ned to discern their morphology with lidar data. In this contribution,1945

we use modern feature detection methods to extract salt marsh outlines from1946

three lidar surveys covering the sheltered mega-tidal Moricambe Bay. From these1947

outlines, we produce regularly spaced transverse pro�les of the marsh margin1948

topography. The pro�les are attached to unique change events corresponding to1949

localised and contiguous retreat or progradation between two observation times.1950

Using these data, we detach margin pro�les from their spatial context to examine1951

the morphological di�erence between retreating and prograding margins. We1952

Figure 4.1: Aerial and ground views of salt marsh margin pro�les. (a) aerial view
of photography point of views and location of pro�les; (b) photography of prograding
margins (G. Goodwin, November 2016) and schematic pro�les. The diagramme below
provides a schematic view of the process of progradation; (c) photography of retreating
pro�les (G. Goodwin, November 2016) and schematic pro�les. The diagramme below
provides a schematic view of the process of retreat. Pro�les on the photographs in panels
(b,c) are deliberately drawn with low resolution to illustrate the perspective from 1m
lidar data.
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then focus on the properties of marsh margin relief to examine the distinctive1953

properties of prograding and retreating margins with respect to the volume of1954

displaced sediment, as well as the response of marsh margin elevation to retreat1955

or progradation. The variety of retreating and prograding marsh margins in1956

Moricambe Bay allows us to examine the morphology of a wide range of active1957

margins for the years 2009, 2013 and 2017.1958

4.3 Site Description1959

The Solway Firth is a mega-tidal estuary separating Dumfries and Galloway in1960

Scotland from Cumbria in England (Figure 4.2b). The Northern Cumbrian coast-1961

line is renowned for its active salt marshes, which show evident signs of both re-1962

treat and progradation (Figure 4.1). The bay of Moricambe, its North-West facing1963

entrance enclosed between the Grune Cast sand spit and Cardurnock Flatts, is no1964

excepti on and provides a sheltered environment where wide marshes have devel-1965

oped (Figure 4.2a). There, the meandering of the tidal rivers Wampool (North)1966

and Waver (South) appear to be the main constraint on the development of salt1967

marshes, generating autocyclic retreat and progradation (Singh Chauhan, 2009),1968

of which the terracing of Skinburness Marsh (see Figure 4.5a) is a remnant. Like-1969

wise, the southern part of Newton Marsh shows signs of progradation enabled by1970

the further distance of channels.1971

Such diversity in the active marsh margins is central to our study. The main1972

activity on the salt marshes is cattle grazing, with both dairy cows and sheep1973

regularly being kept in pastures on the marsh platforms. Hence, the dominant1974

vegetation in Moricambe Bay is grazed Puccinellia maritima which seldom ex-1975

ceeds 1�5 cm in height. This makes it an ideal site upon which to study marsh1976

evolution using high resolution topographic data, as the low vegetation minimizes1977

errors in topographic data. High resolution lidar topography covering the whole of1978

Moricambe Bay is freely available through the UK Department for Environment1979

and Rural A�airs (DEFRA), allowing for the implementation of feature-based1980

marsh platform detection.1981
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4.4 Materials and Methods1982

4.4.1 Collection and Pre-Processing of Topographic Data1983

We download point cloud topographic data from airborne lidar surveys of Mori-1984

cambe Bay within the area of interest (red polygon in Figure 4.2a) from the1985

DEFRA data repository for 2009, 2013 and 2017 (https://environment.data.1986

gov.uk/DefraDataDownload/?Mode=survey). DEFRA provides the last return1987

for every point (the density of which does not exceed 6 pts·m−2). This does1988

not necessarily imply that the last return is the ground or bare earth, as dense1989

vegetation on the marsh platform may prevent the laser from hitting the ground1990

(Hladik and Alber, 2012a; Rogers et al., 2016b, 2018). However, thanks to pas-1991

toral activities in Moricambe Bay, vegetation rarely exceeds 5 cm and does not1992

cause signi�cant errors in measured elevations such as those reported reported by1993

Hladik and Alber (2012a) on marshes with tall vegetation. The grazing of cattle1994

observed in Moricambe Bay also incidentally causes compaction of deposited sed-1995

iment on the marsh soil, to a degree which is still di�cult to estimate (Elschot1996

et al., 2013). This is not accounted for in the generation of the DEM since it is1997

unlikely to a�ect ground elevation through DEM texture. We convert the point1998

clouds to rasters with a grid resolution of 1 m, generating Digital Terrain Mod-1999

els (DTMs) for each year. At the ground-truthing points within the Ordnance2000

Survey tile NY15 (https://environment.data.gov.uk/DefraDataDownload/2001

?mapService=EA/LIDARGroundTruthSurveys&Mode=spatial), we �nd that the2002

mode of the 2017 DTM is higher than the mode of the 2013 DTM by 7 cm and2003

than the mode of the 2009 DTM by 5 cm (Figure 6.11).2004

For the purposes of this contribution, we are more interested in short-term2005

sediment deposition or removal than long-term land movements caused by post-2006

glacial uplift. We correct for long-term land movements by comparing stable2007

infrastructure (e.g., roads) between DTMs. For these corrections, we use the2008

2017 DTM as reference. After correction, the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)2009

between GPS-acquired points and the lidar DTM are the following: for the 20092010

DTM, the RMSE is 6.8 cm (Figure 6.12a); for the 2013 DTM, the RMSE is 6.52011

https://environment.data.gov.uk/DefraDataDownload/?Mode=survey
https://environment.data.gov.uk/DefraDataDownload/?Mode=survey
https://environment.data.gov.uk/DefraDataDownload/?Mode=survey
https://environment.data.gov.uk/DefraDataDownload/?mapService=EA/LIDARGroundTruthSurveys&Mode=spatial
https://environment.data.gov.uk/DefraDataDownload/?mapService=EA/LIDARGroundTruthSurveys&Mode=spatial
https://environment.data.gov.uk/DefraDataDownload/?mapService=EA/LIDARGroundTruthSurveys&Mode=spatial
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cm (Figure 6.12b); for the 2017 DTM, the RMSE is 3.1 cm (Figure 6.12c). Each2012

DTM is then clipped to the area of interest illustrated in Figure 4.2a. Because2013

of the low vegetation (< 3cm in height) shown in Figure 4.1, we do not apply2014

an additional elevation correction to account for vegetation on the salt marsh2015

platforms.2016

4.4.2 Determination of Marsh Outlines and Pro�les2017

For each of the DTMs, we isolate marsh platforms using the Topographic Identi-2018

�cation of Platforms (TIP) method (Goodwin et al., 2018), described in detail in2019

Chapter 2. The TIP method uses a high-resolution DTM in raster format (e.g.,2020

from lidar data) to classify pixels as �marsh platform� or �tidal �at� within an area2021

of interest. The TIP method proceeds in two major steps: (i) the determination2022

of marsh outlines and (ii) the �lling of marsh platforms.2023

For step (i), the product of dimensionless relief and slope is calculated as2024

shown in Equation (4.1):2025

Figure 4.2: Satellite view of Moricambe Bay (a) and location within the United
Kingdom (b). Image credit Google Earth (30 June 2018).
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P ∗ =
z − zmin

zmax − zmin
∗ s− smin
smax − smin

, (4.1)

where z is the elevation of the pixel, zmin is the minimum elevation in the DTM2026

and zmax is the maximum elevation in the DTM. The same notation applies to2027

the pixel slope s, determined from the DTM after Hurst et al. (2012). The distri-2028

bution of P ∗ in a salt marsh DEM is typically exponentially decreasing: hence,2029

pixels for which the slope of the distribution of P ∗ is lower than Spthresh are re-2030

tained as potential marsh scarps. Local maxima of P ∗ within the retained pixels2031

are then used to initiate scarps, which are then routed along �crests� of high P ∗.2032

ZKthresh then determines a high-pass �lter to determine de�nitive scarps. This2033

step is sensitive to the presence of small marsh scarps. For step (ii), platforms2034

are generated by progressively ��lling� the pixels above the scarps over multiple2035

iterations. Pixels in the lower part of the elevation distribution of the newly gen-2036

erated platforms are then eliminated, using rzthresh to determine the percentage2037

of the distribution to eliminate after the lowest point of the elevation distribution.2038

The result of these two steps is a classi�ed raster, with values of 0 for tidal �ats2039

and 1 for marsh platforms.2040

Moricambe Bay is larger than most sites for which the TIP method was tested.2041

Furthermore, while the TIP method was shown to be e�ective for marsh platforms2042

exhibiting a well-de�ned scarp, this is not the case everywhere in Moricambe2043

Bay. Hence, we separate the study site into 21 sectors and implement the TIP2044

method on each sector with di�erent parameters. The sectors were de�ned using2045

GoogleEarth imagery to minimise the overlap of mature and young platforms2046

within any given sector, so as to avoid the TIP method mistaking the younger,2047

lower platforms for tidal �ats. Figure 6.13 shows the layout of the sectors and Ta-2048

bles 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 record the parameters used in each sector. The TIP method2049

tends to exclude pools and disconnected channels from the marsh platform, thus2050

creating complex and discontinuous marsh platforms which do not correspond to2051

the most seaward marsh margin. To keep only the most seaward outlines, we2052

use a negative image of the TIP method's original results (see Figure 6.14a) to2053

identify tidal �ats, of which we select only the largest. In Figure 6.14a, this is the2054
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northernmost tidal �at. Any pixel within the area of interest not classi�ed as a2055

tidal �at is then considered a marsh platform, yielding Figure 6.14b. A close-up2056

of marsh platforms for each year are shown in green in Figure 4.3a.2057

Along the seaward outline of each marsh platform, we generate transverse2058

pro�les of 10 m in length, spaced regularly by 20 m, as shown in Figure 4.3a.2059

The length of 10 m was chosen as a compromise to cater for the need to observe2060

the as much of the margin in prograding areas and as little of the non-marginal2061

areas in retreating zones, as well as to speed up pro�le generation. Each 10 m2062

long pro�le contains 11 vertices (one each meter, including the starting and ending2063

points). We extract the topography of each individual pro�le for all 3 years, as2064

shown in Figure 4.3b�d. Each year will have its own set of marsh pro�les. This2065

is because the orientation of the marsh edge changes when the marsh outline2066

progrades or retreats: hence, a pro�le that is orthogonal to the marsh outline in2067

2009 may not be in 2013 or 2017, thus rendering a direct comparison of pro�le2068

geometry impossible. An approach using sets of pro�les for each year is therefore2069

preferable to one using a single set of pro�les for all three years. Indeed, the2070

latter approach, using longer pro�les, would be suited to analyse the geometry2071

of entire marsh platforms but not of features with small footprints like scarps.2072

But in addition we record the elevations at every pro�le vertex for all three years.2073

That means that any set of 11 nodes within an individual year's pro�le will be2074

associated with 3 topographic pro�les.2075

Each vertex pi of a pro�le p is de�ned by the coordinates (pi,x, pi,z), respec-2076

tively the seaward distance and elevation of pi. The marsh edge pma is de�ned as2077

the �rst 4 vertices of p (green background in Figure 4.3b�d), while the mud�at2078

edge pmu is de�ned as the last 4 vertices of p (brown background). We intro-2079

duce this subdivision of the pro�les to avoid the in�uence of fallen blocks when2080

determining the relief R, de�ned in Section 4.5.3. This assumes the landward-2081

to-seaward length of fallen blocs to be under 4 m, which is consistent with �eld2082

observations at the site. In the example shown in Figure 4.3, pro�les in 2009 and2083

2013 show little signs of a scarp (b,c), hinting at a prograding evolution which is2084

stopped in 2017, as we observe a visible retreat scarp about 1 m further inland2085
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than the scarps in 2013 and 2009 (d).2086

Figure 4.3: Evolution of scarp pro�les over the years: (a) map of marsh platforms
near the mouth of the Waver and location of scarp pro�les; example of a scarp pro�le
associated with a various marsh outlines, with elevations for all three years; (b) 2009
outline; (c) 2013 outline; (d) 2017 outline. Bold lines indicate the current pro�le. In
(b�d) green portions represent the marsh-side of the pro�le pma and brown portions
represent the mud�at-side of the pro�le pmu.
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4.4.3 Determination of Change Events2087

By comparing the marsh platforms generated in Section 4.4.2, we determine the2088

trajectory of each pixel between 2009 and 2017, de�ned as the record of its clas-2089

si�cation as marsh platform or mud�at. Each of the 8 possible trajectories for2090

a pixel is shown in Figure 4.4b. For instance, a pixel classi�ed as a marsh plat-2091

form in 2009, as a mud�at in 2013 and as a marsh platform in 2017 would follow2092

trajectory 8. The trajectory of each pixel as seen in Figure 4.4a is colour-coded2093

according to Figure 4.4b. All pixels except those following trajectories 1 and 22094

undergo at least one change of classi�cation between 2009 and 2017.2095

As illustrated in Figure 4.4a, groups of contiguous pixels tend to follow the2096

same trajectory. Even if pixels do not share a full trajectory, many share partial2097

trajectories. For instance, pixels following trajectories 4 and 8 are both converted2098

to mud�ats between 2009 and 2013. In this contribution, we refer to groups of2099

contiguous pixels this conversion as change events (CE), indicated as red and blue2100

circles in Figure 4.4b. In this instance, a change event involving the conversion of2101

marsh platforms to mud�ats and occurring between 2009 and 2013 may include2102

pixels following trajectories 4 and 8. Likewise, a change event involving the2103

conversion of mud�ats to marsh platforms and occurring between 2013 and 20172104

will include pixels following trajectories 8 and 5. Thus, a pixel may be involved2105

in up to two change events and each change event is a unique group of contiguous2106

pixels that can be given a unique identi�cation.2107

We identify all change events larger than 3 contiguous pixels (3 m2), with2108

contiguity being de�ned within neighbourhoods composed of the eight adjacent2109

pixels (i.e., both cardinal directions and diagonal pixels). Retreat events (RE),2110

during which the marsh margin recedes landward, are lined with the most recent2111

pro�les on the landward side and the least recent on the seaward side and vice2112

versa for progradation events (PE). Thus, each change event accepts as bound-2113

aries the marsh outlines that border it and is associated with two sets of pro�les:2114

one preceding the change and another resulting from the change (Figure 4.4c).2115

This association between change events and sets of pro�les will constitute the2116

basis of our morphological analysis.2117
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Individual change events in each of the 2009�2013 and 2013�2017 periods2118

can be quanti�ed by their total volume VCE, surface area ACE and average sed-2119

iment accumulation hCE. Throughout this contribution, we show volumes of2120

change events as positive values to accommodate logarithmic scaling in our �g-2121

ures. However, since retreat events are associated with loss of sediment, change2122

event volume in the �gures is such that VCE = VPE for progradation events and2123

VCE = −VRE for retreat events. It is important to note that volume change cal-2124

culations are subject to lidar error and error caused by vegetation. The latter in2125

particular causes almost exclusively positive error (i.e. ground elevation is overes-2126

timated) (Rogers et al., 2016b). Hence, all absolute values of volume and elevation2127

change for both progradation and retreat events are maximum estimates.2128

4.4.4 Pro�le Comparison and Metrics2129

In order to understand to what extent change events are correlated with the2130

geometry of marsh margins, we investigate the di�erences between prograding and2131

retreating pro�les. Margin pro�les are grouped in sets, each set being associated2132

with a unique change event. To compare the morphology of margin pro�les, we2133

de�ne the mean absolute elevation di�erence ∆P,N of a set P of N pro�les each2134

of length L in Equation (4.2):2135

∆P,N =
2

N(N − 1)
∗

N∑
k=1

N∑
j=1

j<k

∑L
i=1

√
((pji,z − pj0,z)− (pki,z − pk0,z))2

L
, (4.2)

where (pji,z − pj0,z) is the elevation of the vertex pji of the pro�le pj relative to2136

the elevation of the �rst vertex pj0,z. The �rst sum de�nes the average geometric2137

di�erence between two pro�les by comparing them relatively to their respective2138

most landward elevation. The term 2
N(N−1)

∗
∑N

k=1

∑N
j=1

j<k

X is the average of the2139

�rst sum over all possible combinations of non-identical pro�les within P . For2140

example, a set P for which ∆P,N = 0 would contain pro�les of identical geometry,2141

regardless of their location. ∆P,2 is used further in this chapter to describe the2142
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mean absolute elevation di�erence in a pair of pro�les.2143

For small events, the close proximity of pro�les may play a role in their sim-2144

ilarity. Numerous small events may then skew the distribution of ∆P,N toward2145

lower values. To test this hypothesis, we de�ne the mean inter-pro�le distance2146

Figure 4.4: Diagram showing possible change events: (a) map of classi�ed pixel tra-
jectories near the mouth of the Waver and location of scarp pro�les; (b) colour and
number codes for each of the 8 possible pixel trajectories. Ellipses represent retreat or
progradation events for each trajectory; (c) Diagram showing how change events are
associated with pro�les. Example: in (a), 6 contiguous areas are coded 4, thus generat-
ing 6 individual change events; in (b), pixel trajectories coded 4 mark retreat between
2009 and 2013 followed by stability; in (c), the pro�les at the boundaries of the areas
coded 4 are 2009 on the seaward side and 2013 and 2017 on the landward side, since
there was no evolution between 2013 and 2017.
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DP,N of a set P of N pro�les in Equation (4.3):2147

DP,N =
2

N(N − 1)
∗

N∑
k=1

N∑
j=1

j<k

djk, (4.3)

where djk is the distance between the centre points of pro�les pj and pk. DP,N2148

therefore expresses the average distance between pairs of pro�le centroids within2149

a change event. We also de�ne metrics to characterise pro�le geometry in simple2150

terms: �rst, the relief R (Figure 4.9a) is de�ned for a set P of N pro�les according2151

to Equation (4.4), where ˜pma,z is the median elevation of the marsh portion of all2152

pro�les in the set and ˜pmu,z is the median elevation of the mud�at portion of all2153

pro�les in the set.2154

R = p̃ma,z − p̃mu,z. (4.4)

We also de�ne the maximum Slope Smax (Figure 4.9b) of the marsh scarp ac-2155

cording to Equation (4.5), where i ∈ [3 : 6] and l = 1m. This de�nition ensures2156

that Smax is the closest possible approximation of the real scarp slope.2157

Smax = max(
pi,z − pi+1,z

l
). (4.5)

Finally, we de�ne the slope S (Figure 4.9c,d) of the marsh platform and the2158

mud�at according to Equation (4.6), where i = 0, j = 3, l = 3m (marsh slope2159

Sma) and i = 7, j = 10, l = 3m (mud�at slope Smu).2160

S =
˜pi,z − pj,z
l

. (4.6)

4.5 Results and Discussion2161

4.5.1 Location and Properties of Change Events2162

The elevations of Moricambe Bay in 2009 can be seen in Figure 4.5a,where we2163

show marsh platforms in colour and mud�ats in greyscale. The marsh platforms2164
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observed have a maximum elevation range of 4 − 7 m across the bay. How-2165

ever, western Skinburness Marsh shows visible terracing, indicating a progressive2166

development of the marsh in the shadow of Grune Cast with multiple growth2167

interruptions (Allen, 1989). In this case, the interruptions were caused by the2168

meandering of the River Waver (Singh Chauhan, 2009). Both Skinburness and2169

Newton Marshes show a distinctive increase in elevation with distance upstream2170

of the tidal rivers, indicating a constriction of tidal �ows (Leblond, 1978). By2171

2013, large progradation events have considerably increased the surface area of2172

Newton Marsh (Figure 4.5b), depositing 1 m or more of sediment in some areas.2173

Conversely, Skinburness Marsh has receded under the pressure of the meandering2174

Waver, as have the northernmost portions of Newton Marsh under the in�uence2175

of the Wampool. We note that most outlines that experienced retreat from their2176

2009 position are bordered by tidal channels in 2013. Marginal progradation is2177

observed on the Anthorn Marshes. By 2017, Skinburness Marsh has retreated2178

even further under the continued migration of the Waver, while the newly formed2179

marshes of Newton Marsh, well advanced within the bay, are more exposed and2180

show mixed behaviour (Figure 4.5c). This may be attributed to the anabranching2181

of the Wampool along the northern Newton Marsh.2182

In Figure 4.6a,c, we observe that the surface-area-to-volume ratio 1
hCE

= ACE

VCE
2183

for progradation is larger than for retreat: indeed, between 2009 and 2013, the2184

two largest retreat and progradation events have similar volumes (≈2·104 m3 and2185

≈4·104 m3). This is in stark contrast with the change in surface area, which for2186

the progradation events is approximately ten times larger. The same trend is2187

observed between 2013 and 2017, although we notice a decrease in the volume2188

and surface area of the largest progradation events. Hence, progradation events2189

deposit less sediment than is eroded during retreat events of the same surface2190

area.2191

While Figure 4.6a,c seems to show a linear relationship between Figure VCE2192

and ACE, panels (b,d) show that hCE appears to be nonlinearly related to the2193

volume of change. The rate of hCE increases with increasing VCE for retreat2194

events, hinting that larger retreat events may be caused by the migration of2195
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deeper creeks or the retreat of higher marsh platforms. During the largest retreat2196

events, which correspond to the migration of the Waver into Skinburness Marsh,2197

approximately 4 m of elevation is removed on average, showing the conversion of2198

Figure 4.5: Elevation and evolution of Moricambe Bay: (a) elevation of marsh plat-
forms (greens) and mud�ats (greys) in 2009; (b) elevation of marsh platforms and
mud�ats in 2013 and gained (blues) and lost (oranges) marsh platforms in 2013; (c)
elevation of marsh platforms and mud�ats in 2013 and gained (blues) and lost (oranges)
marsh platforms in 2017.
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a reasonably high marsh platform (see Figure 4.1b.) into a deep tidal creek and2199

not a tidal mud�at.2200

In prograding sections, hCE increases very slowly with increasing volume of2201

change, only once exceeding 1 m in depth and averaging under 0.3 m. These rates2202

of accretion remain high but are neither impossible (Goodwin and Mudd, 2019)2203

or unheard of for mega-tidal environments with high sediment supply (Leroux,2204

2013).2205

4.5.2 Geometric Separation between Retreat and Progra-2206

dation Pro�les2207

Figure 4.7 shows values of ∆P,N for various cases in groups of six box and violin2208

plots. Each violin plot, within each group, represents the distribution of ∆P,N2209

for the pro�les described in the group. Likewise, boxplots show the �rst and2210

last ten percentiles (black horizontal line), �rst and third quartiles (boundaries2211

Figure 4.6: Properties of change events, expressed as a function of change event
volume (the volume of loss events is negative). Surface area gained (green) or lost
(red) in the 2009�2013 period (a) and 2013�2017 period (c); Average sediment depth
deposited (green) or eroded (red) in the 2009�2013 period (b) and 2013�2017 period
(d). Thick lines are a running median over 30 elements, surrounded by the 1st and 3rd
quartiles (�lled).
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of the box) and median (orange line) within the distribution illustrated by the2212

violin plots. The �rst and third groups focus on pro�les in 2009 and 2013 about2213

to be a�ected by change events, while the second and fourth group focus on2214

pro�les resulting from change events in 2013 and 2017. Within each group, solid2215

line violin plots and their associated boxplots show the distribution of ∆P,2 for all2216

pairs of retreating pro�les (red), prograding pro�les (green) or mixed pairs (grey).2217

Dashed lines show the distribution of ∆P,N for all sets of pro�les tied to a retreat2218

or progradation event (respectively red and green). The �nal (grey) element of2219

each group represents the distribution of ∆P,N for all combinations of one retreat2220

event to one progradation event. The �rst three plots within each group are2221

comparisons amongst pairs of all pro�les, whereas the second set of three plots2222

within each group are pro�les compared amongst other pro�les in their change2223

event. We do this to see if there are universal di�erences in the pro�les regardless2224

of the change event (the �rst three plots) and if pro�les within a change event or2225

paired change events are similar (the second three plots within each group).2226

We observe that the distributions of ∆P,2 between retreating, prograding and2227

mixed pairs are not obviously separable, indicating that the morphology of indi-2228

vidual pro�les alone is not enough to determine whether a pro�le has undergone2229

or will undergo retreat or progradation. This result appears to contradict ac-2230

cepted understanding that retreating marsh margins exhibit a visible scarp while2231

prograding margins often do not (Allen, 2000; Friedrichs and Perry, 2001) (see2232

Figure 4.1). This is in fact a spurious byproduct of the gridding process from2233

airborne lidar: DTMs derived in this way o�er a nadir-facing perspective that2234

cannot detect the near-vertical surfaces that are erosion scarps. Furthermore,2235

aerial lidar data in our case study are gridded with a 1 m2 cell size, which is2236

larger than the typical footprint of a marsh scarp. Hence, the apparent slope2237

of the scarp on a DTM is limited by the cell size of the DTM and is in e�ect2238

the di�erence in elevation between two contiguous pixels containing the scarp.2239

This discrepancy is the reason why the TIP method used to determine the marsh2240

outline constructs lines of local slope maxima to locate marsh scarps and variably2241

places the limit of the marsh margin at the top or the bottom of the scarp, as2242
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can be seen in Figure 4.3d.2243

Conversely, when grouped into change events, pro�les exhibit a far greater2244

degree of similarity, depicted by the latter three plots in each of the four groups2245

in Figure 4.7. The distribution of ∆P,N for change events of the same nature2246

(retreat or progradation, respectively red and green dashed distributions) spans2247

signi�cantly lower values of ∆P,N than that of ∆P,2 for paired pro�les for change2248

events of the same nature in all four instances shown in Figure 4.7. Furthermore,2249

the distribution of ∆P,N for pairs of change events of a di�erent nature (grey2250

dashed distributions) span values of ∆P,N far greater than for pro�les grouped2251

by change events of the same nature (i.e., either progradation or retreat). The2252

data therefore suggest that we can distinguish the morphology of marsh outlines2253

a�ected or generated by change events of the same nature from those generated2254

by di�erent events, con�rming the �ndings of Evans et al. (2019), despite our2255

inability to observe the morphology of the scarp itself. Akin to observations in2256

Figure 4.7: Boxplots and full distribution of ∆P,N for various con�gurations. Dis-
tributions with continuous lines are ∆P,2 for pairs containing two retreating (red) or
prograding (green) pro�les or mixed pairs (grey). Distributions with dashed lines are
∆P,N for all retreat events (red) and progradation events (green) or paired retreat and
progradation events (grey).
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mountainous regions (Grieve et al., 2016a), we �nd that a key feature of salt2257

marsh geomorphology, such as an erosion scarp, may be characterised at grid2258

resolutions greater than its spatial dimension.2259

This observation alone does not imply an exclusive relationship between the2260

nature of marsh outline mobility and the pro�le geometry observable through2261

airborne lidar. As shown in Figure 4.6 (a,c), only a dozen change events of either2262

retreat or progradation are larger than 1000 m2 (0.1 ha) and for small events, the2263

close proximity of pro�les may play a role in their similarity. Hence, small events2264

can skew the distribution of ∆P,N toward lower values.2265

Figure 4.8 shows the relationship between ∆P,N and various metrics relating to2266

pro�le proximity. Panels (a,c) express ∆P,N as a function of DP,N both before and2267

after change events and show no clear relationship between the two quantities,2268

with a 20-point moving median of ∆P,N remaining relatively stable under 0.3 m2269

for retreat and progradation events. ∆P,N is also noted to be fairly constant with2270

the surface area of change events (b,d). Both DP,N and ACE cause an increase in2271

the number of pro�les N : due to their regular spacing of 20 m, LP = 20∗N can be2272

used to express the minimum length of the change event's seaward outline and also2273

shows no clear e�ect on ∆P,N . From this we conclude that the distance between2274

pro�les exerts no clear positive or negative in�uence on ∆P,N , thus con�rming2275

that the similitude in geometry observed within change events is likely linked to2276

the nature of their evolution.2277

4.5.3 Event Magnitude and Pro�le Morphology2278

Having established that the di�erent geometries of retreating and prograding2279

marsh margins are observable from 1 m gridded lidar data, we investigate the2280

in�uence of retreat and progradation on four topographic metrics: relief, scarp2281

slope, marsh slope and mud�at slope. Figure 4.9 shows the distribution of the2282

metrics within all sets of pro�les that will undergo or underwent retreat or progra-2283

dation between the identi�ed periods of 2009�2013 and 2013�2017. Violin plots2284

represent the distribution of ∆P,N for the pro�les described in the group. Coloured2285

boxes in the boxplots show the interquartile range, with orange lines showing the2286
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median of the distribution. We show the median elevations of marshes and mud-2287

�ats for each change event in Figure 6.15.2288

R (see Equation (4.4)) ranges between 0 and 3.5 m and is noticeably larger for2289

retreat events than progradation events at the same time step. This is in line with2290

photographic evidence provided in Figure 4.1 and consistent with the hypothesis2291

that progradation generates new low marsh platforms which accrete to elevations2292

above the mud�at through time, thus getting more exposed to erosive factors2293

and adopting the typical scarp morphology (Marani et al., 2013; Mariotti et al.,2294

2010). Both pro�les about to be a�ected by change events and those generated2295

by them appear to follow this pattern and also exhibit an increase in R observed2296

after change.2297

Smax (see Equation (4.5)) follows a pattern similar to R (this is inevitable2298

given their de�nitions) but Smax highlights the emergent patterns to a greater2299

degree. On the other hand, contrary to R, Smax is impacted by the resolution2300

of the DTM. That retreating and prograding pro�les show similar di�erences in2301

Figure 4.8: ∆P,N for individual retreat and progradation events, expressed as a func-
tion of DP,N (a,c) and area of change event (b,d). (a,b) show pro�les before events
and (c,d) after events.
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R and Smax before and after change events suggests that a retreating pro�le2302

is likely to conserve its shape and continue to retreat, as a prograding pro�le is2303

likely to continue to prograde. However this statement appears contrary to the2304

fact that R and Smax values associated to change in events in the 2013�20172305

period begin lower than in the 2009�2013 period. We note that not all of the2306

marsh outline is a�ected by change events in each period. Therefore, Figure 4.92307

is not depicting a paradoxical decrease in relief between pro�les generated by2308

change events in 2013 and those a�ected by change events in 2017 but rather the2309

two years' change events sample from a di�erent distribution of pro�les. This in2310

turn suggests that positive feedbacks causing marsh outlines to continue evolving2311

in their current direction may be superceded by external forcings more powerful2312

than bank resistance, causing bank erosion.2313

Figure 4.9: Boxplots and full distributions of marsh margin relief (a), maximum scarp
slope (b), marsh slope (c) and mud�at slope (d). Diagrams in the centre of each panel
represent the method to obtain the metric.
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The distributions of Sma and Smu (see Equation (4.6)) follow di�erent pat-2314

terns: Sma is consistently higher for progradating pro�les than for retreating2315

pro�les. Indeed, retreating pro�les often display a slope that dips toward the2316

land rather than sloping o�shore (e.g., the slope is negative in Figure 4.9c). This2317

landward dip is likely due to higher deposition rates occurring close to creek net-2318

works and the marsh edge, predicted by models (Mudd et al., 2004) and observed2319

in the �eld (Temmerman et al., 2005). This decrease in slope contrasts with the2320

slight increase in Sma for prograding pro�les after progradation. For prograda-2321

tion events, the age of the marsh platform before progradation is unknown. After2322

progradation however, the marsh surface is only 4 years old. As shown previously2323

(Marani et al., 2010, 2013), a young marsh platform is a transitional form closer2324

to the original tidal �at than a fully developed marsh platform and therefore has2325

Figure 4.10: Marsh margin relief, expressed as a function of change event volume
(the volume of loss events is negative) for pro�les a�ected by change events (a,c) and
resulting of change events (b,d), in the periods 2009�2013 (a,b) and 2013�2017 (c,d).
Thick lines are a running median over 30 elements, surrounded by the 1st and 3rd
quartiles (�lled). Relief for prograding pro�les (green) and retreating pro�les (red) are
mirrored through the y = 0 line.
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a typically steeper slope. While we do not observe a signi�cant di�erence in Smu2326

between retreating and prograding pro�les, we do note that retreating pro�les ex-2327

perience an increase in mud�at slope after the retreat, whereas prograding pro�les2328

experience either no variation or a decrease in mud�at slope. These di�erences2329

may be explained by the high likelihood of a creek bordering retreated pro�les2330

which causes the mud�at to appear steep.2331

Figure 4.10 examines more closely the relationship between change event vol-2332

ume and R, which is the only metric depicted in Figure 4.9 that is independent2333

of DTM resolution. We observe that relief tends to decrease with increasing2334

progradation event volume, both before and after progradation. Therefore, large2335

progradation events tend to a�ect marsh outlines with low relief and also gen-2336

erate new outlines with low relief. Notably, the largest progradation events are2337

associated with a post-event relief of less than 0.5 m. Hence, large prograda-2338

tion events produce marsh fronts which are close in elevation to the bordering2339

mud�at. This creates a favourable environment for clonal and sexual colonisa-2340

tion, hydraulic conditions allowing (Hu et al., 2015). This suggests that, barring2341

variations of mud�at elevation, for example due to wind-waves (D'Alpaos et al.,2342

2013; Fagherazzi and Wiberg, 2009), the marsh will prograde until hydraulic and2343

chemical conditions are no longer suitable (Emery et al., 2001; Hu et al., 2015).2344

Conversely, relief shows no consistent trend with change event volume before re-2345

treat events, indicating that retreat may a�ect marsh outlines similarly regardless2346

of their original relief (Figure 4.10a,c). However, after retreat events of more than2347

100 m3 in 2013 and all retreat events in 2017, relief increases with change event2348

volume. Retreat events of larger volume tend to increase relief because they re-2349

move platforms up to larger distances inland and tend to "replace" these high2350

marsh platforms by "tidal �ats" which are in e�ect creek banks, and therefore on2351

average lower than the actual tidal �ats preceding them.2352

4.5.4 Marsh Boundary Movement and Vertical Accretion2353

Figure 4.11 shows the relationship between the median initial marsh platform2354

elevation p̃ma,z and the median change in p̃ma,z for pro�les in individual change2355
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events between 2009 and 2013 (a) and 2013 and 2017(b). We observe from the2356

distribution of initial elevation that retreat events a�ect higher marsh platforms2357

than progradation events and that change events between 2013 and 2017 a�ected2358

lower platforms than in the 2009�2013 period. This result shows that during our2359

study period, higher and therefore older or further upstream platform edges were2360

more likely to undergo retreat. Concurrently, in both periods the decrease in p̃ma,z2361

with initial elevation are very similar for retreat and progradation events. This2362

implies that the rates of accretion at the platform edge are primarily controlled2363

by their initial elevation rather than the direction of shoreline movement.2364

The in�uence of initial elevation on accretion rates has been demonstrated2365

before, notably using single-point models (D'Alpaos et al., 2011; Goodwin and2366

Mudd, 2019; Morris et al., 2002). These models also emphasise the importance of2367

suspended sediment concentration on accretion rates. Our results suggest that,2368

Figure 4.11: Vertical accretion of the marsh platform expressed as a function of initial
platform elevation in the periods 2009�2013 (a) and 2013�2017 (b). Thick lines are a
running median over 30 elements, surrounded by the 1st and 3rd quartiles (�lled).
Background red and green lines show the distribution of the initial elevation of change
events.
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for Moricambe Bay, sediment supply is not signi�cantly larger near prograding2369

platform edges than near retreating platform edges. Hence, despite expected local2370

heterogeneity in sediment dsitribution, we may reject the idea that heterogeneous2371

sediment distribution in Moricambe Bay drives marsh platform progradation.2372

Rather, the drivers of marsh edge evolution are external forcings such as tidal2373

creek meandering that force retreat processes. Consequently, retreating platforms2374

may prograde again as tidal creek thalwegs move away from them, as suggested by2375

(Butzeck et al., 2016). By extension, we infer that Moricambe Bay has su�cient2376

sediment supply to support rapid in�lling and conversion of the bay to marshes2377

were it not for the action of meandering creeks.2378

4.6 Conclusions2379

In this contribution, we examine the morphological properties of both prograding2380

and retreating salt marsh margins in Moricambe Bay, a sheltered mega-tidal bay2381

for which topographic data are available at a grid step of 1 m and a vertical2382

accuracy ranging from 3 to 7 cm. We use the TIP method (Goodwin et al., 2018)2383

to determine the location of salt marsh margins for 3 surveys in 2009, 2013 and2384

2017. We then design and use a new algorithm to generate 10 m long topographic2385

pro�les, regularly spaced every 20 m along each margin. At the time of writing,2386

we found very few quantitative studies aside from Evans et al. (2019) focusing on2387

the morphology and evolution of salt marsh scarps. While some seminal studies2388

refer to marsh margins (Phillips, 1986) and the bordering mud�ats (Friedrichs,2389

2012), they often de�ne margins over several kilometres and ignore the meter2390

scale structures that are scarps. This is, to our knowledge, the �rst analysis of2391

salt marsh margins to cover a large marsh system at such high spatial resolution2392

and the �rst to consider the variability of marsh margins in such close proximity2393

to the marsh edge. We have used this dataset to determine whether marsh pro�le2394

geometry before and after change events correlates with marsh pro�le evolution2395

and to explore the evolution of simple metrics relating to pro�le geometry during2396

retreat and progradation events.2397
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We determine spatially contiguous change events (i.e., contiguous areas that2398

have either prograded or retreated) and �nd that retreat events consistently have2399

a lower surface-area-to-volume ratio than progradation events. That is, for a given2400

area of marsh, a retreat event will excavate a larger volume of sediment compared2401

to the volume of sediment deposited by a progradation event of the same surface2402

area. This result, consistent with our �eld observations, suggests a morphological2403

di�erence between retreating and prograding marsh margins. Hence, we analyse2404

the spatial variation in pro�le geometry for both retreat and progradation events2405

to see if pro�les that prograde or retreat in the next timestep are similar. Indeed,2406

if prograding pro�les were to look similar and not like retreating pro�les, it could2407

be possible to predict which parts of the marsh may retreat or prograde in the2408

future. A necessary caveat to this analysis is that all observations are valid within2409

the time period of obervation and at the time scale of observation. In chapter2410

5, I further detail the sensitivity of monitoring to the relative time scales of salt2411

marsh evolution and data acquisition.2412

We �nd that the di�erence between pairs of retreating or prograding pro�les2413

is not signi�cantly lower than for randomly paired retreating and prograding2414

pro�les, precluding predictions for future evolution. This is a product of the2415

di�erence between the scale of scarps and that of the topographic data used.2416

However, we �nd pro�les within change events to be similar to each other and2417

di�erent from pro�les in other change events. We also �nd this similarity to be2418

uncorrelated to the distance between all transects within a change event, implying2419

that the observed pattern in pro�le geometry may be linked to marsh margin2420

evolution processes.2421

A well-documented di�erence between retreating and prograding pro�les is2422

the presence of a sub-vertical scarp. Pro�les that have retreated in the previous2423

timestep have scarps, those that prograded do not. Having shown that there is2424

an observable di�erence between retreating and prograding pro�les despite the2425

�invisibility� of scarps at the scale of observation, we proceed to explore four basic2426

metrics of pro�le morphology. We �nd that the marsh-to-mud�at relief behaves2427

similarly to the maximum observed scarp slope and is di�erent for retreating and2428
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prograding pro�les. In the absence of detailed observations of the scarp, we use2429

this metric as a proxy for scarp height. We observe a noticeable di�erence between2430

prograding pro�le marsh slopes, which dip seaward and retreating pro�le marsh2431

slopes, for which landward dip increases after retreat. This suggests that retreat-2432

ing pro�les are mainly observed in older terraces, whereas if left undisturbed,2433

young prograding pro�les will continue to prograde. Concurrently, we note that2434

retreating and prograding scarps exhibit very close accretion rates of the marsh2435

surface between time steps. From this we infer that accretion in our site is con-2436

trolled by the initial elevation of the marsh surface to a greater extent than the2437

loss or gain of marsh surface. This disconnection between vertical and horizontal2438

growth shows that Moricambe Bay does not have a sediment supply de�cit and2439

con�rms that in the absence of creek-driven erosion, marsh progradation would2440

�ll in the Bay.2441

This contribution highlights the richness of information that may be derived2442

from a close examination of active marsh margins. This wealth has been partially2443

uncovered by the availability of high-resolution lidar, however the limits of nadir-2444

facing topographic data are strained for environments featuring complex sub-2445

vertical structures such as erosion scarps. Previous work stresses the role of scarp2446

geometry in determining wave thrust (Tonelli et al., 2010). We suggest that future2447

research in this �eld applies itself to oblique observations, as have been seen in2448

morphological analyses of fault scarps (Kokkalas and Koukouvelas, 2005), cli�2449

faces (Rosser et al., 2005) or river banks (Brodu and Lague, 2012). The resulting2450

production of 3D models of marsh edges to better inform existing geomechanical2451

models of scarp failure (Bendoni et al., 2014) and thus improve our predictions2452

of marsh outline evolution.2453
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List of Abbreviations2457

Abbreviation Meaning

DEM Digital Elevation Model
DSM Digital Surface Model
DTM Digital Terrain Model
NDVI Normalised Di�erence Vegetation Index
RGB Red-Green-Blue
TIP Topographic Identi�cation of Platforms

Table 5.1: Abbreviations used in this chapter
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List of Notations2458

Notation Meaning
P ∗
i Dimensionless product of a pixel i [∅]
Qdep,∆tz Deposition �uxes over ∆t [L]
D50 Median grain diameter [L]
C0 Forcing depth-averaged suspended sediment con-

centration [∅]

Table 5.2: Notations used in this chapter
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Geomorphological research is driven by two main objectives: (1) to describe2459

and measure the shape of the Earth's surface, and (2) to understand the pro-2460

cesses that determine its morphology. These goals are essential to the advance-2461

ment of the discipline. They also describe necessary steps toward a responsible2462

management of landscapes that are not only subject to natural forcings, but are2463

inexorably a�ected by human activity. If we wish to preserve environments such2464

as salt marshes, we must strive to understand natural processes as well as the2465

extent of the perturbations we cause. "Soft" environments such as dunes, alluvial2466

plains or salt marshes have a particularly short response time to perturbations2467

compared to "hard" environments like rocky plateaus, cli�s or bedrock rivers.2468

Both types of environments require accurate surveying, with "soft" environments2469

requiring more frequent monitoring, a goal which is often achieved through the2470

analysis of topographic data.2471

To this end, a large number of tools have been created: software packages to2472

determine hilltop curvature (Hurst et al., 2012), �uvial channel heads (Clubb et2473

al., 2014), catchment properties (Schwanghart and Scherler, 2014; Schwanghart2474

and Kuhn, 2010), tidal creek geometry (Chirol et al., 2018; Fagherazzi et al.,2475

1999; Liu et al., 2015) are now commonly used among researchers. Amid this2476

diversity of tools, one can di�erentiate those that aim to measure a distributed2477

property of the landscape (i.e. elevation, slope, curvature, etc.) from those that2478

delineate the limits of geographical objects (i.e. rivers, catchments, landslides).2479

The �rst set of tools is used for quanti�cation, while the second serves the purpose2480

of classi�cation. To fully describe any given type of landscape, be it a beach, salt2481

marsh, river catchment or fault scarp, one must �rst de�ne its geographical extent2482

with classi�cation tools, then employ quanti�cation tools to describe it within its2483

de�ned boundaries. Further analysis is then conducted using simulation tools.2484

In this thesis, I initiated the development of a comprehensive topographic2485

analysis tool to describe a speci�c type of landscape: salt marshes. Ideally, such2486

a tool will be able to detect all salt marshes contained in an area of interest purely2487

using topographic data (classi�cation), and produce all the relevant metrics to2488

describe them (quanti�cation) and estimate their future behaviour (simulation).2489
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First, I presented the development the TIP method, a numerical method to re-2490

producibly classify salt marsh platforms in a high-resolution DTM of intertidal2491

landscapes (Chapter 2). Then, I demonstrated an application of this method2492

combined with a novel analysis of tidal records to inform numerical simulations2493

of salt marsh accretion rates (Chapter 3). Finally, I developed an additional2494

module to the TIP method to extend the analysis to the marsh edge, showing2495

that retreating and prograding scarps have quanti�ably distinct morphologies and2496

that the di�erence between them can be expressed with simple relief and slope2497

metrics (Chapter 4).2498

In this �nal chapter, I re�ect on the contribution of this thesis to the wider2499

�elds of topographic analysis and geomorphology. First, I describe the advantages2500

and drawbacks of using characteristic topographic features to classify landscapes.2501

Particularly, I re�ect on the variability of the topography of the marsh scarp2502

and how it a�ects the results of the TIP method. I then propose possible solu-2503

tions to re�ne the outlining of marsh boundaries without using externally sourced2504

multispectral data. I also discuss various use cases for the TIP method, its devel-2505

opments described in Chapters 3 and 4, and the potential for the emergence of2506

a comprehensive topographic analysis tool for salt marshes, with possible adap-2507

tations to other landscapes. Second, I discuss the in�uence of variable sediment2508

supply and properties on deposition rates, and re�ect on directions that future re-2509

search may take to better constrain deposition parameters. Finally, I discuss the2510

room for improvement in our understanding of the marsh edge and its dynamics.2511

For this, I propose to adapt our vision of topographic analysis to 3-dimensional2512

observations rather than the "2.5" dimensions currently represented by DTMs.2513

I show examples of very high resolution 3D models of a marsh edge and discuss2514

how their use may improve our representation of marsh dynamics.2515
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5.1 A landscape-speci�c topographic analysis tool2516

5.1.1 The use of topographic signature2517

Identifying salt marshes using exclusively topographic data presupposes the ex-2518

istence within coastal landscapes of topographic features that belong exclusively2519

to salt marshes and separate them from other neighbouring landscape elements.2520

These features may be grouped under the broad class of "topographic signatures".2521

In Chapter 1, I described how salt marshes elevate above tidal �ats in the2522

form of subhorizontal platforms. This growth process produces extensive sub-2523

horizontal platforms bordered on the seaward side by sub-vertical scarps. To2524

design the TIP method, I considered this combination features to be the topo-2525

graphic signature of a salt marsh. At an initial stage of re�ection, I surmised that2526

areas of high elevation and low slope bordered by areas of high slope were su�-2527

cient to identify a salt marsh using a DTM and its derived slope map. However,2528

tidal �ats are also sub-horizontal and dissected by creeks, the banks of which2529

may resemble scarps, although they are most often correctly identi�ed as such by2530

observers. Hence, while the seaward boundary of a mature salt marsh may seem2531

obvious to a human observer, with the capacity to see a DTM in its entirety,2532

numerically achieving a similar agility in changing the scale of observation is not2533

as straightforward. This prompted me to develop the P ∗ metric (Chapter 2),2534

a product of non-dimensional relief and slope within the area of interest. This2535

metric allowed me to distinguish "true" marsh scarps from other common steep2536

features such as tidal �at creek banks without utilising data-intensive procedures2537

such as machine learning. Avoiding reliance on machine learning means that the2538

TIP method requires very little live memory and can run on most laptops, which2539

primarily bene�ts non-academic users. This makes the TIP method re�ective2540

in that it uses the very topographic features generated by the formation of salt2541

marshes to identify them. Such an approach is extremely e�ective for mature2542

marshes, for which the topographic signature is clearly de�ned (See Chapter 4).2543

The TIP method falls victim to its own design for prograding sections, which2544

do not present well de�ned scarps (See Chapter 4), which may lead ill-informed2545
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users to erroneous results. Chapter 4 provided one possible way to improve on this2546

notable shortcoming by dividing a study site into approximately de�ned retreat-2547

ing and prograding sections using a priori user knowledge and by calibrating the2548

parameters of each prograding section to force the results to match user knowl-2549

edge. This approach suits the study of a single site, but it is hardly adequate2550

to analyse multiple marshes or large sections of coast. Indeed, relying on user-2551

based knowledge reinstroduces the notion of user expertise and subjectivity in the2552

classi�cation process. While the experience of �eld experts and expert software2553

users is invaluable to the scienti�c development of classi�cation methods, the2554

TIP method's aim to achieve full automation is equally important: automation2555

is indeed a crucial step in achieving both reproducibility and objectivity. These2556

two attributes de�ne a scienti�cally robust method in the sense that the method2557

yields robust results regardless of the user's level of expertise. It also has the2558

added bene�t of freeing �eld experts and expert users for other tasks. Hence,2559

a simple, user independent classi�cation of prograding sections is crucial to the2560

development of a user-friendly topographic analysis tool.2561

Future iterations of the TIP method may therefore turn to spectral analysis2562

to complement topographic information. In Chapter 2, I discarded the simultane-2563

Figure 5.1: Composite scans of Camp�eld marsh in the Solway Firth, UK. Left:
colours (blue to red) show elevation; right: colours (black to white) show return inten-
sity.
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ous use of multispectral and topographic data for classi�cation purposes, mainly2564

because these data are seldom acquired simultaneously and at comparable resolu-2565

tions. However, recent developments in the accessibility of aerial or satellite-based2566

spectral imagery, wether from governmental organisations such as NASA or the2567

European Space Agency (ESA) or from private source (www.planet.com) spell2568

an end to the episodic incompatibility of topographic and spectral analyses. Fur-2569

thermore, the development of Stucture from Motion (SfM) techniques now pro-2570

duces point clouds equivalent in quality to those acquired with ground-based lidar2571

(Godfrey et al., 2020). Given the explosion of the availability of spectral data, a2572

purely topographic approach will soon become obsolete, particularly considering2573

the added value of spectral imagery in the determination of plant assemblages.2574

Furthermore, using spectral imagery may help compensate the high cost2575

of high-resolution topographic acquisitions. Indeed, the acquisition of high-2576

resolution topography is currently con�ned to lidar �yovers or SfM from UAV-2577

mounted cameras. The �rst technique requires the commission of a manned2578

aircraft or of rare UAV-mounted lidar, which means that most lidar acquisitions2579

are funded by governmental bodies at regular intervals (usually of more than a2580

year at best), a frequency which is not adequate to monitoring fast-moving marsh2581

boundaries typically found in macro-tidal areas. The second technique currently2582

requires numerous ground-control points to compensate for the di�culty of locat-2583

ing individual pictures on grassy surfaces like a salt marsh platform, and hence2584

is not adapted to monitoring large areas. Monitoring schemes may therefore be2585

enhanced by using spectral data both in combination with topographic data and2586

as intermediate snapshots of marsh evolution2587

Though common multispectral metrics such as the Normalised Vegetation Dif-2588

ference Index (NDVI) may not be suited to fully unsupervised classi�cation, it2589

may be possible to use cruder spectral metrics to assist topographic analysis. In-2590

deed, most sources of high-resolution topographic data record at least red or red2591

and green monochromatic pulses (for lidar) or Red-Green-Blue (RGB) (cameras2592

used for SfM). While these data are not as well suited to identify vegetation as2593

the NDVI, they may be combined to topographic analysis to enhance its perfor-2594

www.planet.com
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mance. Figure 5.1 shows the di�erent perspectives on the location of salt marshes2595

provided by topography (left) and return intensity (right), typically at 1064 nm.2596

At the seaward edge of the marsh (top left on each plot), topographic analysis2597

may struggle to clearly determine the outline of vegetation patches, while return2598

intensity provides a distinct image of patch outlines, thus providing material to2599

complement topographic analysis. I therefore intend to develop the TIP method2600

to incorporate simple spectral return intensity analysis in a topographic package.2601

5.1.2 Modularity and quanti�cation2602

Like many landscapes, salt marshes exist within a continuum of geographic ob-2603

jects of varying dimensions, and cannot exist without the imports of water,2604

sediment and nutrients from freshwater environments upstream and tidal �ats2605

downstream of them. Salt marshes themselves can be subdivided into multiple2606

elements, all of which contribute to their ecological and geomorphic functioning.2607

Among these elements, grassy platforms are the most extensive. They may be2608

divided into a multitude of topographic terraces or, more commonly, into three2609

ecological zones:the high, mid or low marsh. Platforms almost always contain un-2610

vegetated depressions which �ll with salt water when the platform is submerged.2611

As the water recedes, these depressions may remain �ooded, forming pools, or are2612

drained to form salt pans. Tidal creeks are another important elements of a salt2613

marsh landscape, dissecting the platforms and acting as conduits of sediment and2614

nutrients to the platforms. Finally, scarps line the edge of the platforms, marking2615

the limits of the salt marsh landscape and ecosystem with variable clarity.2616

As previously stated in this chapter, a tool aiming to providing relevant de-2617

scriptive metrics for salt marshes must allow their identi�cation as well as that of2618

the elements that compose them. Not all of these elements, however, are equally2619

important to all users. From this observation arises the need for a modular tool,2620

which enables the user to select di�erent analysis options. In Chapter 2, I de-2621

veloped the TIP method as the most basic component of a comprehensive marsh2622

analysis tool. This component performs the essential task of de�ning the lim-2623

its of salt marshes within an area of interest, and produces simple descriptive2624
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metrics such as the surface area and perimeter of the identi�ed platforms. This2625

component alone can be su�cient for coastal management authorities who wish2626

to monitor the evolution of marsh surface area within their jurisdiction. Using2627

objective topographic analysis to this end is highly dependant on the frequency2628

of data acquisition (see section5.1.1) and at present mostly presents an advan-2629

tage to reliably identify retreating zones (see Chapter 2). These topographic2630

classi�cations may also be compared with national or global datasets (Mcowen2631

et al., 2017) to further follow surface area gain or loss. In future developments2632

of the TIP method, notably including spectral analysis, monitoring will be more2633

e�cient and less dependant on expensive lidar �yovers.2634

More advanced projects may require more sophisticated metrics: hence, clas-2635

si�cation tools should be optionally completed by quanti�cation tools. Chapter 32636

focuses on the platforms identi�ed with the TIP method and adds more complex2637

metrics to quantify their elevation. Namely, it de�nes the distribution of platform2638

elevation within a bu�er distance of creeks and scarps as well as the distribution2639

of elevation for platform pixels with the most likely low DTM error. All ele-2640

vations described in Chapter 3 are relative to representative values of the tidal2641

record. The addition of data sources other than the DTM provides important2642

insight regarding the potential for accretion on the marsh platform. Chapter2643

3 focused on the distribution of elevation within the tidal frame because this2644

metric is relevant to the application of the 0-dimensional model used to predict2645

the sediment requirements for accretion. However, this description of platforms2646

could be enhanced by many other metrics, such as the direction and magnitude2647

of the greatest slope over the entire marsh platform. Such a metric may provide2648

preliminary information on �ow direction and strength for managers wishing to2649

ditch portions of a salt marsh. Ditching may be necessary to manage the grazing2650

of cattle, but in�uences �ow patterns on the marsh, hence the need for an under-2651

standing of principal �ow directions. For hydrodynamic management projects,2652

however, a more complex description of �ows is necessary, and the description of2653

the platform would be enhanced by the addition of a simple �ow routing module,2654

for instance inspired by the numerical model EROS (Crave and Davy, 2001).2655
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By adding quanti�cation metrics to the TIP method, Chapter 3 illustrated2656

one possible form of modularity for a comprehensive topographic analysis tool. In2657

contrast, Chapter 4 focused on the edge of marsh platforms, demonstrating that2658

the TIP method may serve as a basis to analyse features other than platforms.2659

In that sense, researchers with an interest in analysing salt marsh scarps may2660

combine the TIP method with the tools presented in Chapter 4. This may be2661

particularly useful to researchers using simpli�ed topography to determine wave2662

thrust on the marsh scarp, or those with an interest in identifying potential2663

spots for vegetation colonisation. More importantly, the description of scarps2664

may be combined with the analysis of platform elevations and surface area to2665

identify narrow strips that are at risk of being eroded. This may allow land2666

managers to better plan protection schemes. Here, we observe that the di�erent2667

tools developed in the research chapters constitute modules of a numerical tool to2668

quanti�ably describe salt marsh topography. This tool in development is centred2669

around the TIP method and uses optional modules to provide data that �ts the2670

user's requirements.2671

A precautionary word must however be added concerning the use of quan-2672

titative metrics to describe marsh morphology and infer geomorphic processes.2673

Indeed, none of the results described in this thesis are independant of the spatial2674

resolution of topographic data. While the availability of 1 m lidar topography2675

is unconstestably a boon for salt-marsh researchers and allows the detection of2676

features well under 1 m in width (see Chapter 4), we must bear in mind that2677

resolution-induced error will always be present, especially in raster-based analy-2678

ses. For instance, volume change calculations during retreat events are in�uenced2679

by the positioning of scarp pixels relative to the real scarp. As expressed by Grieve2680

et al. (2016b), gridded data might not need to capture the entirety of a geomor-2681

phically signi�cant landform, nevertheless the determination of the �ttest-for-use2682

resolution in salt marsh topographic analysis remains an open question.2683
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5.1.3 Future software developments2684

At the time of writing, the TIP method, the extraction of marsh scarps and the2685

generation of transverse pro�les as used in Chapters 2 and 4 are grouped as a2686

coherent series of Python scripts, although they are not packaged. The scripts2687

to calculate descriptive metrics used in Chapters 3 and 4 are however separate2688

from this corpus. Hence, it would be impractical for users to successively run the2689

classi�cation and quanti�cation scripts to describe marshes of interest to them.2690

An important step for future work on this tool set is to package all the relevant2691

scripts. This would partly address an issue of the work I presented and which2692

is common to most open-source software: user-unfriendliness. It must be ac-2693

knowledged that even for users who are familiar with Linux and Python, using2694

LSDTopoTools (to obtain slope maps), the TIP method (to classify marsh plat-2695

forms), its option to output scarps, and various quanti�cation scripts to analyse2696

the results requires speci�c training. Furthermore, at the time of writing, very2697

few people are able to provide such training. It is therefore vital for the distribu-2698

tion of the tools I designed to undergo packaging and be accompanied by a user2699

manual. To further improve user-friendliness, a simple graphical interface can be2700

designed. With these features, I am con�dent more users will bene�t from access2701

to these objective classi�cation and topographic analysis tools.2702

Even with adequate usability, the work I described in this thesis does not yet2703

perform a comprehensive description of a salt marsh environment. For instance,2704

neither pools, salt pans or creeks are described, meaning that the tools I produced2705

cannot analyse topographic features that are essential to hydraulic �ow on the2706

surface and in the soil of salt marshes. To remedy this, it is possible to use2707

published material to identify creek skeletons (Chirol et al., 2018; Fagherazzi2708

et al., 1999; Liu et al., 2015). This solution does not, however, apply to pools,2709

pans, or even prograding margins. Hence, future work will have to address the2710

classi�cation of each feature individually. Combined as modules centered around2711

the basic principles of the TIP method, a corpus of detection and analysis tools2712

aimed at speci�c topographic features of a salt marsh could consitute a coherent2713

software, usable by scientists and land managers alike. In a long-term approach,2714
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this set of tools may be modi�ed to classify landscapes presenting features similar2715

to salt marshes such as limestone cli�s and mesas, or other landscape features2716

with unique topography such as drumlins or eskers in post-glacial landscapes.2717

Finally, the most prominent to this software, as stated in Section 5.1.1, is2718

the addition of spectral analysis capabilities. Given the stochastic nature of the2719

drivers marsh change (see Chapter 3), regulat topographic surveys even one year2720

apart may not su�ce to capture important retreat or progradation events. Al-2721

though large organisations like NOAA have the capacity to commandeer lidar2722

�yovers after the landfall of tropical storms, this type of response does not yield2723

worldwide, accessible data. Until high-resolution topography equivalent in accu-2724

racy to airborne lidar can be acquired by satellites, topographic data will be too2725

infrequent to appropriately monitor salt marsh evolution. The most important2726

development of the TIP method will therefore be to add the capacity to perform2727

simple spectral analyses such as NDVI-based semi-supervised classi�cation (for2728

sources providing near-infrared bands) or intensity-based semi-supervised classi-2729

�cation. More than increasing monitoring capacity, this approach will give the2730

software a more comprehensive view of marsh development, and in time may2731

allow users to compare topographically classi�ed marsh platforms to spectrally2732

classi�ed marsh grasslands.2733

5.2 On the variable mobility of intertidal sediment2734

In Chapter 3, I observed that sediment supply conditions for the study sites were2735

not well known, despite the availability of satellite records of total suspended mat-2736

ter and �eld samples of sediment concentration and grain size. I interpreted this2737

lack of knowledge as being due to the spatial and temporal scales of observations:2738

indeed, while the MERIS satellite data enabled long-term monitoring, it did not2739

possess su�cient spatial resolution to observe the spatial variability of sediment2740

supply. I observed the opposite issue for �eld sampling of suspended sediment:2741

while strategic areas of the salt marsh system may be repeatedly sampled (for2742

instance, the creeks or the marsh platform at various distances from the creeks),2743
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it is costly to implement at high frequency over a long period of time.2744

Broad scale or point observations are insu�cient to describe the sediment in2745

intertidal waters because both the quantity and size of suspended sediment is2746

highly variable. Literature shows variability in sediment concentration between2747

two low tides (Leroux, 2013; Mariotti and Fagherazzi, 2011) and in deposited2748

grain size depending on wave exposure (Fagherazzi et al., 2014). This is of-2749

ten attributed to di�erences in current or wave shear stress, for example under2750

the in�uence of storm surges and waves (Mariotti and Fagherazzi, 2013a), but2751

seasonal and stochastic variations in �uvial sediment load may also a�ect the2752

sediment available in shallow coastal areas. Furthermore, microbial activity in2753

settled intertidal sediment a�ects its cohesive properties (Valentine et al., 2014):2754

microphytobenthos thus causes seasonal variations in resistance to erosion (Amos2755

et al., 2004; Amos et al., 2010) and may explain variations in sediment delivery2756

to marshes. Sediment supply was also recently shown to in�uence not only salt2757

marsh vertical development but also lateral extent (Ladd and Edwards, 2019).2758

Due to the high costs and di�culty of accurately quantifying sediment supply,2759

most predictive models use constant values of sediment concentration and size.2760

In Chapter 3, I demonstrated that variations in tidal elevations cause variations2761

in marsh platform elevations that was not explained by previous models using2762

a constant value of mean high tide for tidal amplitude. Tidal amplitude only2763

a�ects Qdep,T in that it determines the amount of time the marsh surface remains2764

�ooded (see Chapter 3). On the other hand, within the framework described in2765

Chapter 3, we know from Equations 3.2 and 3.3 that Qdep,T ∝ D2
50. Likewise, we2766

know from Equations 3.2 and 3.5 that Qdep,T ∝ C0. Hence, while the in�uence2767

of sediment properties is mathematically simpler than that of the tide, it also2768

undeniably changes deposition rates even in the simplest 0-dimensional models.2769

While this thesis does not detail the e�ects of sediment supply on deposition,2770

topographic analysis may help estimate the patterns of deposition on actively2771

accreting marshes. In such areas as the Mont-Saint-Michel Bay, tidal rhythmites2772

form strata of coarser sediment corresponding to the deposition of sediment dur-2773

ing the strongest tides (Tessier, 1993). By extrapolating this principle, one can2774
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conceive that the amount of sediment deposited over a known period of time with2775

known �ooding conditions, is only conditioned by the sediment concentration and2776

settling velocity. The latter parameter is in turn conditioned by current velocity,2777

turbulence, grain size distribution and the stability of �ocs. Given samples of2778

sediment are collected during that period of time, it is theoretically possible to2779

determine the e�ective concentration of sediment over the marsh surface during2780

deposition. I believe that this approach, while only theoretical yet, may hold2781

important answers to simplifying sediment supply monitoring. Furthermore, it2782

holds potential in our endeavour to uncover the small, event-based processes that2783

underpin the dynamic equilibrium of salt marsh systems over centuries (Zhou2784

et al., 2017).2785

5.3 Understanding the marsh edge with 3D data2786

Throughout this thesis, the very de�nition of marsh platforms is conditioned by2787

the existence of the marsh edge. In Chapter 2, I observed that the variability of2788

the marsh edge topography hinders the accuracy of the TIP method. I suggested2789

in Section 5.1.1 that spectral analysis may compensate for this loss of accuracy.2790

In Chapter 4, I was able to separate prograding and retreating marshes using 42791

simple quantitative metrics to describe the marsh margin. While these metrics2792

were su�cient to describe marsh edges in macro-tidal settings with pixel sizes of2793

1 m, the features of a marsh scarp are more complex than can be detected with2794

this pixel size and from a nadir-facing sensor. Hence, I suggested that oblique2795

observations with very high resolutions could further improve our understanding2796

of scarp morphology.2797

Oblique or horizontal surveys are by no means a novelty in geosciences. Multi-2798

plying the angles of observation is indeed crucial to observe near-vertical or rough2799

surfaces, and many geomorphic features with high relief have been surveyed us-2800

ing oblique lidar or SfM. However, the most important advantage of adding an2801

oblique perspective is that it allows the creation of "true" 3-dimensional (3D) to-2802

pographic models. Conversely, DSMs and DTMs are often referred to as "2.5D",2803
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of di�erent data sources and view angles for a creek outlet in
Camp�eld Marsh, Cumbria, UK. Top: Environment Agency 2017 DTM from airborne
lidar (pixel size, 1 m); Centre and bottom: University of Edinburgh point cloud collected
with a Terrestrial Laser Scanner (point density > 10 pts · cm−3). Colours represent
elevation so as to show the creek and mud�at in blue, the low marsh in green and the
high marsh in red.
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owing to the fact that spatial coordinates are projected on a plane. 3D data2804

are commonly represented as point clouds and have been used to estimate lateral2805

dune migration (Nagihara et al., 2004) or predict boulder detachment on sea cli�s2806

(Adams and Chandler, 2002; Richter et al., 2013; Rosser et al., 2005). Their use2807

is however limited in salt marsh environments, with only a few descriptions of2808

creek migration (Leroux, 2013) or of the various morphologies and behaviours of2809

marsh edges (Evans et al., 2019). Indeed, acquiring point clouds of a su�cient2810

density to observe small structures like vegetation patches, tussocks or ridge-and-2811

runnel systems is costly and requires multiple man-hours for very low coverage.2812

While high-density point clouds are currently too expensive to acquire and pro-2813

cess for large-scale monitoring, their application to research, particularly in the2814

observation of scarp failure or marsh establishment, is only beginning to show2815

its potential. Int the future, there is hope that the development of point cloud2816

generation with �xed cameras (Godfrey et al., 2020) will expand the use of 3D2817

data to operational activities.2818

Figure 5.2 provides a striking example of the di�erence between airborne and2819

ground-based topographic surveys: while the DTM (top) show most of the struc-2820

tures visible in the 3D model (centre), con�rming the conclusions of Chapter 4,2821

we can also observe that �ne elements such as toppled blocs or tension cracks are2822

invisible to airbone surveys. Yet these elements are crucial to our comprehension2823

of creek migration. Furthermore, the oblique view of the point cloud (bottom)2824

clearly shows irregular erosion features which may be attributed to groundwater2825

�ow, also invisible on the DEM.2826

Other examples of point clouds in Figure 5.3 show how very high resolution2827

3D topography may enable us to pursue and quantify early work on marsh de-2828

velopment: the multiple structures de�ned by Allen (1989) are clearly visible on2829

the point clouds, and may allow us to determine the mode of development of pio-2830

neer platforms. 3-dimensional topographic models such as those shown in Figure2831

5.3 may be used in particle-based hydraulic or hydrodynamic simulations to im-2832

prove our understanding of �ow turbulence but also wave breaking and spilling2833

at the marsh edge, and ultimately inform larger scale models on adequate values2834
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Figure 5.3: Top Left: diagrams of cyclical marsh development adapted from Allen
(1989). Other panels: very high resolution observations of structures corresponding to
various stages in marsh development. Point colours represent elevations (scaled to show
the mud�at as blue, the pioneer marsh as green and older marsh terraces as orange or
red).
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of roughness for �ow simulations. Finally, existing topographic analysis methods2835

such as that describe by Balke et al. (2012) may be adapted to 3D models (Figure2836

5.4). The adaptation of topographic analysis tools to 3D topography may be an2837

important step for the advancement of geomorphology: entire research groups2838

have already devoted their resources to pursuing this avenue, showing impressive2839

�ow analysis capacities (Rheinwalt et al., 2019).2840

Figure 5.4: Top: Di�erent shapes of tussocks observed by Balke et al. (2012); point
cloud of vegetation patches in Camp�eld Marsh.
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5.4 Conclusions2841

1. Salt marsh platforms can be detected on high resolution data from their2842

topographic signature alone2843

Using only a DTM with a resolution of 1 − 3m, the Topographic Identi�-2844

cation of Platforms (TIP) method classi�es salt marsh platforms within an2845

intertidal landscape with a success rate above 90%. It encounters di�culty2846

with prograding marsh platforms and can be improved by spectral analyses.2847

2. Deposition rates on salt marsh platforms are in�uenced by tidal extremes2848

and ill-constrained sediment supply conditions2849

The elevation range of mature salt marsh platforms is con�ned between2850

the mean high tide and highest high tide observations, demonstrating the2851

importance of extreme tidal elevations in accretion processes. Uncertainties2852

in sediment supply and properties estimates propagate to deposition calcu-2853

lations; deposits from monthly tide cycles may help infer sediment delivery.2854

3. Retreating and prograding salt marsh platforms can be di�erenciated on high2855

resolution data using simple topographic metrics2856

Salt marsh seaward margin pro�les in a mega-tidal bay can be separated in2857

connected groups of retreating and prograding pro�les. Simple topographic2858

metrics such as relief, marsh platform slope and scarp slope may adequately2859

describe the pro�les. Prograding platforms do not show signs of increased2860

sediment supply, showing that retreat and progradation in this case are2861

determined by external erosive factors.2862

4. Future developments in analysis tools will improve our understanding of salt2863

marsh platform dynamics2864

The development of a comprehensive tool for salt marsh analysis will facil-2865

itate the access to objective data for researchers and land managers. The2866

adaptation of topographic analysis tools to 3D point clouds can lead to2867

a better visualisation and quanti�cation of dynamic geomorphic processes2868

such as creek migration, wave-erosion and pioneer marsh colonisation.2869



Chapter 62870

Appendix2871

6.1 Appendices to Chapter 22872

6.1.1 TIP method performance tables2873

Resolution (m) S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6
1.0 0.907 0.940 0.936 0.967 0.963 0.952
1.5 0.876 0.934 0.948 0.926 0.953 0.950
2.0 0.868 0.921 0.950 0.942 0.945 0.919
2.5 0.891 0.926 0.948 0.955 0.942 0.926
3.0 0.646 0.897 0.944 0.954 0.946 0.935
4.0 0.643 0.861 0.932 0.942 0.945 0.909
5.0 0.869 0.872 0.915 0.927 0.941 0.897
7.5 0.778 0.682 0.804 0.806 0.942 0.376
10.0 0.599 0.771 0.786 0.603 0.882 0.376

Table 6.1: Table of Accuracy for sites S1 to S6 (columns) with no Wiener �lter, for
resolutions varying between 1 and 10 m (rows).
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Resolution (m) S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6
1.0 0.837 0.979 0.985 0.972 0.973 0.916
1.5 0.763 0.970 0.977 0.974 0.953 0.910
2.0 0.753 0.971 0.976 0.967 0.941 0.890
2.5 0.789 0.961 0.976 0.969 0.942 0.889
3.0 0.518 0.959 0.975 0.974 0.943 0.880
4.0 0.513 0.951 0.977 0.968 0.942 0.835
5.0 0.787 0.936 0.989 0.932 0.932 0.896
7.5 0.765 0.908 0.988 0.956 0.949 0.376
10.0 0.475 0.699 0.992 0.000 0.947 0.376

Table 6.2: Table of Precision for sites S1 to S6 (columns) with no Wiener �lter, for
resolutions varying between 1 and 10 m (rows).

Resolution (m) S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6
1.0 0.940 0.913 0.931 0.943 0.973 0.962
1.5 0.981 0.910 0.956 0.834 0.981 0.963
2.0 0.974 0.883 0.959 0.882 0.981 0.895
2.5 0.972 0.902 0.956 0.916 0.975 0.915
3.0 0.985 0.849 0.953 0.906 0.980 0.956
4.0 0.992 0.786 0.934 0.882 0.979 0.945
5.0 0.892 0.821 0.901 0.880 0.984 0.823
7.5 0.571 0.448 0.757 0.533 0.965 1.000
10.0 0.996 1.000 0.731 nan 0.870 1.000

Table 6.3: Table of Sensitivity for sites S1 to S6 (columns) with no Wiener �lter, for
resolutions varying between 1 and 10 m (rows).

Resolution (m) S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6
1.0 0.900 0.943 0.948 0.961 0.950 0.948
1.5 0.847 0.857 0.948 0.963 0.953 0.950
2.0 0.868 0.854 0.950 0.956 0.945 0.919
2.5 0.890 0.938 0.948 0.964 0.942 0.923
3.0 0.646 0.928 0.947 0.962 0.945 0.935
4.0 0.824 0.832 0.931 0.964 0.945 0.910
5.0 0.717 0.882 0.904 0.961 0.941 0.910
7.5 0.777 0.698 0.854 0.965 0.942 0.376
10.0 0.593 0.771 0.833 0.945 0.870 0.376

Table 6.4: Table of Accuracy for sites S1 to S6 (columns) with a Wiener �lter, for
resolutions varying between 1 and 10 m (rows).
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Resolution (m) S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6
1.0 0.816 0.978 0.976 0.963 0.948 0.900
1.5 0.716 0.798 0.977 0.961 0.952 0.910
2.0 0.753 0.795 0.976 0.966 0.941 0.989
2.5 0.787 0.774 0.976 0.962 0.942 0.889
3.0 0.518 0.778 0.976 0.951 0.944 0.880
4.0 0.687 0.794 0.979 0.948 0.943 0.841
5.0 0.571 0.846 0.993 0.953 0.932 0.887
7.5 0.757 0.897 0.990 0.962 0.951 0.376
10.0 0.471 0.699 0.995 0.919 0.960 0.376

Table 6.5: Table of Precision for sites S1 to S6 (columns) with a Wiener �lter, for
resolutions varying between 1 and 10 m (rows).

Resolution (m) S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6
1.0 0.955 0.920 0.957 0.938 0.982 0.971
1.5 0.993 0.997 0.956 0.945 0.981 0.963
2.0 0.974 0.993 0.959 0.920 0.982 0.895
2.5 0.973 0.999 0.956 0.946 0.975 0.909
3.0 0.985 0.961 0.955 0.953 0.977 0.956
4.0 0.976 0.936 0.931 0.961 0.979 0.938
5.0 0.978 0.958 0.883 0.948 0.985 0.823
7.5 0.581 0.489 0.834 0.950 0.964 1.000
10.0 0.996 1.000 0.790 0.946 0.838 1.000

Table 6.6: Table of Sensitivity for sites S1 to S6 (columns) with a Wiener �lter, for
resolutions varying between 1 and 10 m (rows).
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6.1.2 Additional test sites and limitations of the TIP method2874

Here we present three additional sites that demonstrate the capabilities and limits2875

of the TIP method. Sites were selected based on the availability of gridded 12876

m DEMs on OpenTopography (http://www.opentopography.org) and on the2877

variety of tidal ranges and climates present: we analyse Morro Bay, CA (A1), Wax2878

Lake Delta, LA (A2) and Plum Island, MA (A3, see Fig. 6.1). As is common of2879

marshes in the United States, these additional sites have a lower relief than many2880

European marshes, with site A2 displaying a relief of 0.8 m. The performances2881

of the TIP method are recorded in Fig. 6.2. Optimisation parameters were2882

maintained within the ranges described in Fig. 2.7.2883

Site A1, located in the North-East of Morro Bay, shows an extremely close2884

correspondence between the digitised and TIP-detected platforms, with an accu-2885

racy of 97%. It also demonstrates the ability of the TIP method to detect marsh2886

platforms in DEMs where tidal �ats exist at higher elevations, as shown by the2887

Figure 6.1: This map shows the three additional sites selected from the lidar collec-
tion of OpenTopography (http://www.opentopography.org), coloured by spring tidal
range. The sites are numbered as follows: A1: Morro Bay, California; A2: Wax Lake
Delta, Louisiana; A3: Plum Island, Massachusetts.

http://www.opentopography.org
http://www.opentopography.org
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similar and non-null probability of the TIP-detected and digitised platforms at2888

elevations between 0.3 and 0.9 m (Fig. 6.2b1). To con�rm the observations2889

drawn in the body of the article, site A1 displays an abundance of false nega-2890

tives within tidal creeks (Fig. 6.2a1), adding weight to the argument that these2891

features require independent treatment.2892

Figure 6.2: This �gure combines the map found in Fig. 2.10 (a1, b1 and c1) and the
probability distribution functions in Fig. 2.9 as well as the values of Accuracy, Precision
and Sensitivity for sites A1 to A3 (a2, b2, c2). Each DEM was processed at its native
resolution of 1 m.
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Site A2 is located on the inside of a marsh island in the rapidly growing2893

Wax Lake Delta. In order to detect the marsh platform with the performance2894

reported in Fig. 6.2b2, the minimum elevation bu�er of 20 cm used in step2895

5 of Fig. 2.1 to �ll marsh platforms was reduced to 5 cm. This allows the2896

TIP method to function in a site with very low relief and poorly de�ned scarps.2897

However, we note in Fig. 6.2b1 that the marginal patches of the marsh are not2898

well identi�ed by the method, as indicated by the relatively large number of false2899

positives on the outline of the marsh. This example therefore demonstrates the2900

di�culties experienced when attempting to detect a prograding marsh by the2901

TIP method. We therefore recommend caution when using the TIP method to2902

monitor prograding marshes, as additional work is needed to fully characterise2903

the topographic signatures of fallen blocks and pioneer zones.2904

Site A3 is a portion of the well-studied Plum Island, MA. The TIP method2905

yields similar results to site A1, with the notable exception of the bottom right2906

corner of Fig. 6.2c1. In this area, the marsh platform is heavily dissected by wide,2907

shallow pools and channels, which are commonly excluded from the platform2908

ensemble by the TIP method. Furthermore, the excluded area (containing most2909

false negatives) forms a low, shallow concave surface within the marsh, typically2910

associated with seasonally vegetated areas. These features are morphologically2911

similar to a high tidal �at within the platform, and are therefore di�cult to2912

identify using the TIP method.2913

6.1.3 Scripts used to implement the TIP method2914

Here, I included scripts available from https://zenodo.org/record/1007788.2915

These scripts present the TIP method as a functional programme. A new version2916

of the TIP method as an Object-Based programme is under construction and will2917

be made available as soon as it is completed.2918

MarshPlatformAnalysis.py2919

"""2920

https://zenodo.org/record/1007788
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MarshPlat formAnalysis . py2921

This func t i on d r i v e s marsh p la t form ana l y s i s2922

Authors : Guil laume CH Goodwin , Simon M. Mudd and Fiona J .2923

Clubb , Un i v e r s i t y o f Edinburgh2924

"""2925

2926

# Fi r s t import the mecessary modules2927

import os2928

import sys2929

import LSDMarshPlatform as MP2930

2931

#2932

============================================================2933

2934

# This i s j u s t a welcome screen t ha t i s d i s p l a y ed i f no2935

arguments are prov ided .2936

#2937

============================================================2938

2939

def print_welcome ( ) :2940

print ( "\n\n2941

==============================================================2942

" )2943

print ( "He l lo !  I 'm going  to  run a marsh plat form 2944

ana l y s i s . " )2945

print ( "You w i l l  need to  t e l l  me which d i r e c t o r y  to  2946

l ook  in . " )2947

print ( "Use the  −d i r  f l a g  to  d e f i n e  the  working 2948

d i r e c t o r y . " )2949

print ( " I f  you don ' t  do t h i s  I  w i l l  assume the  data i s  2950

in  the  same d i r e c t o r y  as  t h i s  s c r i p t . " )2951
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print ( "For help  type : " )2952

print ( "   python MarshPlatformAnalysis . py −h\n" )2953

print ( "==========================================\n\n 2954

" )2955

2956

#====================================================2957

# This i s the main func t i on t ha t runs the whole t h ing2958

#====================================================2959

def main ( argv ) :2960

# pr in t ("On some windows systems you need to s e t an2961

environment v a r i a b l e GDAL_DATA")2962

# pr in t (" I f the code crashes here i t means the2963

environment v a r i a b l e i s not s e t ")2964

# pr in t (" Let me check gda l enviroment f o r you .2965

Current ly i s i s : " )2966

# pr in t ( os . environ [ 'GDAL_DATA ' ] )2967

#os . environ [ 'GDAL_DATA ' ] = os . popen ( ' gdal−con f i g −−2968

da tad i r ' ) . read () . r s t r i p ( )2969

#pr in t ("Now I am going to g e t the updated ve r s i on : " )2970

#pr in t ( os . environ [ 'GDAL_DATA ' ] )2971

2972

# I f t he r e are no arguments , send to the welcome2973

screen2974

i f not len ( sys . argv ) > 1 :2975

f u l l_pa ramf i l e = print_welcome ( )2976

sys . e x i t ( )2977

2978

# Get the arguments2979

import argparse2980

par s e r = argparse . ArgumentParser ( )2981

# The l o c a t i o n o f the data f i l e s2982
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par s e r . add_argument ( "−d i r " , "−−base_directory " , type=2983

str , help="The base  d i r e c t o r y  with the  DEMs f o r  the2984

 marsh ana l y s i s .  I f  t h i s  i s n ' t  de f ined  I ' l l  assume 2985

i t ' s  the  same as  the  cur r ent  d i r e c t o r y . " )2986

par s e r . add_argument ( "− s i t e s " , "−−s i t e s " , type=str ,2987

de f au l t = "" , help = "This  i s  a comma de l im i t ed  2988

s t r i n g  that  ge t s  the  l i s t  o f  s i t e s  you want f o r  2989

ana l y s i s  and p l o t t i n g .  This  i s  a p r e f i x  that  2990

preceeds  a l l  the  other  DEM ext en s i on s .  Defau l t  = no2991

 s i t e s " )2992

2993

# What s o r t o f ana l y s e s you want2994

par s e r . add_argument ( "−MID" , "−−MarshID" , type=bool ,2995

de f au l t=False , help=" I f  t h i s  i s  true ,  t h i s  w i l l  run2996

 the  marsh ID algor i thm" )2997

2998

# What s o r t o f p l o t s you want2999

par s e r . add_argument ( "−MIDP" , "−−MarshID_plots" , type=3000

bool , d e f au l t=False , help=" I f  t h i s  i s  t rue  I ' l l  3001

p lo t  a l l  the  plat form p l o t s . " )3002

3003

args = par s e r . parse_args ( )3004

3005

s i t e s = [ ]3006

i f not args . s i t e s :3007

print ( "WARNING!  You haven ' t  supp l i ed  your s i t e  3008

names .  Please  s p e c i f y  t h i s  with the  f l a g  '−3009

s i t e s ' " )3010

sys . e x i t ( )3011

else :3012

print ( "The s i t e s  you want to  ana lyse  are :  " )3013
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s i t e s = [ str ( item ) for item in args . s i t e s . s p l i t ( ' ,3014

' ) ] ; print ( s i t e s )3015

3016

# ge t the base d i r e c t o r y3017

i f args . base_directory :3018

3019

th i s_d i r = args . base_directory3020

print ( "You gave me the  base  d i r e c t o r y : " ) ; print (3021

th i s_d i r )3022

else :3023

th i s_d i r = os . getcwd ( )3024

print ( "You didn ' t  g ive  me a d i r e c t o r y .  I  am us ing  3025

the  cur rent  working d i r e c t o r y : " ) ; print (3026

th i s_d i r )3027

3028

# Run the ana l y s i s i f you want i t3029

i f args . MarshID :3030

MP.MarshID( Input_dir = this_dir , Output_dir =3031

th i s_dir , S i t e s=s i t e s )3032

3033

# make the p l o t s depending on your cho i c e s3034

i f args . MarshID_plots :3035

MP. Plot_platform_on_hil lshade ( Input_dir = this_dir3036

, Output_dir = this_dir , S i t e s=s i t e s )3037

MP. Plot_marsh_outline_on_hil lshade ( Input_dir =3038

th i s_dir , Output_dir = this_dir , S i t e s=s i t e s )3039

MP. Plot_Elevation_PDF ( Input_dir = this_dir ,3040

Output_dir = this_dir , S i t e s=s i t e s )3041

3042

#============================3043

i f __name__ == "__main__" :3044
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main ( sys . argv [ 1 : ] )3045

LSDMarshPlatform/__init__.py3046

"""3047

This wraps the LSDMarshPlatform func t i on s3048

Functions by Guil laume CW Goodwin3049

"""3050

from __future__ import absolute_import , d i v i s i on ,3051

pr int_funct ion , un i c od e_ l i t e r a l s3052

from . LSDMarshPlatform_Marsh_ID import *3053

from . LSDMarshPlatform_functions import *3054

from . LSDMarshPlatform_Plots import *3055

LSDMarshPlatform/LSDMarshPlatform_functions.py3056

# Load u s e f u l Python packages3057

import os3058

import sys3059

import numpy as np3060

import matp lo t l i b . pyplot as p l t3061

from osgeo import gdal , osr , gda l cons t3062

from osgeo . gda l cons t import *3063

import cP i ck l e3064

3065

#3066

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−3067

3068

def ENVI_raster_binary_to_2d_array ( file_name , gauge ) :3069

"""3070

This func t i on trans forms a r a s t e r in t o a numpy array .3071

3072

Args :3073
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f i le_name (ENVI r a s t e r ) : the r a s t e r you want to3074

work on .3075

gauge ( s t r i n g ) : a name fo r your f i l e3076

3077

Returns :3078

image_array (2−D numpy array ) : the array3079

corresponding to the r a s t e r you loaded3080

p ixe lWidth ( geotransform , inDs ) ( f l o a t ) : the s i z e3081

o f the p i x e l corresponding to an element in the3082

output array .3083

3084

Source : h t t p :// c h r i s 3 5w i l l s . g i t hu b . io /python−gdal−3085

ras t e r−i o /3086

"""3087

3088

print ' Opening %s ' % ( gauge )3089

d r i v e r = gdal . GetDriverByName ( 'ENVI ' )3090

d r i v e r . Reg i s t e r ( )3091

inDs = gdal . Open( file_name , GA_ReadOnly)3092

i f inDs i s None :3093

print "Couldn ' t  open t h i s  f i l e :  " + fi le_name3094

print "Perhaps you need an ENVI . hdr f i l e ? "3095

sys . e x i t ( "Try again ! " )3096

else :3097

print "%s opened s u c c e s s f u l l y " %file_name3098

#pr in t '~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'3099

#pr in t 'Get image s i z e '3100

#pr in t '~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'3101

c o l s = inDs . RasterXSize3102

rows = inDs . RasterYSize3103

bands = inDs . RasterCount3104
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#pr in t "columns : %i " %co l s3105

#pr in t "rows : %i " %rows3106

#pr in t "bands : %i " %bands3107

#pr in t '~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'3108

#pr in t 'Get g eore f e r ence in format ion '3109

#pr in t '~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'3110

geotrans form = inDs . GetGeoTransform ( )3111

or ig inX = geotrans form [ 0 ]3112

or ig inY = geotrans form [ 3 ]3113

pixelWidth = geotrans form [ 1 ]3114

p ixe lHe i gh t = geotrans form [ 5 ]3115

#pr in t " o r i g i n x : %i " %orig inX3116

#pr in t " o r i g i n y : %i " %orig inY3117

#pr in t "width : %2.2 f " %pixe lWidth3118

#pr in t " h e i g h t : %2.2 f " %p i x e lHe i g h t3119

3120

# Set p i x e l o f f s e t . . . . .3121

print '~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ '3122

print ' Convert image to  2D array '3123

print '~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ '3124

band = inDs . GetRasterBand (1)3125

image_array = band . ReadAsArray (0 , 0 , co l s , rows )3126

image_array_name = file_name3127

print type ( image_array )3128

print image_array . shape3129

3130

return image_array , pixelWidth , ( geotransform ,3131

inDs )3132

3133

#3134

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−3135
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3136

def ENVI_raster_binary_from_2d_array ( envidata , f i l e_out ,3137

post , image_array ) :3138

"""3139

This func t i on trans forms a numpy array in t o a r a s t e r .3140

3141

Args :3142

env ida ta : the g e o s p a t i a l data needed to c r ea t e3143

your r a s t e r3144

f i l e_ou t ( s t r i n g ) : the name o f the output f i l e3145

pos t : coord ina t e s f o r the goe g raph i ca l3146

t rans format ion3147

image_array (2−D numpy array ) : the input r a s t e r3148

3149

Returns :3150

new_geotransform3151

new_projection : the p r o j e c t i on in which the r a s t e r3152

f i l e_ou t (ENVI r a s t e r ) : the r a s t e r you wanted3153

3154

Source : h t t p :// c h r i s 3 5w i l l s . g i t hu b . io /python−gdal−3155

ras t e r−i o /3156

"""3157

3158

d r i v e r = gdal . GetDriverByName ( 'ENVI ' )3159

3160

or ig ina l_geotrans form , inDs = envidata3161

3162

rows , c o l s = image_array . shape3163

bands = 13164

3165

# Creates a new ra s t e r data source3166
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outDs = dr i v e r . Create ( f i l e_out , co l s , rows , bands ,3167

gdal . GDT_Float32)3168

# Write metadata3169

or ig inX = or ig ina l_geot rans fo rm [ 0 ]3170

or ig inY = or ig ina l_geot rans fo rm [ 3 ]3171

outDs . SetGeoTransform ( [ or ig inX , post , 0 . 0 , or ig inY ,3172

0 . 0 , −post ] )3173

outDs . S e tPro j e c t i on ( inDs . GetPro ject ion ( ) )3174

#Write r a s t e r d a t a s e t s3175

outBand = outDs . GetRasterBand (1)3176

outBand . WriteArray ( image_array )3177

new_geotransform = outDs . GetGeoTransform ( )3178

new_projection = outDs . GetPro ject ion ( )3179

print "Output binary  saved :  " , f i l e_ou t3180

3181

return new_geotransform , new_projection , f i l e_ou t3182

3183

#3184

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−3185

3186

def Di s t r i bu t i on (Data2D , Nodata_value ) :3187

"""3188

This s imple f unc t i on t ake s a 2−D array (Data2D) and3189

makes a p r o b a b i l i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n o f i t s va l u e s . I t3190

i s s e t to i gnore e lements wi th a s p e c i f i c va lue (3191

Nodata_value ) .3192

3193

Args :3194

Data2D (2D numpy array ) : the 2D array you want a3195

d i s t r i b u t i o n f o r3196

Nodata_value ( f l o a t ) : The va lue f o r ignored3197
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e lements3198

3199

Returns :3200

b in s [1D numpy array ] : the va lue b in s3201

h i s t [ 1D numpy array ] : the p r o b a b i l i t y a s s o c i a t e d3202

to the b in s3203

3204

Author : GCHG3205

"""3206

3207

Data1D = Data2D . r av e l ( )3208

3209

Max_distr ibution = max(Data1D)3210

i f len (Data1D [ Data1D>Nodata_value ] ) == 0 :3211

Min_distr ibut ion = −13212

else :3213

Min_distr ibut ion = min(Data1D [ Data1D>Nodata_value3214

] )3215

bin_size = (Max_distr ibution − Min_distr ibut ion ) / 1003216

X_values = np . arange ( Min_distr ibution ,3217

Max_distribution , b in_s ize )3218

3219

h i s t , b ins = np . histogram (Data1D , X_values , dens i ty=3220

True )3221

h i s t=h i s t /sum( h i s t )3222

bins=bins [ : −1 ]3223

3224

return bins , h i s t3225

3226

#3227

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−3228
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3229

def Outl ine ( Raster , Outline_value , Nodata_value ) :3230

"""3231

This s imple f unc t i on t ake s a 2−D array ( Raster ) and3232

a t t r i b u t e s a s p e c i f i c va lue ( Out l ine va lue ) to3233

e lements at the l im i t o f a b l o c o f e lements wi th3234

i d e n t i c a l v a l u e s . E f f e c t i v e l y , i t draws an ou t l i n e3235

around a group o f e lements wi th the same va lue . I t3236

i s s e t to i gnore e lements wi th a s p e c i f i c va lue (3237

Nodata_value ) .3238

3239

Args :3240

Raster (2D numpy array ) : the 2−D array3241

Out l ine_value ( f l o a t ) : The va lue a s s o c i a t e d to the3242

ou t l i n e . Be smart and s e l e c t a d i f f e r e n t va lue3243

from those a l r eady in your 2−D array .3244

Nodata_value ( f l o a t ) : The va lue f o r ignored3245

e lements3246

3247

Returns :3248

Raster (2D numpy array ) : the 2−D array , wi th the3249

o u t l i n e s g i ven t h e i r own va lue .3250

3251

Author : GCHG3252

"""3253

3254

P1 = np . where ( Raster [ : , 1 : ] != Raster [ : , : − 1 ] )3255

Raster [ P1 ] = Outl ine_value3256

3257

P2 = np . where ( Raster [ 1 : , : ] != Raster [ : − 1 , : ] )3258

Raster [ P2 ] = Outl ine_value3259
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for i in range ( len ( Raster ) ) :3260

for j in range ( len ( Raster [ 0 , : ] ) ) :3261

i f Raster [ i , j ] == Outl ine_value :3262

K = kerne l ( Raster , 3 , i , j )3263

i f np .mean(K) < 0 :3264

Raster [ i , j ] = 03265

3266

return Raster3267

3268

#3269

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−3270

3271

def def ine_search_space (DEM, Slope , Nodata_value , opt ) :3272

"""3273

This func t i on d e f i n e s a search space ( Search_space )3274

wi th in a 2−D array , based on the combined va l u e s o f3275

2 2−D arrays (DEM and Slope ) o f the same dimensions .3276

I t d e f i n e s the t h r e s h o l d f o r the s e l e c t i o n o f the3277

search space accord ing to a t h r e s h o l d va lue ( opt ) .3278

I t i s s e t to i gnore e lements wi th a s p e c i f i c va lue (3279

Nodata_value ) .3280

Args :3281

DEM (2D numpy array ) : a 2−D array ( here a DEM)3282

used as a f i r s t cond i t i on f o r the d e f i n i t i o n o f3283

the search space3284

Slope (2D numpy array ) : a 2−D array ( here a DEM)3285

used as a second cond i t i on f o r the d e f i n i t i o n3286

o f the search space3287

Nodata_value ( f l o a t ) : The va lue f o r ignored3288

e lements3289

opt ( f l o a t ) : the va lue o f the t h r e s h o l d f o r the3290
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s e l e c t i o n o f the search space3291

3292

Returns :3293

Search_space (2D numpy array ) : The r e s u l t i n g3294

search space array . Search_space has a va lue o f3295

0 f o r non−s e l e c t e d e lements and 1 f o r s e l e c t e d3296

e lements .3297

Crossover (2D numpy array ) : The array r e s u l t i n g o f3298

the mu l t i p l i c a t i o n o f r e l a t i v e s l o p e and3299

r e l a t i v e r e l i e f .3300

b in s (1D array ) : the va lue b in s f o r the Crossover3301

array3302

h i s t (1D array ) : the va lue h i s t f o r the Crossover3303

array3304

In f l e c i on_po in t ( f l o a t ) : the va lue o f the t h r e s h o l d3305

f o r the search space s e l e c t i o n .3306

3307

Author : GCHG3308

"""3309

3310

print ' Choosing a ho l iday  d e s t i n a t i on  . . . '3311

Height = len (DEM) ; Width = len (DEM[ 0 , : ] )3312

Search_space = np . z e r o s ( ( Height ,Width ) , dtype=np . f loat3313

)3314

3315

# We c a l c u l a t e the r e l a t i v e r e l i e f o f the DEM to have3316

va l u e s o f e l e v a t i o n between 0 and 13317

Re l i e f = DEM−np . amin (DEM[DEM > Nodata_value ] )3318

Re l_r e l i e f = Re l i e f /np . amax( R e l i e f )3319

Re l_r e l i e f [DEM == Nodata_value ] = Nodata_value3320

3321
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# We then do the same th ing f o r s l o p e3322

Rel_slope = Slope /np . amax( Slope )3323

Rel_slope [ Slope == Nodata_value ] = Nodata_value3324

3325

# We then mu l t i p l y t h e s e new r e l a t i v e r e l i e f and s l o p e3326

arrays and b i o l o g i c a l l y name them "Crossover "3327

Crossover = Re l_r e l i e f * Rel_slope3328

Crossover [DEM == Nodata_value ] = Nodata_value3329

3330

# We make a curve o f the f requency o f va l u e s in t h i s3331

Crossover3332

# That curve shou ld l ook l i k e a decreas ing e xponen t i a l3333

f unc t i on3334

data = Crossover . r av e l ( ) ; data = data [ data >0]3335

s tep = (max( data ) − min( data ) ) / 1003336

value = np . arange (min( data ) , max( data ) , s tep )3337

h i s t , b ins = np . histogram ( data , value , dens i ty=True )3338

h i s t=h i s t /sum( h i s t ) ; b ins=bins [ : −1 ]3339

3340

# We now f i nd the s l o p e o f t h a t curve3341

hist_der = np . z e r o s ( len ( h i s t ) , dtype = np . f loat )3342

for j in range (1 , len ( h i s t ) , 1) :3343

hist_der [ j ] = ( h i s t [ j ]− h i s t [ j −1]) / s tep3344

3345

# I f the s l o p e g e t s above the −1 th re sho l d , now tha t3346

we have h i t the c l o s e s t po in t to the o r i g i n .3347

# We c a l l i t the i n f l e x i o n po in t even though i t ' s not3348

r e a l l y an i n f l e x i o n po in t .3349

for j in range (1 , len ( h i s t )−1, 1) :3350

i f hist_der [ j ] < opt and hist_der [ j +1] >= opt :3351

In f l ex i on_po in t = bins [ j ]3352
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3353

# Points w i th in the search space shou ld have a3354

Crossover va lue above the i n f l e x i o n po in t3355

Search = np . where ( Crossover > In f l ex i on_po in t )3356

Search_space [ Search ] = 13357

3358

# We ge t r i d o f the borders o f the DEM because3359

o the rw i s e i t w i l l be d i f f i c u l t to work wi th the3360

sma l l e r s l o p e array3361

Search_space [ 0 , : ] = 0 ; Search_space [ Height −1 , : ] = 0 ;3362

Search_space [ : , 0 ] = 0 ; Search_space [ : , Width−1] = 03363

3364

# And update the search l o c a t i o n s f o r the shaved edges3365

Search = np . where ( Search_space == 1)3366

3367

# I f t h i s happens , your landscape i s weird3368

i f np . amax( Search_space ) == 0 :3369

print " . . .  Your search  space  i s  empty !  Are you 3370

sure  the re ' s  a marsh plat form here ?"3371

STOP3372

3373

return Search_space , Crossover , bins , h i s t ,3374

In f l ex i on_po in t3375

3376

#3377

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−3378

3379

def ke rne l ( array , kerne l_s i ze , x_centre , y_centre ) :3380

"""3381

This func t i on d e f i n e s a square k e rne l w i th in an array3382

( array ) , centred on ( x_centre , y_centre ) . The i s o f3383
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a width o f k e rne l_s i z e .3384

Args :3385

array (2D numpy array ) : a 2−D array .3386

ke rne l_s i z e ( f l o a t ) : the width o f the square3387

d e f i n i n g the s i z e o f the k e rne l . k e rne l_s i z e3388

MUST be an ODD number to account f o r the3389

c en t r a l e lement .3390

x_centre ( i n t ) : The index o f the e lement in the 13391

s t dimension .3392

y_centre ( i n t ) : The index o f the e lement in the 23393

nd dimension .3394

3395

Returns :3396

k e rne l (2D numpy array ) : The k e rne l o f s e l e c t e d3397

e lements .3398

3399

Author : GCHG3400

"""3401

3402

i f (−1)** ke rne l_s i z e < 0 :3403

X_to_0 = x_centre3404

X_to_End = len ( array )−x_centre3405

Y_to_0 = y_centre3406

Y_to_End = len ( array [ 0 , : ] )−y_centre3407

3408

Lim_left = x_centre − min(np . f l o o r ( ke rne l_s i z e /2) ,3409

X_to_0)3410

Lim_right = x_centre + min(np . f l o o r ( ke rne l_s i z e /2)3411

+1, X_to_End)3412

Lim_top = y_centre − min(np . f l o o r ( ke rne l_s i z e /2) ,3413

Y_to_0)3414
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Lim_bottom = y_centre + min(np . f l o o r ( ke rne l_s i z e3415

/2)+1, Y_to_End)3416

3417

ke rne l = array [ int ( Lim_left ) : int ( Lim_right ) , int (3418

Lim_top) : int (Lim_bottom) ]3419

3420

else :3421

print " . . .  WARNING:  you need to  choose  an odd 3422

ke rne l  s i z e ,  buddy"3423

pass3424

3425

return ke rne l3426

3427

#3428

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−3429

3430

def peak_flag ( Slope , Search_space , Order ) :3431

"""3432

This func t i on i s the f i r s t s t a g e o f a rou t ing proces s3433

used to i d e n t i f y l i n e s o f maximum s l o p e s .3434

This func t i on i d e n t i f i e s mu l t i p l e l o c a l maxima in an3435

array ( S lope ) , w i th in a prede f ined search space (3436

Search_space ) . The i d e n t i f i e d maxima are g iven a3437

va lue o f Order .3438

3439

Args :3440

Slope (2D numpy array ) : the input 2−D array , here3441

i s s u ed from a s l op e r a s t e r .3442

Search_space (2D numpy array ) : the search space3443

array in which to l ook f o r l o c a l maxima .3444

Order ( i n t ) : the va lue g iven to the l o c a l maxima3445
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po in t s .3446

3447

Returns :3448

Peaks (2D numpy array ) : a 2−D array where the3449

l o c a l maxima have a va lue o f Order and o ther3450

e lements are n u l l .3451

Slope_copy (2D numpy array ) : a copy o f the input3452

array where the va lue o f the s e l e c t e d l o c a l3453

maxima has been s e t to 0 .3454

3455

Author : GCHG3456

"""3457

3458

print ' Finding  l o c a l  s l ope  maxima . . . '3459

Slope_copy = np . copy ( Slope ) # the copy o f the i n i t i a l3460

data array3461

Search = np . where ( Search_space == 1) # the searched3462

l o c a t i o n s3463

Peaks = np . z e r o s ( ( len ( Slope ) , len ( Slope [ 0 , : ] ) ) , dtype =3464

np . f loat )3465

3466

for i in range ( len ( Search [ 0 ] ) ) :3467

x=Search [ 0 ] [ i ] ; y=Search [ 1 ] [ i ] # coord ina t e s o f3468

the k e rne l ' s cen t re3469

Kernel_slope = ke rne l ( Slope , 3 , x , y )3470

Kernel_search = ke rne l ( Search_space , 3 , x , y )3471

3472

# i f the cen t re o f the k e rne l i s i t s maximum and3473

i s not an i s o l a t e d po in t3474

i f Kernel_slope [ 1 , 1 ] == np . amax( Kernel_slope ) and3475

np . amax( Kernel_search [ Kernel_search<=3476
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Kernel_search [ 1 , 1 ] ] > 0) :3477

Peaks [ x , y ] = Order # The ke rne l cen t re becomes3478

a l o c a l peak3479

Slope_copy [ x , y ] = 0 # The s l op e o f the3480

modi f ied data array drops to 03481

3482

return Peaks , Slope_copy3483

3484

#3485

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−3486

3487

def i n i t i a t e_ r i d g e ( Slope , Search_space , Peaks , Order ) :3488

"""3489

This func t i on i s the second s t a g e o f a rou t ing proces s3490

used to i d e n t i f y l i n e s o f maximum s l o p e s .3491

This func t i on i d e n t i f i e s mu l t i p l e dup l e t s o f e lements3492

in an array ( S lope ) , w i th in a prede f ined search3493

space ( Search_space ) and wi th in the neighbourhood3494

o f the l o c a l maxima i d e n t i f i e d in a second input3495

array ( Peaks ) . The i d e n t i f i e d e lements are g iven a3496

va lue o f Order . To make t h i s f unc t i on work , the3497

inpu t array S lope shou ld be the output array3498

Slope_copy o f the func t i on peak_f lag .3499

3500

Args :3501

Slope (2D numpy array ) : the input 2−D array , here3502

i s s u ed from a s l op e r a s t e r where the l o c a l3503

maximal va l u e s have been rep l aced by 0 .3504

Search_space (2D numpy array ) : the search space3505

array .3506

Peaks (2D numpy array ) : A 2−D array con ta in ing3507
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e lements wi th a va lue o f 1 . These e lements have3508

the same ind i c e s as the e lements wi th a va lue3509

o f 0 in S lope .3510

Order ( i n t ) : the va lue g iven to the i d e n t i f i e d3511

e lements . i t shou ld be supe r i o r by 1 to the3512

va lue o f Order in the func t i on peak_f lag .3513

3514

Returns :3515

Ridges (2D numpy array ) : a 2−D array where the3516

i d e n t i f i e d e lements have a va lue o f Order . This3517

array i s modi f ied from the Peaks array and3518

t h e r e f o r e a l s o conta ins e lements o f a va lue3519

equa l to the Order in the func t i on peak_f lag .3520

Slope_copy (2D numpy array ) : a copy o f the input3521

array where the va lue o f the s e l e c t e d e lements3522

has been s e t to 0 .3523

3524

Author : GCHG3525

"""3526

3527

print '  . . .  S ta r t i ng  r i d g e s  . . . '3528

Slope_copy = np . copy ( Slope ) # the copy o f the i n i t i a l3529

data array3530

Search = np . where ( Search_space == 1) # the searched3531

l o c a t i o n s3532

Search_peaks = np . where ( Peaks == Order−1) # the3533

searched l o c a t i o n s where the peaks are3534

Ridges = np . copy ( Peaks )3535

3536

# Define Kernels3537

for i in range ( len ( Search_peaks [ 0 ] ) ) :3538
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x=Search_peaks [ 0 ] [ i ] ; y=Search_peaks [ 1 ] [ i ] #3539

coord ina t e s o f the k e rne l ' s cen t re3540

Kernel_slope = ke rne l ( Slope , 3 , x , y )3541

Kernel_slope_copy = ke rne l ( Slope_copy , 3 , x , y )3542

Kernel_ridges = ke rne l ( Ridges , 3 , x , y )3543

Kernel_search = ke rne l ( Search_space , 3 , x , y )3544

3545

# 1/ I f t h e r e are no o ther peaks , we have two3546

r i d g e s t a r t e r s3547

i f np . count_nonzero ( Kernel_ridges ) == 1 :3548

Ridge_starter1 = np . where ( Kernel_slope_copy3549

== np . amax ( Kernel_slope_copy ) )3550

X1=Ridge_starter1 [ 0 ] [ 0 ] ; Y1=Ridge_starter13551

[ 1 ] [ 0 ]3552

3553

# i f i t i s w i th in the i n i t i a l search space3554

i f Search_space [ x+X1−1, y+Y1−1] != 0 :3555

Ridges [ x+X1−1, y+Y1−1] = Order3556

Slope_copy [ x+X1−1, y+Y1−1] = 03557

3558

# Look f o r a second r i d g e s t a r t e r3559

Ridge_starter2 = np . where (3560

Kernel_slope_copy == np . amax (3561

Kernel_slope_copy ) )3562

X2=Ridge_starter2 [ 0 ] [ 0 ] ; Y2=Ridge_starter23563

[ 1 ] [ 0 ]3564

Distance = np . sq r t ( (X2−X1) **2+(Y2−Y1) **2)3565

3566

# i f i t i s w i th in the i n i t i a l search space3567

AND not next to the f i r s t r i d g e3568

s t a r t e r3569
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i f Search_space [ x+X2−1, y+Y2−1] != 0 and3570

Distance > np . sq r t (2 ) :3571

Ridges [ x+X2−1, y+Y2−1] = Order3572

Slope_copy [ x+X2−1, y+Y2−1] = 03573

3574

# Otherwise , l ook f o r second r i d g e s t a r t e r3575

e l s ewhere in the k e rne l3576

e l i f Search_space [ x+X2−1, y+Y2−1] != 0 and3577

Distance <= np . sq r t (2 ) :3578

for j in np . arange (0 , 9 , 1 ) :3579

Kernel_slope_copy [X2 , Y2 ] = 03580

3581

Ridge_starter2 = np . where (3582

Kernel_slope_copy == np . amax (3583

Kernel_slope_copy ) )3584

X2=Ridge_starter2 [ 0 ] [ 0 ] ; Y2=3585

Ridge_starter2 [ 1 ] [ 0 ]3586

Distance = np . sq r t ( (X2−X1) **2+(Y2−3587

Y1) **2)3588

3589

i f Search_space [ x+X2−1, y+Y2−1] !=3590

0 and Distance > np . sq r t (2 ) :3591

Ridges [ x+X2−1, y+Y2−1] = Order3592

Slope_copy [ x+X2−1, y+Y2−1] = 03593

break3594

3595

# 2/ I f t h e r e are two peaks , we have one r i d g e3596

s t a r t e r3597

e l i f np . count_nonzero ( Kernel_ridges ) == 2 :3598

Ridge_starter1 = np . where ( Kernel_slope_copy3599

== np . amax ( Kernel_slope_copy ) )3600
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X1=Ridge_starter1 [ 0 ] [ 0 ] ; Y1=Ridge_starter13601

[ 1 ] [ 0 ]3602

3603

# i f i t i s w i th in the i n i t i a l search space3604

i f Search_space [ x+X1−1, y+Y1−1] != 0 :3605

Ridges [ x+X1−1, y+Y1−1] = Order3606

Slope_copy [ x+X1−1, y+Y1−1] = 03607

3608

return Ridges , Slope_copy3609

3610

#3611

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−3612

3613

def Continue_ridge ( Slope , Search_space , Peaks , Order ) :3614

"""3615

This func t i on i s the t h i r d and f i n a l s t a g e o f a3616

rou t ing proces s used to i d e n t i f y l i n e s o f maximum3617

s l o p e s .3618

IMPORTANT: t h i s f unc t i on i s meant to be run s e v e r a l3619

t imes ! I t r e q u i r e s the incrementat ion o f the Order3620

va lue wi th each i t e r a t i o n .3621

This func t i on i d e n t i f i e s mu l t i p l e e lements in an array3622

( S lope ) , w i th in a prede f ined search space (3623

Search_space ) and wi th in the neighbourhood o f the3624

l o c a l maxima i d e n t i f i e d in a second input array (3625

Peaks ) . The i d e n t i f i e d e lements are g iven a va lue3626

o f Order . To make t h i s f unc t i on work , the input3627

array Slope shou ld be the output array Slope_copy3628

o f the func t i on i n i t i a t e_ r i d g e .3629

3630

Args :3631
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Slope (2D numpy array ) : the input 2−D array , here3632

i s s u ed from a s l op e r a s t e r where the e lements3633

s e l e c t e d in the i n i t i a t e_ r i d g e func t i on have3634

been rep l aced by 0 .3635

Search_space (2D numpy array ) : the search space3636

array .3637

Peaks (2D numpy array ) : A 2−D array con ta in ing3638

e lements wi th a va lue o f 1 . These e lements have3639

the same ind i c e s as the e lements wi th a va lue3640

o f 0 in S lope .3641

Order ( i n t ) : the va lue g iven to the i d e n t i f i e d3642

e lements . On the f i r s t i t e r a t i o n i t shou ld be3643

supe r i o r by 1 to the va lue o f Order in the3644

f unc t i on i n i t i a t e_ r i d g e . the va lue o f Order3645

then needs to be incremented wi th every3646

i t e r a t i o n .3647

3648

Returns :3649

Ridges (2D numpy array ) : a 2−D array where the3650

i d e n t i f i e d e lements have a va lue o f Order . This3651

array i s modi f ied from the Peaks array and3652

t h e r e f o r e a l s o conta ins e lements o f a va lue3653

equa l to the Order in the f unc t i on s peak_f lag3654

and i n i t i a t e_ r i d g e .3655

Slope_copy (2D numpy array ) : a copy o f the input3656

array where the va lue o f the s e l e c t e d e lements3657

has been s e t to 0 .3658

3659

Author : GCHG3660

"""3661

3662
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print '  . . .  Pro longat ing  r i d g e s  . . . '3663

Slope_copy = np . copy ( Slope ) # the copy o f the i n i t i a l3664

s l o p e array3665

Search = np . where ( Search_space == 1) # the searched3666

l o c a t i o n s3667

Search_peaks = np . where ( Peaks == Order−1) # the3668

searched l o c a t i o n s where the peaks are3669

Ridges = np . copy ( Peaks )3670

3671

# Define Kernels3672

for i in range ( len ( Search_peaks [ 0 ] ) ) :3673

x=Search_peaks [ 0 ] [ i ] ; y=Search_peaks [ 1 ] [ i ] #3674

coord ina t e s o f the k e rne l ' s cen t re3675

3676

Kernel_slope = ke rne l ( Slope , 3 , x , y )3677

Kernel_slope_copy = ke rne l ( Slope_copy , 3 , x , y )3678

Kernel_ridges = ke rne l ( Ridges , 3 , x , y )3679

Kernel_search = ke rne l ( Search_space , 3 , x , y )3680

3681

# Count the number o f nonzero po in t s in the k e rne l3682

o f the r i d g e array3683

Ridge_count = np . count_nonzero ( Kernel_ridges )3684

3685

# I f t he r e are on ly the 2 prev ious r i d g e po ints ,3686

draw a t h i r d po in t t h a t i s f a r enough from the3687

prev ious po in t3688

i f Ridge_count == 2 :3689

New_point = np . where ( Kernel_slope_copy == np .3690

amax ( Kernel_slope_copy ) )3691

X=New_point [ 0 ] [ 0 ] ; Y=New_point [ 1 ] [ 0 ]3692

Grandad_point = np . where ( Kernel_ridges ==3693
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Order−2)3694

Xgd=Grandad_point [ 0 ] [ 0 ] ; Ygd=Grandad_point3695

[ 1 ] [ 0 ]3696

Distance = np . sq r t ( (X−Xgd) **2+(Y−Ygd) **2)3697

3698

i f Search_space [ x+X−1, y+Y−1] != 0 and3699

Distance > np . sq r t (2 ) :3700

Ridges [ x+X−1, y+Y−1] = Order3701

Slope_copy [ x+X−1, y+Y−1] = 03702

3703

e l i f Search_space [ x+X−1, y+Y−1] != 0 and3704

Distance <= np . sq r t (2 ) :3705

for j in np . arange (0 , 9 , 1 ) :3706

Kernel_slope_copy [X, Y] = 03707

3708

New_point = np . where (3709

Kernel_slope_copy == np . amax (3710

Kernel_slope_copy ) )3711

X=New_point [ 0 ] [ 0 ] ; Y=New_point [ 1 ] [ 0 ]3712

Distance = np . sq r t ( (X−Xgd) **2+(Y−Ygd)3713

**2)3714

3715

i f Search_space [ x+X−1, y+Y−1] != 0 and3716

Distance > np . sq r t (2 ) :3717

Ridges [ x+X−1, y+Y−1] = Order3718

Slope_copy [ x+X−1, y+Y−1] = 03719

break3720

3721

return Ridges , Slope_copy3722

3723

#3724
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−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−3725

3726

def Clean_ridges ( Peaks , DEM, Nodata_value , opt ) :3727

"""3728

This func t i on e l im ina t e s some o f the r i d g e s ( Peaks )3729

i d e n t i f i e d by the t r i o o f f unc t i on s ( peak_flag ,3730

i n i t i a t e_ r i d g e and cont inue_ridge ) . The e l im ina t i on3731

proces s depends on l o c a l r e l i e f , which uses a DEM3732

(DEM) and a t h r e s h o l d va lue ( opt ) . I t i s s e t to3733

i gnore e lements wi th a va lue o f Nodata_value .3734

3735

Args :3736

Peaks (2D numpy array ) : the input 2−D arraym which3737

i s the output o f the r i d g e i d e n t i f i c a t i o n3738

proces s .3739

DEM (2D numpy array ) : the DEM array used as a base3740

f o r the e l im ina t i on o f unnecessary r i d g e s .3741

Nodata_value ( f l o a t ) : The va lue f o r ignored3742

e lements .3743

opt ( f l o a t ) : The va lue o f the t h r e s h o l d to3744

e l im ina t e unnecessary r i d g e s .3745

3746

Returns :3747

Peaks (2D numpy array ) : a 2−D array much l i k e the3748

inpu t Peaks array , but the unnecessary e l emet s3749

have been r e s e t to 0 .3750

3751

Author : GCHG3752

"""3753

3754

print "Cleaning  up r i d g e s  . . . "3755
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DEM_copy = np . copy (DEM)3756

DEM_copy[DEM_copy==Nodata_value ] = 03757

Search_ridge = np . where ( Peaks != 0)3758

3759

Cutof f = np . p e r c e n t i l e (DEM_copy, 7 5 )3760

Threshold = np . amax(DEM_copy[DEM_copy<Cutof f ] )3761

DEM_copy[DEM_copy>Threshold ]=Threshold3762

3763

for i in range ( len ( Search_ridge [ 0 ] ) ) :3764

x=Search_ridge [ 0 ] [ i ] ; y=Search_ridge [ 1 ] [ i ] #3765

coord ina t e s o f the k e rne l ' s cen t re3766

Kernel_DEM = kerne l (DEM_copy, 9 , x , y )3767

Kernel_DEM[Kernel_DEM==Nodata_value ]=03768

3769

i f np . amax(Kernel_DEM)/Threshold < opt :3770

Peaks [ x , y ] = 03771

3772

Search_ridge = np . where ( Peaks != 0)3773

for i in range ( len ( Search_ridge [ 0 ] ) ) :3774

x=Search_ridge [ 0 ] [ i ] ; y=Search_ridge [ 1 ] [ i ] #3775

coord ina t e s o f the k e rne l ' s cen t re3776

Kernel_ridges = ke rne l ( Peaks , 9 , x , y )3777

# I f t he r e aren ' t a t l e a s t 8 r i d g e po in t s in the3778

neighbourhood o f 10 by 103779

i f np . count_nonzero ( Kernel_ridges ) < 8 :3780

Peaks [ x , y ] = 03781

3782

return Peaks3783

3784

#3785

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−3786
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3787

def Fill_marsh (DEM, Peaks , Nodata_value , opt ) :3788

"""3789

This func t i on b u i l d s a marsh p la t form array by us ing3790

the Peaks array as a s t a r t i n g po in t . I t uses the3791

DEM array to e s t a b l i s h cond i t i on s on the e lements3792

to s e l e c t . the opt parameter s e t s a t h r e s h o l d va lue3793

to e l im ina t e supe r f l u ou s e lements . I t i s s e t to3794

i gnore e lements wi th a va lue o f Nodata_value .3795

3796

Args :3797

DEM (2D numpy array ) : the DEM array .3798

Peaks (2D numpy array ) : the 2−D array o f r i d g e3799

elements , which i s the output o f the r i d g e3800

i d e n t i f i c a t i o n and c l ean ing proces s .3801

Nodata_value ( f l o a t ) : The va lue f o r ignored3802

e lements .3803

opt ( f l o a t ) : The va lue o f the t h r e s h o l d to3804

e l im ina t e unnecessary e lements .3805

3806

Returns :3807

Marsh (2D numpy array ) : a 2−D array where the3808

marsh p la t form elements are i d e n t i f i e d by3809

s t r i c t l y p o s i t i v e va l u e s . Other e lements have a3810

v a l u o f 0 or Nodata_value .3811

3812

Author : GCHG3813

"""3814

3815

print " I n i t i a t e  plat form . . . "3816

DEM_copy = np . copy (DEM)3817
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Marsh = np . z e r o s ( ( len (DEM) , len (DEM[ 0 , : ] ) ) , dtype = np3818

. f loat )3819

3820

Counter = 13821

Search_ridges = np . where ( Peaks > 0)3822

for i in range ( len ( Search_ridges [ 0 ] ) ) :3823

x=Search_ridges [ 0 ] [ i ] ; y=Search_ridges [ 1 ] [ i ]3824

Kernel_ridges = ke rne l ( Peaks , 3 , x , y )3825

Kernel_DEM = kerne l (DEM, 3 , x , y )3826

3827

Marsh_point = np . where (np . log ica l_and (Kernel_DEM3828

>= Kernel_DEM [ 1 , 1 ] , Kernel_ridges == 0) )3829

for j in range ( len (Marsh_point [ 0 ] ) ) :3830

X=Marsh_point [ 0 ] [ j ] ; Y=Marsh_point [ 1 ] [ j ]3831

Marsh [ x+X−1, y+Y−1] = Counter3832

3833

Search_marsh_start = np . where (Marsh == 1)3834

for i in range ( len ( Search_marsh_start [ 0 ] ) ) :3835

x=Search_marsh_start [ 0 ] [ i ] ; y=Search_marsh_start3836

[ 1 ] [ i ]3837

Kernel_marsh = ke rne l (Marsh , 3 , x , y )3838

Kernel_ridges = ke rne l ( Peaks , 3 , x , y )3839

i f np . count_nonzero (Kernel_marsh ) <=2:3840

Marsh [ x , y ] = 03841

3842

print '  . . .  Bui ld  plat form . . . '3843

while Counter < 100 :3844

Counter = Counter+13845

Search_marsh = np . where (Marsh == Counter−1)3846

for i in range ( len ( Search_marsh [ 0 ] ) ) :3847

x = Search_marsh [ 0 ] [ i ] ; y = Search_marsh [ 1 ] [ i ]3848
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Kernel_DEM = kerne l (DEM, 3 , x , y )3849

Kernel_DEM_copy = ke rne l (DEM_copy, 3 , x , y )3850

Kernel_ridges = ke rne l ( Peaks , 3 , x , y )3851

Kernel_marsh = ke rne l (Marsh , 3 , x , y )3852

Big_Kernel_DEM = kerne l (DEM, 11 , x , y )3853

Big_Kernel_DEM_copy = ke rne l (DEM_copy, 11 , x ,3854

y )3855

3856

3857

Condit ions = np . z e r o s ( ( len (Kernel_DEM) , len (3858

Kernel_DEM [ 0 , : ] ) ) , dtype = np . f loat )3859

# 1: f r e e space3860

Condition_1 = np . where (np . log ica l_and (3861

Kernel_ridges == 0 , Kernel_marsh == 0) ) ;3862

Condit ions [ Condition_1 ] = 13863

# 2: not topped3864

Condition_2 = np . where (np . log ica l_and (3865

Kernel_DEM_copy > np . amax(3866

Big_Kernel_DEM_copy) −0.2 , Condit ions == 1) )3867

; Condit ions [ Condition_2 ] = 23868

3869

3870

#This i s a d i s t ance t h ing to make sure you don3871

' t c ro s s the r i d g e s agin3872

Here_be_ridges = np . where ( Kernel_ridges != 0)3873

Here_be_parents = np . where (Kernel_marsh ==3874

Counter−1)3875

3876

for j in range ( len ( Condition_2 [ 0 ] ) ) :3877

X=Condition_2 [ 0 ] [ j ] ; Y=Condition_2 [ 1 ] [ j ]3878

Distance_to_ridges = [ ]3879
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Distance_to_parents = [ ]3880

3881

for k in range ( len ( Here_be_ridges [ 0 ] ) ) :3882

Xr=Here_be_ridges [ 0 ] [ k ] ; Yr=3883

Here_be_ridges [ 1 ] [ k ]3884

Distance = np . sq r t ( (X−Xr) **2+(Y−Yr)3885

**2)3886

Distance_to_ridges . append ( Distance )3887

3888

for k in range ( len ( Here_be_parents [ 0 ] ) ) :3889

Xp=Here_be_parents [ 0 ] [ k ] ; Yp=3890

Here_be_parents [ 1 ] [ k ]3891

Distance = np . sq r t ( (X−Xp) **2+(Y−Yp)3892

**2)3893

Distance_to_parents . append ( Distance )3894

3895

i f len ( Distance_to_ridges ) >0:3896

i f min( Distance_to_ridges ) > min(3897

Distance_to_parents ) :3898

Marsh [ x+X−1, y+Y−1] = Counter3899

else :3900

Marsh [ x+X−1, y+Y−1] = Counter3901

DEM_copy[ x+X−1, y+Y−1] = 03902

3903

print '  . . .  d e f i n i n g  the  e l im ina t i on  o f  low p lat fo rms  3904

. . . '3905

Platform = np . copy (Marsh )3906

Platform [ Platform > 0 ] = DEM [ Platform > 0 ]3907

Platform_bins , Plat form_hist = D i s t r i bu t i on ( Platform3908

, 0 )3909

3910
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#1. Find the h i g h e s t and b i g g e s t l o c a l maximum of3911

f r equency d i s t r i b u t i o n3912

# I n i t i a l i z e Index3913

Index = len ( Plat form_hist )−13914

# I n i t i a t e Cutoff_Z va lue3915

Cutoff_Z = 03916

3917

for j in range (1 , len ( Plat form_hist )−1) :3918

i f Platform_hist [ j ] >0.9*max( Plat form_hist ) and3919

Platform_hist [ j ]>Platform_hist [ j −1] and3920

Platform_hist [ j ]>Platform_hist [ j +1] :3921

Index = j3922

3923

#2. Now run a loop from the r e toward lower e l e v a t i o n s .3924

Counter = 03925

for j in range ( Index ,0 ,−1) :3926

# See i f you cros s the mean va lue o f f requency .3927

Count f o r how many i nd i c e s you are under .3928

i f Platform_hist [ j ] < np .mean( Platform_hist ) :3929

Counter = Counter + 13930

# Reset the counter va lue i f you go above average3931

again3932

else :3933

Counter = 03934

3935

#I f you s tay long enough under (10 i s a r b i t r a r y3936

f o r now) , i n i t i a t e c u t o f f and s top the search3937

i f Counter > opt :3938

Cutof f = j3939

Cutoff_Z = Platform_bins [ Cutof f ]3940

break3941
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3942

# I f you s tay under f o r more than 5 , s e t a Cutoff_Z3943

va lue but keep search ing3944

i f Counter > opt /2 :3945

Cutof f = j3946

Cutoff_Z = Platform_bins [ Cutof f ]3947

3948

Marsh [ Platform<Cutoff_Z ] = 03949

3950

print " . . .  F i l l  high  areas  l e f t  blank . . . "3951

Search_marsh_condition = np . z e r o s ( ( len (DEM) , len (DEM3952

[ 0 , : ] ) ) , dtype = np . f loat )3953

Search_marsh = np . where (DEM >= Platform_bins [ Index ] )3954

Search_marsh_condition [ Search_marsh ] = 13955

Search_marsh_2 = np . where (np . log ica l_and (Marsh == 0 ,3956

Search_marsh_condition == 1) )3957

Marsh [ Search_marsh_2 ] = 33958

3959

print '  . . .  F i l l  the  i n t e r i o r  o f  poo l s  . . . '3960

for I t e r a t i o n in np . arange (0 , 10 , 1 ) :3961

Counter = 1003962

while Counter > 2 :3963

Counter = Counter−13964

Search_marsh = np . where (Marsh == Counter+1)3965

Non_f i l l ed = 03966

for i in range ( len ( Search_marsh [ 0 ] ) ) :3967

x = Search_marsh [ 0 ] [ i ] ; y = Search_marsh3968

[ 1 ] [ i ]3969

Kernel_DEM = kerne l (DEM, 3 , x , y )3970

Kernel_ridges = ke rne l ( Peaks , 3 , x , y )3971

Kernel_marsh = ke rne l (Marsh , 3 , x , y )3972
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3973

i f Non_f i l l ed <len ( Search_marsh [ 0 ] ) :3974

i f np . count_nonzero (Kernel_marsh ) > 6 :3975

Condit ion = np . where (np .3976

l og ica l_and (Kernel_marsh == 0 ,3977

Kernel_ridges == 0) )3978

for j in range ( len ( Condit ion [ 0 ] ) ) :3979

X=Condit ion [ 0 ] [ j ] ; Y=Condit ion3980

[ 1 ] [ j ]3981

Marsh [ x+X−1, y+Y−1] = Counter3982

else :3983

Non_f i l l ed = Non_f i l l ed + 13984

3985

# Reapply the c u t o f f because the s t r a i g h t l i n e t h ing3986

i s ug l y3987

Platform = np . copy (Marsh )3988

Platform [ Platform > 0 ] = DEM [ Platform > 0 ]3989

Marsh [ Platform<Cutoff_Z ] = 03990

3991

# We f i l l in the wee ho l e s3992

Search_marsh = np . where (np . log ica l_and (Marsh == 0 ,3993

Peaks == 0) )3994

for i in range ( len ( Search_marsh [ 0 ] ) ) :3995

x = Search_marsh [ 0 ] [ i ] ; y = Search_marsh [ 1 ] [ i ]3996

Kernel_marsh = ke rne l (Marsh , 3 , x , y )3997

i f np . count_nonzero (Kernel_marsh ) == 8 :3998

Marsh [ x , y ] = 1053999

4000

print '  . . .  Adding the  r i d g e s '4001

# We ge t r i d o f scarps t ha t do not have a marsh next4002

to them4003
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Search_false_scarp = np . where ( Peaks > 0)4004

for i in range ( len ( Search_false_scarp [ 0 ] ) ) :4005

x = Search_false_scarp [ 0 ] [ i ] ; y =4006

Search_false_scarp [ 1 ] [ i ]4007

Kernel_marsh = ke rne l (Marsh , 3 , x , y )4008

i f np . count_nonzero (Kernel_marsh ) == 0 :4009

Peaks [ x , y ] = 04010

4011

# We ge t r i d o f the s t i c k y−outy b i t s4012

Search_ridge = np . where ( Peaks > 0)4013

for i in range ( len ( Search_ridge [ 0 ] ) ) :4014

x=Search_ridge [ 0 ] [ i ] ; y=Search_ridge [ 1 ] [ i ]4015

Kernel_ridges = ke rne l ( Peaks , 9 , x , y )4016

i f np . count_nonzero ( Kernel_ridges ) < 8 :4017

Peaks [ x , y ] = 04018

4019

# We put the scarps in the p la t form4020

Search_side = np . where ( Peaks > 0)4021

Marsh [ Search_side ] = 1104022

4023

print " . . .  e l im ina t e  patches  o f  empty elements  . . . "4024

Search_marsh_condition = np . z e r o s ( ( len (DEM) , len (DEM4025

[ 0 , : ] ) ) , dtype = np . f loat )4026

Search_marsh = np . where (DEM >= Platform_bins [ Index ] )4027

Search_marsh_condition [ Search_marsh ] = 14028

Search_marsh_2 = np . where (np . log ica l_and (Marsh == 0 ,4029

Search_marsh_condition == 1) )4030

Marsh [ Search_marsh_2 ] = 34031

4032

print '  . . .  F i l l  the  i n t e r i o r  o f  poo l s  . . . '4033

for I t e r a t i o n in np . arange (0 , 10 , 1 ) :4034
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Counter = 1104035

while Counter > 2 :4036

Counter = Counter−14037

Search_marsh = np . where (Marsh == Counter+1)4038

Non_f i l l ed = 04039

for i in range ( len ( Search_marsh [ 0 ] ) ) :4040

x = Search_marsh [ 0 ] [ i ] ; y = Search_marsh4041

[ 1 ] [ i ]4042

Kernel_DEM = kerne l (DEM, 3 , x , y )4043

Kernel_ridges = ke rne l ( Peaks , 3 , x , y )4044

Kernel_marsh = ke rne l (Marsh , 3 , x , y )4045

4046

i f Non_f i l l ed <len ( Search_marsh [ 0 ] ) :4047

i f np . count_nonzero (Kernel_marsh ) > 6 :4048

Condit ion = np . where (np .4049

l og ica l_and (Kernel_marsh == 0 ,4050

Kernel_ridges == 0) )4051

for j in range ( len ( Condit ion [ 0 ] ) ) :4052

X=Condit ion [ 0 ] [ j ] ; Y=Condit ion4053

[ 1 ] [ j ]4054

Marsh [ x+X−1, y+Y−1] = Counter4055

else :4056

Non_f i l l ed = Non_f i l l ed + 14057

4058

print '  . . .  d e f i n i n g  the  e l im ina t i on  o f  low p lat fo rms  4059

. . . '4060

Platform = np . copy (Marsh )4061

Platform [ Platform > 0 ] = DEM [ Platform > 0 ]4062

Marsh [ Platform<Cutoff_Z ] = 04063

Marsh [DEM == Nodata_value ] = Nodata_value4064

4065
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return Marsh4066

4067

#4068

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−4069

4070

def MARSH_ID (DEM, Slope , Nodata_value , opt1 , opt2 , opt3 ) :4071

"""4072

This i s the master f unc t i on f o r marsh i d e n t i f i c a t i o n .4073

I t d e f i n e s in which order the f unc t i on s4074

define_search_space , peak_flag , i n i t i a t e_r i d g e ,4075

Continue_ridge , Clean_ridges , Fi l l_marsh are4076

execu ted . I t i s s e t to repea t the i t e r a t i o n o f the4077

Continue_ridge func t i on 50 t imes .4078

4079

Args :4080

DEM (2D numpy array ) : the input DEM array .4081

Slope (2D numpy array ) : the input S lope array .4082

Nodata_value ( f l o a t ) : The va lue f o r ignored4083

e lements .4084

opt1 ( f l o a t ) : The va lue o f the t h r e s h o l d used in4085

the def ine_search_space func t i on .4086

opt2 ( f l o a t ) : The va lue o f the t h r e s h o l d used in4087

the Clean_ridges func t i on .4088

opt3 ( f l o a t ) : The va lue o f the t h r e s h o l d used in4089

the Fil l_marsh func t i on .4090

4091

Returns :4092

Search_space (2D numpy array ) : The output search4093

space o f the def ine_search_space func t i on .4094

Ridge (2D numpy array ) : The output r i d g e s o f the4095

peak_flag , i n i t i a t e_r i d g e , Continue_ridge ,4096
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Clean_ridges f unc t i on s .4097

Marsh (2D numpy array ) : The output marsh p la t form4098

o f the Fil l_marsh func t i on .4099

4100

Author : GCHG4101

"""4102

4103

DEM_work = np . copy (DEM) ; Slope_work = np . copy ( Slope ) ;4104

4105

Platform = np . copy (DEM_work)4106

Ridge = np . copy (DEM_work)4107

Marsh = np . copy (DEM_work)4108

4109

Platform [ Platform != Nodata_value ] = 04110

Summit = np . where ( Platform==np . amax( Platform ) )4111

Platform [ Summit ] = 14112

4113

Search_space , Crossover , bins , h i s t , In f l ex i on_po in t =4114

def ine_search_space (DEM_work, Slope_work ,4115

Nodata_value , opt1 )4116

4117

Order = 14118

Ridge , Slope_temp = peak_flag ( Slope_work ,4119

Search_space , Order )4120

4121

Order = Order+14122

Ridge , Slope_temp = i n i t i a t e_ r i d g e ( Slope_temp ,4123

Search_space , Ridge , Order )4124

4125

while Order < 50 :4126

Order = Order+14127
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Ridge , Slope_temp = Continue_ridge ( Slope_temp ,4128

Search_space , Ridge , Order )4129

4130

Ridge = Clean_ridges ( Ridge , DEM_work, Nodata_value ,4131

opt2 )4132

Marsh = Fill_marsh (DEM_work, Ridge , Nodata_value ,4133

opt3 )4134

print "My hove r c r a f t  i s  f u l l  o f  e e l s ! "4135

4136

return Search_space , Ridge , Marsh4137

4138

#4139

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−4140

4141

def Confusion ( Subject , Reference , Nodata_value ) :4142

"""4143

This func t i on compares a Sub j e c t 2−D array to a4144

Reference 2−D array and re turns an array o f4145

d i f f e r en c e s , which we c a l l a con fus ion array or4146

con fus ion map i f i t l ook l i k e a map . I t then4147

c a l c u l a t e s a number o f metr i c s r e l a t i v e to the4148

adequat ion between the s u b j e c t and the r e f e r ence .4149

I t i s s e t to i gnore e lements wi th a va lue o f4150

Nodata_value .4151

4152

To learn more about confus ion matr ices and t h e i r4153

a s s o c i a t e d metr ics , p l e a s e v i s i t the Wikipedia page4154

: h t t p s :// en . w i k i p ed i a . org / w ik i /Confusion_matrix4155

4156

Args :4157

Sub j e c t (2D numpy array ) : the input array . This i s4158
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the one you want to t e s t4159

Reference (2D numpy array ) : the r e f e r ence array .4160

This one i s supposed to conta in co r r e c t4161

in format ion4162

Nodata_value ( f l o a t ) : The va lue f o r ignored4163

e lements .4164

4165

Returns :4166

Confusion_matrix (2D numpy array ) : an array4167

con ta in ing the va l u e s 1 (True Po s i t i v e ) , 2 (4168

True Negat ive ) , −1 ( Fa lse Po s i t i v e ) and −2 (4169

False Negat ive ) .4170

Performance (1D numpy array ) : the number o f (4171

r e s p e c t i v e l y ) True Pos i t i v e s , True Negat ives ,4172

False Po s i t i v e s and False Nega t i ves in4173

Confusion_matrix .4174

Metrix (1D numpy array ) : The va l u e s o f (4175

r e s p e c t i v e l y ) Accuracy , R e l i a b i l i t y ,4176

S en s i t i v i t y , F1 der i v ed from the Performance4177

array .4178

4179

Author : GCHG4180

"""4181

4182

Height = len ( Subject [ : , 0 ] ) ; Width = len ( Subject [ 0 , : ] )4183

Height_R = len ( Reference [ : , 0 ] ) ; Width_R = len (4184

Reference [ 0 , : ] )4185

4186

print Height , Width4187

print Height_R , Width_R4188

4189
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H = min ( Height , Height_R)4190

W = min (Width , Width_R)4191

4192

Confusion_matrix = Nodata_value*np . ones ( ( Height , Width4193

) , dtype = np . f loat )4194

4195

Subject_marsh = np . where (np . log ica l_and ( Subject != 0 ,4196

Subject != Nodata_value ) )4197

Reference_marsh = np . where (np . log ica l_and ( Reference4198

!= 0 , Reference != Nodata_value ) )4199

4200

Subject [ Subject_marsh ] = 1 .4201

Reference [ Reference_marsh ] = 1 .4202

4203

for i in range (H) :4204

for j in range (W) :4205

i f Subject [ i , j ] == 1 and Reference [ i , j ] == 1 :4206

# TRUE POSITIVE4207

Confusion_matrix [ i , j ] = 14208

e l i f Subject [ i , j ] == 0 and Reference [ i , j ] ==4209

0 : # TRUE NEGATIVE4210

Confusion_matrix [ i , j ] = 24211

e l i f Subject [ i , j ] == 1 and Reference [ i , j ] ==4212

0 : # FALSE POSITIVE4213

Confusion_matrix [ i , j ] = −14214

e l i f Subject [ i , j ] == 0 and Reference [ i , j ] ==4215

1 : # FALSE NEGATIVE4216

Confusion_matrix [ i , j ] = −24217

4218

True_posit ive = np .sum( Confusion_matrix [4219

Confusion_matrix == 1 ] )4220
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True_negative = np .sum( Confusion_matrix [4221

Confusion_matrix == 2 ] ) /24222

Fa l s e_pos i t i v e = −np .sum( Confusion_matrix [4223

Confusion_matrix == −1])4224

False_negat ive = −np .sum( Confusion_matrix [4225

Confusion_matrix == −2]) /24226

4227

Re l i a b i l i t y = True_posit ive / ( True_posit ive+4228

Fa l s e_pos i t i v e )4229

S e n s i t i v i t y = True_posit ive / ( True_posit ive+4230

False_negat ive )4231

Accuracy = ( True_posit ive+True_negative ) / (4232

True_posit ive+True_negative+Fa l s e_pos i t i v e+4233

False_negat ive )4234

F1 = 2*True_posit ive /(2*True_posit ive+Fa l s e_pos i t i v e+4235

False_negat ive )4236

4237

Performance = np . array ( [ True_posit ive , True_negative ,4238

Fal se_pos i t ive , False_negat ive ] )4239

Metrix = np . array ( [ Accuracy , R e l i a b i l i t y , S e n s i t i v i t y ,4240

F1 ] )4241

4242

return Confusion_matrix , Performance , Metrix4243

LSDMarshPlatform/LSDMarshPlatform_Marsh_ID.py4244

"""4245

LSDMarshPlatform_Marsh_ID . py4246

4247

This i s your d r i v e r f i l e to run the marsh p la t form4248

e x t r a c t i o n .4249

Please read the README and the i n s t r u c t i o n s in t h i s s c r i p t4250
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b e f o r e you run i t .4251

Authors : Guil laume GH Goodwin and Simon Marius Mudd4252

4253

"""4254

4255

#4256

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−4257

4258

#0. Set up d i s p l a y environment i f you are working on a4259

t e rmina l wi th no GUI.4260

import matp lo t l i b4261

matp lo t l i b . use ( 'Agg ' )4262

4263

#4264

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−4265

4266

# Use fu l Python packages4267

import numpy as np4268

import cP i ck l e4269

import t ime i t4270

import os4271

4272

# A very u s e f u l package4273

from LSDMarshPlatform_functions import4274

ENVI_raster_binary_to_2d_array4275

from LSDMarshPlatform_functions import4276

ENVI_raster_binary_from_2d_array4277

4278

# The main f unc t i on s f o r the marsh i d e n t i f i c a t i o n4279

from LSDMarshPlatform_functions import MARSH_ID4280

from LSDMarshPlatform_functions import Confusion4281
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4282

# Retained d i r e c t o r i e s from Guil laume4283

# "// csce . da t a s t o r e . ed . ac . uk/ csce / geos / user s / s1563094/4284

Sof tware /LSDTopoTools/LSDTopoTools_MarshPlatform/4285

Example_data/"4286

4287

#−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−4288

def MarshID( Input_dir = "/LSDTopoTools/4289

LSDTopoTools_MarshPlatform/Example_data/" ,4290

Output_dir = "/LSDTopoTools/4291

LSDTopoTools_MarshPlatform/Example_data/" ,4292

S i t e s = [ "FEL_DEM_clip" ] , opt1 = −2.0 , opt2 =4293

0 . 85 , opt3 = 8 . 0 ,4294

compare_with_digitised_marsh = False ) :4295

"""4296

This func t i on wraps a l l the marsh ID s c r i p t s in one4297

l o c a t i o n4298

4299

Args :4300

Input_dir ( s t r ) : Name your data input d i r e c t o r y4301

Output_dir ( s t r ) : Name your r e s u l t s output4302

d i r e c t o r y4303

S i t e s ( s t r l i s t ) : A l i s t o f s t r i n g s . The f i l e4304

names are modi f i ed based on the s e s i t e s4305

opt1 ( f l t ) : f i r s t op t im i sa t i on4306

opt2 ( f l t ) : 2nd op t im i sa t i on4307

opt3 ( f l t ) : 3 rd op t im i sa t i on4308

compare_with_digitised_marsh ( boo l ) : I f true , t h i s4309

w i l l compare the data wi th a d i g i t i s e d marsh4310

p la t form4311

4312
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Author :4313

GCHG, Modif ied by SMM 02/10/20174314

"""4315

4316

#4317

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−4318

4319

print ( "Welcome to  the  marsh ID program ! " )4320

print ( " I  am opening  the  f i l e :  "+Input_dir )4321

4322

# Set the va lue f o r empty DEM c e l l s4323

Nodata_value = −99994324

4325

# Timing4326

Star t = t ime i t . de fau l t_t imer ( )4327

for s i t e in S i t e s :4328

print ( "Loading input  data from s i t e :  "+s i t e )4329

# NB: When load ing input data , p l e a s e make sure4330

the naming convent ion shown here i s r e spec t ed .4331

print ( " Loading DEM" )4332

DEM, post_DEM, envidata_DEM =4333

ENVI_raster_binary_to_2d_array ( Input_dir+"%s .4334

b i l " % ( s i t e ) , s i t e )4335

print " Loading S lopes "4336

# check to ge t the co r r e c t s l o p e r a s t e r4337

slope_fname = s i t e+"_slope . b i l "4338

i f not os . path . i s f i l e ( Input_dir+slope_fname ) :4339

slope_fname = s i t e+"_SLOPE. b i l "4340

Slope , post_Slope , envidata_Slope =4341

ENVI_raster_binary_to_2d_array ( Input_dir+4342

slope_fname , s i t e )4343
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4344

# Here beg in s the d e t e c t i on proces s4345

print " I d e n t i f y i n g  the  plat form and sca rps "4346

DEM_work = np . copy (DEM)4347

Search_space , Scarps , Platform = MARSH_ID(DEM,4348

Slope , Nodata_value , opt1 , opt2 , opt3 )4349

Platform_work = np . copy ( Platform )4350

Scarps [ Scarps == 0 ] = Nodata_value4351

4352

# Here i s where you save your output f i l e s f o r use4353

in a GIS so f tware4354

print "Saving marsh f e a t u r e s "4355

new_geotransform , new_projection , f i l e_ou t =4356

ENVI_raster_binary_from_2d_array (envidata_DEM ,4357

Output_dir+"%s_Search_space . b i l " % ( s i t e ) ,4358

post_DEM, Search_space )4359

new_geotransform , new_projection , f i l e_ou t =4360

ENVI_raster_binary_from_2d_array (envidata_DEM ,4361

Output_dir+"%s_Scarps . b i l " % ( s i t e ) , post_DEM,4362

Scarps )4363

new_geotransform , new_projection , f i l e_ou t =4364

ENVI_raster_binary_from_2d_array (envidata_DEM ,4365

Output_dir+"%s_Marsh . b i l " % ( s i t e ) , post_DEM,4366

Platform )4367

4368

# Disab l e the f o l l ow i n g s e c t i on i f you do not wish4369

to compare your r e s u l t s to a r e f e r ence marsh4370

i f compare_with_digitised_marsh :4371

# NB When load ing input data , p l e a s e make sure4372

the naming convent ion shown here i s4373

r e spec t ed .4374
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print " Loading detec ted  Marsh"4375

Platform_work , post_Platform ,4376

envidata_Platform =4377

ENVI_raster_binary_to_2d_array (Output_dir+4378

"%s_Marsh . b i l " % ( s i t e ) , s i t e )4379

print "Loading r e f e r e n c e  marsh"4380

Reference , post_Reference , envidata_Reference4381

= ENVI_raster_binary_to_2d_array (4382

Input_dir+"%s_ref . b i l " % ( s i t e ) , s i t e )4383

print "Evaluat ing  the  performance  o f  the  4384

de t e c t i on "4385

Confusion_matrix , Performance , Metrix =4386

Confusion ( Platform_work , Reference ,4387

Nodata_value )4388

new_geotransform , new_projection , f i l e_ou t =4389

ENVI_raster_binary_from_2d_array (4390

envidata_Platform , Output_dir+"%s_Confusion4391

. b i l " % ( s i t e ) ,4392

4393

post_Platform , Confusion_matrix )4394

4395

cP i ck l e . dump( Performance ,open( Output_dir+"%4396

s_Performance . pkl " % ( s i t e ) , "wb" ) )4397

cP i ck l e . dump(Metrix ,open( Output_dir+"%s_Metrix4398

. pkl " % ( s i t e ) , "wb" ) )4399

4400

# Comment t h e s e 2 l i n e s i f you don ' t want to know how4401

l ong the s c r i p t run f o r .4402

Stop = t ime i t . de fau l t_t imer ( )4403

print ' Runtime = ' , Stop − Star t , ' s '4404
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6.2 Appendices to Chapter 34405

6.2.1 Detailed platform elevations4406

Figure 6.3: Detail of sea levels used for each tide station to calculate mineral deposition
�uxes over a year. Left panel shows sea levels above Mean Sea Level. Black and purple
lines are respectivelyMHT ad OHHT . Right panel shows the percentage time �ooded
above MHT .
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Figure 6.4: Equivalent of Figure 6.3 for Morecambe Bay.
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Figure 6.5: Equivalent of Figure 6.3 for Boston Harbor.
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Figure 6.6: Equivalent of Figure 6.3 for Arne Bay.
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Figure 6.7: Equivalent of Figure 6.3 for the Swale Estuary.
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Figure 6.8: Equivalent of Figure 6.3 for Shell Bay.
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Figure 6.9: Equivalent of Figure 6.3 for Arne Bay.
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Figure 6.10: Equivalent of Figure 6.3 for Morro Bay.
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6.3 Appendices to Chapter 44407

6.3.1 Dtm O�set4408

6.3.2 Ground-Truthing4409

6.3.3 Sectors and Parameters Used for the Tip Method4410

6.3.4 Raw Elevation Data4411
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Figure 6.11: (top) Distribution of elevations for ground-truthing points in Moricambe
Bay. (bottom) distribution of elevation o�set between DTM point elevations at the
location of ground-truthing points at di�erent dates.

Figure 6.12: Comparative plot of elevations at ground-truthing points between the
DTM and ground-truthing data of the same year or a close year. (a) the DTM year is
2009 and the ground-truthing year is 2009; (b) the DTM year is 2013 and the ground-
truthing year is 2016; (c) the DTM year is 2017 and the ground-truthing year is 2017.
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Figure 6.13: Map of the sectors used to implement the TIP method, overlain on the
2017 DTM of Moricambe Bay.
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Table 6.7: The parameters used in the TIP method for each of the 21 sectors in the
2009 DTM.

Sector Spthresh ZKthresh rzthresh

1 −2.0 0.85 8
2 −2.0 0.85 8
3 −2.0 0.85 8
4 −2.0 0.85 8
5 −2.0 0.85 8
6 −2.0 0.85 8
7 −2.0 0.85 8
8 −2.0 0.85 8
9 −2.0 0.85 8
10 −2.0 0.85 8
11 −2.0 0.85 8
12 −2.0 0.35 24
13 −2.0 0.85 14
14 −2.0 0.85 2
15 −2.0 0.85 1
16 −2.0 0.85 1
17 −2.0 0.85 8
18 −2.0 0.85 10
19 −2.0 0.85 12
20 −3.0 0.4 22
21 −2.0 0.85 14
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Table 6.8: The parameters used in the TIP method for each of the 21 sectors in the
2013 DTM. Stars indicate manual modi�cation of the marsh outline was performed.

Sector Spthresh ZKthresh rzthresh

1 −2.0 0.85 8
2 −2.0 0.85 8
3 −2.0 0.85 8
4 −2.0 0.85 8
5 −2.0 0.85 8
6 −2.0 0.85 8
7 −2.0 0.85 8
8 −2.0 0.85 8
9 −2.0 0.85 20
10 −2.0 0.85 13
11 −2.0 0.85 12
12 −2.0 0.35 12
13 −2.0 0.85 12
14 −2.0 0.85 7
15 −2.0 0.85 6
16 −2.0 0.85 1
17 −2.0 0.85 8
18 −2.0 0.85 10
19 −2.0 0.85 20 *
20 −3. 0.4 22
21 −2.0 0.5 12
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Table 6.9: The parameters used in the TIP method for each of the 21 sectors in the
2017 DTM. Stars indicate manual modi�cation of the marsh outline was performed.

Sector Spthresh ZKthresh rzthresh

1 −2 0.85 8
2 −2.0 0.85 8
3 −2.0 0.85 8
4 −2.0 0.85 8
5 −2.0 0.85 8
6 −2.0 0.85 8
7 −2.0 0.85 8
8 −2.0 0.85 8
9 −2.0 0.85 16
10 −2.0 0.85 10
11 −3.0 0.5 13
12 −3.0 0.5 13
13 −2.0 0.1 10
14 −2.0 0.9 4
15 −2.0 0.85 6
16 −2.0 0.85 3
17 −2.0 0.85 1
18 −2.0 0.85 10
19 −2.0 0.85 30 *
20 −0.3 0.4 22
21 −2.0 0.5 16
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Figure 6.14: Example outputs of the TIP method, used in its original form (a) and
�inverted� output, �lled by considering as a marsh platform all pixels that are not part of
the largest contiguous mud�at, in this case at the top of the panel (b). Marsh platforms
are overlain over the Google Earth image of Figure 4.2.
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Figure 6.15: Median elevation (and surrounding quartiles) of the marsh (green) and
mud�at (brown) portion of a group of pro�les for individual change events. Progra-
dation events are shown upward in each panel and retreat events are shown mirrorred
along the y = 0 line. Insets show the distribution of the interquartile range for marsh
and mud�at portions of pro�les.
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